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The combination of unusually high tides
and strong southerly winds caused much
damage along the water front last Thursday and Friday. Thursday forenoon the
sea broke on both sides of the
harbor.
Two sail boats, owned by Edgar W. Gray
and Eugene Ellis, moored below the steamboat wharf, went ashore on the rocks and
were broken up.
Some of the ways and
and blockings under the schooner Pendleton
Sisters were washed away, and all loose
lumber near high water mark went adrift.
A lot of lime casks on Lane's wharf floated
off and drifted up the harbor.
The casks
soon tilled with water, and when the wreckers attempted to save them the casks were
too heavy to be taken into the boats, Most of
them went ashore on the east side above the
bridge.
They are owned by Vickery &
Hatch of Morrill.
The wharves in the
upper harbor were nearly all Hooded, but
the storehouses stood high enough to be
out of reach of the tide, with one exception’
and that is used for storing kerosene.
R.
A. Gurney had a lot of cedar poles from the
old bridge, which he bought of II. A. Habbidge, in a boom near the eastern end of the
bridge. They went adrift, nearly all going
through the bridge and into “Tomcod
Cove." just above, where they were saved. A.
M. Carter, who has been in business on the
wharves more than 30 years, says this tide
w as within 5 inches of the highest he has
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Waldo

County Grange.

Grange held a very
l.tth with Granite
The weather
"earsport.
all that could be asked
f the year. The officers
■sent.
The meeting was
Worthy Master Dolloff.
<
anges found 14 representwas instructed in the fifth
address of welcome was
.'sell, and Brother A. A.
i': behalf of the Pomona.
declared for dinner. On
i- tin
it was voted to have
Music was given by the
Is the Board of Agricul;at it can do for the farmer?
K. Evans, followed by P.
neld, N. Smart, E. Thayer,
Mr. Drake and others.
::. shed by Granite Grange
Declamation by Lester
c
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Front.

Damage Along the WaWharves r uioaed and Small

ever
I

seen.

Friday proved a more disastrous day
along the water front than Thursday. The
tide was higher, reaching the highest point

known. The wind continued fresh
f rom the South and a heavy sea was running. The waves broke over the steamboat
wharf and the spray flew over the buildings.
The waves broke high on the rocky shore of
Moose Point, the spray flying over the roofs
of the cottages. The sloop Idlewuld, owned
by ( has. E. Whitcomb, parted her mooring
and went ashore on the rocks below the
steamboat wharf. She drifted along the
I
I shore, pounding heavily on the rocks, until
she reached the wharf, where she went
under the cradles of the yachts hauled up
there and was soon buried in rock weed and
.si
Russell; reading by sand. Iler bottom was badly chafed, her
aiming by male quartette; main boom broken and her mainsail torn.
Stinson; recitation by The little catboat
Nellie, owned by 0. R.
'"iig by M. Curtis, who
"it*: music by choir.
A Webster, went ashore on the rocks and was j
i'
given Granite Grange broken up. A large amount of sea-weed, j
driftwood, .etc., was thrown up near Webwill be held December
ster's shop at the head of the steamboat
;\ Grange, Lincolnville
ill wing program : Open- wharf. The drift included the rudder of a
I'-rring r»th degree: report vessel of about 15 tons, the stern of a large
>•!' welcome by Mr. W.
and the ruins of a number of skirt's
by Agnes Abbott; re- boat,
"f tile order: appoint- and small boats. The sloop Spray, owned
noon recess: music:
by E. S. Pitcher, which was blocked up
''ii should we give our
under an extension of E. L. Macomber’s
lie* Legislature in regard
"pHiied by M. B. Hunt: shop in Dyer’s yard,where she was thought
; «‘gr<»m to be furnished
to be fully out of reach of the tide, pounded
ever

'■

badly.
The new schooner Pendleton Sisters on
Vcdding Bells.
the stocks in Carter’s yard had a narrow
M'i.i:r.*N’. Wednesday,
escape.^ Part of the ways was carried away
1
Wentworth of East Thursday, and Friday’s tide did further
All the ways for
■I Della llatrli Pendleton damage in this direction.
narri'-'l 1>\ the Rev. Dr. j half the length of the vessel were washed
"i't 1 t-a.ple. Mr. Went- out, and as the heavy timbers floated and
thrashed about there was great danger that
Mi' > "iu1 bu.'ines.s men
*•
’■ l;■ bride is thedaiighthe posts would be knocked from under the
!‘.-ndieton, fonnerh of vessel.
bri‘*f w adding trip they
Carter A Co.'s wharf, next above the new
'land.
vessel, was badly damaged. The easterly
corner was carried away and a part of tin*
Mr. Joseph M. Le
m>rt h corner. The chains of 1 he new schoonthe National Soldiers er were on the
wharf, and their weight
i
Miss Marie Berger
probably saved the whole structure from
M'i. Me., were married at
i-y. Newport News, In going to pieces.
Wood tin last night at 7
The schooner E. S. Wilson lay at Cooper
arty of friends of Mr.
the ceremony,and among A Co.’s wharf, where she had discharged a
Mrs Mosheberg. Miss cargo of lumber. She pounded heavily and
t> bridesmaid and Mr. .1.
the piles of the wharf made four holes
Jest man.
The marriage
through her bottom. She was hauled across
.nation of a very prett\
!*i<• 11 began in Portland the dock to the w harf of the Relfast Fuel
Mis.' Thienie, who is a
A Hay Co., where she tilled and rolled
aJy of the blonde type, is
bandmaster Thieme of the over. The lumber piles on Cooper’s wharf
Home at Togus. She ar- were blown dow n, and the plank, boards
"t"ii
yesterday from her and shingles strewn all over the yard.
met by the happy groom,
The sloop Jennette and knockabout llesiei iiere only ten days. Miss
journey alone, hue the ar- sie, hauled up in rear of the Dana building,
marriage had been ar- had the earth washed away from around
departure of Mr. LeGault their
cradles, and a large log landed alongdays ago. The marriage
"d in Maine and all ar- side the latter, just missing the posts of the
ei, perfected for the eereThe tide at that point washed the
cradle.
* "Gault was
hurriedly or- ballast from between the sleepers of the
1 tho Home at
Hamptom.
•i.
ng she could follow him railroad track.
:d ng would occur upon her
Lane’s wharf, the next one up the harbor,
Mrs. LeGault will for the
but the
nth Mrs. Mohscberg on is low, and is frequently flooded,
"
Daily Press, Newport storehouses stand high and the w ater rarely
reaches them. They are occupied by John
Sanborn for storing kerosene and phosu.
A
pretty home wed- phate. The water stood 3 feet deep over
dncsday evening Nov.7that the wharf and the sea broke 10 feet high on
ipr. and Mrs. Charles Oliac<*et, when their son Jas- the sides of the buildings. The doors were
marriage to Miss May broken down and water flowed into the
i> 1 e au llaut.
The cere'•"'iiwl by Rev. W. E. Lom- buildings.
c <»f the immediate
Swan’s wharf was flooded from 2 to 3 feet
relawas becomingly gowned
deep, but the buildings stand high enough
Annie with trimmings of
to prevent damage to the contents.
i
young couple received
Shales & Co. were repairing their wharf.
useful gifts.
A lunch was
i'ceremony. The young Thursday’s tide did no damage, but the
t"4St wishes of their many
was badly torn up Friday, and
future happiness and pros- planking
some of the piling was lifted.
...
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ng Boom at Seal Harbor.
at >eal Harbor is being
> rapidly and the contrae-

untage of the tine weathof New York is to have
built, and the cottage
is progressing very
oiimsch is a brother to Walmusician, who has a cot1 lie other cottages which
f<u William < ox of New
Idred Everett and Mrs. E.
li from that city.
Rev.
of Bangor has recently
a
and
Rev.
E.
C.
cottage,
also purchased land, will
Taking everything in
"•
Harbor will have more
:' ,4t'<l this
year than either
‘’(u or Bar Harbor.
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Factory

for Castine.

’prominent men of Castine
ntcrvsted in a project to erect
-loe factory to cost $12,500,
"I shoes daily,and
employ
1
b- women.
An association
‘"’"I'd of public progress has
"Iltlls been in
correspondence
tui cr of shoes, who has been
It is proposed to
'-'jnsultation.
'>< k
company, with shares at
'\ 'VVh‘ 5i!*sessable. W. A. Walker,
*,Ie*r, ( '. Fred Jones, John S.
1
brown, W. T. Stevens, A. M.
‘ugc i). Wheeler, Charles E.
"i
(icorge M. Warren con"'iiiJuttee having the matter in
°f tliem 11118 subscribed to.
1
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the new
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trial races
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yacht now being
shops in Bristol, R. I.,
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No further damage occurred until Lewis
wharf was reached, where a sidewalk
along the side of the storehouse was torn
up, and some clothing and stores belonging
to Capt. Arey of the steamer Marjorie,
stored in one of the buildings were soaked

through.
The boats in the upper harbor all rode out
the storm safely.
The steamer Marjorie on the Silver Star’s
route did not come over from Castine
Thursday, but arrived Friday forenoon and
remained at Lewis’ wharf until Saturday
noon.

The M. & M. made her regular trips up to
Friday. Between Belfast and Camden Friday forenoon several of her cabin windows
were smashed.
These were repaired and
the steamer left Camden to return at 1.30
When near the bell buoy Capt. Benp. m.
nett decided that tlit sea was too rough and
put back to Camden, where he remained
until 4 o’clock Saturday morning. He then
went to Bucksport direct and made the regular trip that day.
The Boston steamers were also delayed,
ami their movements are reported under
the usual heading of Steamer Notes.
A few waves broke over the lower bridge,
and the spray Hew across it, but no damage
was done.
The road at the foot of the
McCrillis hill was slightly washed out. The
new bridge is some two feet higher than
the old one, which could not have withstood the sea, and had it not been replaced
by the present structure we should have
had no bridge for many mouths, as it could
not have been replaced in the winter.
Some floating logs and other stuff went

against the upper bridge and damaged the
rail somewhat, but the sea did not injure
the roadway to any extent.
The remains of the “rag wharf” on the
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East Side was washed away.
Water rose so high in the buildings of the
Light & Power Co., that it was necessary to
shut off the currents, and the power was off
for a few hours.
The damage below the city was mainly
the washing away of the shore and the loss
of trees which stood on the bank. On the
Read place near the boat house there was
a natural depression in the beach, down
which a stream had hollowed out a course
to the depth of two or three feet. The sea
filled this depression and the bed of the
stream with sand and gravel to the depth
of four or five feet. The slips were carried
away from the boat houses on the Hinds
shore, and the earth and rocks washed out
from under one of them, leaving the outer
end unsupported.
The shore was badly
washed all along here, from ten to fifteen
feet having been washed away bodily.
At the Battery the sea wall recently completed in front of E. S. Pitcher’s cottage
was swept away and the front veranda was
in danger of going too. Mr. Pitcher regrets
cost the probable loss of two oak trees
north of his cottage, the sea having washed
the earth out from under them. Great inroads were made on the shore front of the,
Pottle and Johnson lots, and the loss would
have been greater but for the bulkhead
built by Coombs and Riggs, which, though
somewhat damaged, held the fort. They
are already making repairs, but the storm
wiped out the haril work of many months.
A few of the steps in front of the Hazeltine cottage on Murphy’s Point were carried away, but the shore here suffered but
little. Lower down the bank was badlywashed and a number of large trees undermined. The ice wharf, which was partiallydestroyed last spring, had further inroads
made upon it. The foot bridge leading to
the Poor cottage at Little Kiver was Moated
out of position and the beach south of the
cottage washed out. The dirt was washed
out in one place on the Little River bridge,
but was promptly- repaired.
The sloop
Nautilus, owned by Geo. 0. Hatch, was
moored here, but sustained no damage. The
shore in front of the Bird house was badlywashed and on the opposite shore was a
great pile of drift stuff.
Two lumber laden schooners in the lower
bay rode out the storm and sailed early

Sunday- morning.
The wharf at Ryder’s Cove, Islesboro,
was somewhat damaged, but was repaired
so that steamers made their landings Sat-

On the morning of Tuesday, the thirtieth day of October, at the home of her
only daughter, Miss Melvina Patterson, in
Washington, D. C., Mrs. Almira Patterson
closed her long and cheerful life of nearly
eighty-five years. Leaving her home in her
usual health, she passed two weeks in the
city very pleasantly, and was then stricken
with what proved to be her last illness, of
about two weeks' duration, and, after the
first attack, comparatively painless, heart
weakness causing the fatal termination.
Descended from the old Ilichborn family of

Boston, her paternal grandfather a 1st
Lieut, in the Massachusetts Militia and a
member of the famous “Boston Tea Party,”
she was possessed of those sterling qualities which have enabled her to bear the
trials and vicissitudes, the joys and sorrows incident to so long a life-journey with
calmness, patience, cheerfulness and a wonderful, abiding faith in an over-ruling
Power. It was her life-habit to say, and
she repeated it only a few days prior to
leaving for Washington, when a friend remarked that she was quite an aged lady to
take so long a journey: “Yes; and whatThe daughever God sends, it is all right.”
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Paul Revere
Ilichborn, she was born in Prospect, now
Stockton Springs, Maine, March 3, 1816,
At the age of nineteen she married MrSullivan Patterson of Belfast, removing
soon after to that city, where she resided
several years, returning eventually to
Stockton. This marriage was blessed with
six sons and one daughter, only three of
whom—Mr. Aurelius, a resident of the
State of Washington; Capt. Frank A. of
Stockton Springs and Miss Melvina of
Washington, D. C.—survive, to mourn the
loss of a discreet and affectionate mother.
The first break in the family circle was the
death of Granville, who died in childhood;
the next, the loss at sea in 1871, of Capt.
Elias and Sir. Eugene, master and first officer of barque “Alcyone,” which sailed
from Boston for Liverpool never to arrive.
The terrible suspense and sorrow consequent upon this was a crushing blow to the
loving mother and family. October 5, 1*84,
the husband and father joined the sons in
the “Sweet Beyond,” and later came the
passing away of f'apt. Henry Albert, the
rldest son, in a foreign port. Since the
death of Sir. Patterson, the son Frank and
his wife have continued to live at the old
home as before, tenderly caring for the
aging mother, so wonderfully preserved,
mentally and physically, so bright and
hopeful amid her many sorrows. Of a
strong nature, with settled convictions,
she had a most kindly disposition, always
finding in everyone some good qualities,
Of strongly
some redeeming features.
domestic inclinations, she nevertheless
kept in touch with the world with its onward movements and was always looking to
aid somebody—to do good in all ways.
Purely unselfish, her family and friends
are
bereft of a noble and loving perAs
the sorrowing daughter
sonality.

urday.
The 40-foot carriage house, built by ('has.
O. Dickey near Xorthport Campground last
summer, was wrecked. The roof was blown
away some distance, and the walls blown
down.
Capt. Michael Murphy, who runs a peddling boat among the islands, attempted to
cross the Eastern Day Friday.
He was unable to get into Ryder's Cove or Castine and
finally ran before it for Belfast. When off
Turtle Head he lost the tender.
The boat
came up the harbor under, double-reefed
mainsail and attracted considerable attention.

remarked: “of course '.here are others in
the world, but 1 never knew so unselfish a
person.” The body arrived from Washington, November 2nd, accompanied by the
There were some peculiar features of the
daughter, and grandchildren, Edward Patstorm. Rain fell at intervals from Thursday terson of New York, Mrs. Frothingham of
evening to Friday evening, a total rainfall East Medford, Mrs Mosher of Waltham,
of 1.13 inches. There was a dark period at and Mrs. Griffin of New Bedford, Mass.,
about 1‘J o'clock Friday, followed by a down- Frank Paul Patterson of the latter place,
pour of rain, thunder and lightning and an joining them, the following day.
Brief fuincrease of wind, which blew a gale for a neral services were held at the home in
short time. The barometer ran as low as Washington, Rev. Mr. Van Schaik, theUniwas ever known here, _?s.«ir». Friday night versalist pastor, officiating.
He paid a worthe wind changed to west and blew a gale thy tribute to the departed friend, tracing
all night. There was a light fall of snow her firm belief in tire ITniversalist faith
Saturday morning.
back to the days when her grandfather
lliehborn assisted in caring for the Rev.
TJIE STORM IX MAINE.
Commercial street, Portland, was Hooded John Murray in his early ministry in Bosby Thursday's high tide, brought about by ton, and became imbued with his liberal,
the southeasterly gale, and some damage
God-loving teachings. Often has the dewas done to the wharves.
The high tide that prevailed in the Penob- ceased heard her father tell of attending,
scot, Thursday morning, caused consider- when a boy, a meeting of Mr. Murray’s with
able w orry at Bangor, but the only damage his father and
seeitig the eggs, rocks, etc.,
seems to be the Hooding of several cellars.
A high tide hurled at the “heretic minister.” The final
Rockland, Me., Nov.
which came within two inches of equaling services were held at the old home in Stockthe local record was the feature of the
ton, Kev. A. A. Smith of Belfast paying a
storm and gale which visited this port at
noon to-day.
The lime merchants had a tender tribute to the noble character, and
big scare and sustained slight losses. Kiln- speaking words of comfort and hope to
wood and lumber were swept from many those left to mourn her
departure. By reof the wharves, but thanks to the southquest “Jesus lover of my soul" was reneasterly wind most of it was recovered.
At extreme high tide the water was circu- dered by a quartette. The floral offerings
lating among the casks of lime in the Crock- were extremely beautiful and very numerett shed, and a fire soon resulted. For more
them was a lovely bunch of
than an hour the fire department, assisted ous—among
cream roses from Chief Constructor and I
by the kilnmen, labored to save property,
At the north end lime which had been j Mrs.
Philip lliehborn of Washington, D. C.,
stored apparently far beyond the reach of
wras cousin of the deceased—
the waves caught fire, but the loss was com- j whose father
these evincing the high esteem in which she
paratively small.
Wharves were submerged, and several was held by relatives and friends.
As the
small craft were sunk, hut most of the ship- flowers were taken from the
house at the
ping rode out the storm without damage.
The breakwater was completely submerg- close of the service, a life-long and loving
ed for the first time since it was construct- friend gave utterance to the following beaued, but the presence of this magnificent tiful sentiments: “How sweet the fragrance
safeguard undoubtedly prevented immense of the
flowers, and how typical of the life
loss of property.
that has just gone!
At Rockport sheds of the Rockland-Rock
Beautiful in character
port lime company were attacked, and it and shedding the fragrance of love in all
was found necessary to throw overboard
Such is the universal tribute
several hundred barrels in order to save directions.”
the remainder.
paid to her, who had lived a long, upright,
]
The passenger and mail train due in Rockworthy life in the town where she was
land at 4.55 p m. did not arrive until 10.30
her own home a portion of the patertonight, owing to a serious wash-out at j born,
nal acres, and surrounded by the homes of
Wiscasset.
brothers and sisters. The interment was in
Concerning Local Industries.
the family lot at Mount Prospect, the village cemetery, Stockton Springs. [M. II.
George A. Gilchrest has bought a 40-horse
power reversible steam engine and will
News nas been received here of the sudhereafter run his railway by steam instead
den death, Nov. lOtli, at her home in Dorof horse power.
chester, Mass.,of Eleanor Florence, wife of
Mathews Bros, lately filled an order for
George W. Varney, aged 44 years. She was
the interior wood-work of a fine residence sick
only one day. Mrs. Varney was a resifor Win. A. Stetson of Brighton, Mass. Some dent of Belfast for some
time, when her
of the hard wood doors, of Gothic pattern husband was one of the
proprietors of Crosand with hand-carved moulding, were as
by Inn, and was here when the Inn burned.
handsome as anything ever made here.
During her residence in Belfast she made
The granite sheds of Harrison, Wood & many friends who will learn of her death
Co. contain a large amount of work in all with sorrow and whose sympathies will go
stages of manufacture. The work recently out to the bereaved husband. Mr. and Sirs.
finished, or now in the sheds, includes a Varney went to Nlassaehusetts soon after
draped urn monument, 10 feet 0 inches high, the Inn was burned, and last summer Mrs.
for Capt. F. A. Leland of Bueksport; a Varney made her first visit here since that
similar one for Mrs. 1). II. Kiliman of time, and was the guest of Dr. and Sirs. G.
Stockton Springs; an emblematic (Sons of P. Lombard at Birchwood on the North
Veteran) tablet for U. G. Hussey, to be set Shore, Northport. The funeral was from
at Freedom; a sarcophagus for Dorothy and the late residence, No. 24 Greenbrier street,
Ruth M. Reynolds of Burnham; a sarcoph- Dorchester, at 2 r. m., Nov. lath.
agus for Catherine G. Park of Searsport;
John II. Otis, who died in South Boston,
missionary to India, who died in Bombay,
Feb. 3, 1900; a Canton black sarcophagus Mass., Nov. tith, aged 75 years, was born in
Montville in 1824, the son of Ensign and
for Mrs. Crowell of Searsport; a sarcophaMartha (Davis) Otis. When a boy, his pargus for Capt. Chas. McClure and one for ents removed to Leeds and he received his
education
in the schools of that town and at
George McClure, both of Searsport.
Monmouth and Hebron academies.
He
taught school while a student, the Hart’s
Secret Societies.
Neck” district, in St. George, being one of
the places where he taught. He was enThe New England Order of Protection gaged in farming, besides doing business as
will have oyster stews at Odd Fellows’ Hall a contractor, till 1854, when on the formation of Androscoggin county, he was apMonday evening, Nov. 20th. All members pointed its
first Kegister of Deeds, and rewho cannot attend are requested to send moved to Auburn, the shire town. On
expiration
of
his
term of office, he returned to
their names to the committee, Geo. E. Johnson, Esq., Mrs. Addie S. Condon and Mrs. his farm at Leeds, but sold it in 18til and removed to West Farmington, where he, was
Minnie E. Jones, on or before the 20th.

j

—

freight agent in the railroad station, that
then beipg the terminus of the road.
He
held this position till 1866, when he was
appointed State Constable for Franklin county,
under the famous Joshua Nye regime, and
was detailed to assist in the work m
Augusta, Biddeford and other cities.
When the
Constabulary-law was repealed he bought
another farm in Leeds, and resided there
till 1874, when he removed to Auburn and
engaged in the insurance business, and afterwards in other employments, till the
state of his health made active employment no longer possible.
For about a
year, in 1887, he was employed on the
Rockland Opinion.
In 1847 he married
Miss Helen M., daughter of Samuel Worthing of China, who survives him. They had
five children, three of whom are now living—Oliver Otis of Rockland; J. Freemont
Otis of Auburn, and Mrs. Martha Armstrong, wife of B. W. Armstrong of South
Boston. About 1856, Mr. Otis joined the
Baptist church in Lewiston, of which Rev
George Knox was pastor, and continued in
the Baptist faith as long as he lived, and in
active membership of the churches of
the
denomination in all the places where he resided.
The funeral of John P. Perkins took
place
residence in Palermo, at 2 p.
The services were conducted
£ov.
by Rev. H. F. YYoodof China, with singing
by a select choir. Mr. Perkins was the oldest
citizen in Palermo at the time of his
death,
bemg almost 94 years of age. lie cast his
fiist ballot for President for Andrew Jackson, and did not afterwards once fail to vote
for President till the day of his death.
He
was buried on Presidential
election day
He was a member of the 26th Maine
Regiment in the Civil War and was 1st
lieutenant of his company. He was a Free Mason
and was high up in the order. He had held
important offices of trust both in the town
and also in the Masonic order.
Rev. Mr.
YYood stated this remarkable fact
during
the funeral services: YYrithin a radius of
three miles from the house where
they were,
persons had died in less than a year
whose ages averaged over 80
years. The
youngest of the 12 was 74.
The large
number of citizens ami fellow-townsmen
at the funeral indicated the verv
es^eem *n
Mr. Perkins was
fr°m his late
fitln
m.,

gathered
*fd

Mrs. Mehitable Condon died Nov. 8th at
Hie residence of her
son, J. S. Condon,
Esq., in
at the remarkable age of
nearly 96 years. Mrs. Condon had until very
recently enjoyed her full faculties and activity of youth, walking each morning about
one fourth of a mile for
milk, which she did
for the exercise and
enjoyment it afforded
ner*
Besides the son with whom she has
resided she is survived
by one brother, A.
£>. Emerson of
nearly 85 years
of age, and a sister, Sirs. Susan Dexter of
Orland, aged PO years. The funeral was
held Saturday afternoon and the remains
taken to Penobscot for burial.

Orland,

NUMBER IB
BELFAST PASTORS ON GAMBLING.

fast.

He said the slot-machines will
have
go; that they were in direct violation of
the law. He has no doubt that
the common
council will concur with the board
of aldermen at the next
monthly meeting and
pass the order instructing the
city marshal
to cause the use of all
slot-machines, socalled, to cease in all places of business in
the city, liut if
necessary, certain of the
to

Three Belfast pastors spoke in their
pul"
pits last Sunday on the general subject of
gambling, and on the slot machine in parti-

cular.

,

Kev. G. E. Edgett, Methodist, took for his
theme the casting of lots for the seamless
robe of Christ. He described the scene,
with the shaking of the dice to determine
clergymen, as representatives of a large
which of the four guards should have the
concerned for the moral and
constituency,
robe.
The upturned number on the dice general
well-being of the city, would asdecided the question. He to whom the coat sume the
responsibility of legal prosecution
belonged had no further use for it; no of the
proprietors of the slot-machines.
The losers in the The
wrong was done to him.
clergymen mean business in this matthrow of dice were not w ronged, as
they ter. He then spoke of the dominance
of the
risked nothing. But gambling is not
always gambling habit in our civilization
so considerate.
to-day,
In this case there was no
it
illustrating variously. There are hopeful
wrong either to the living or the dead, but
such as the throttling of the
Louisiana
in gambling generally one gains by the signs,
some years ago, and the
lottery
losses of another.
doing away
It is a vice which seizes
foi the most part with
alike men, women and children, and shows
lottery devices at
church fairs, liut the vice of
the same irresistible control wherever it
betting is a
growing curse to our civilization. It is a
gains a footing. It is a universal passion,
shame that the Anglo-Saxon
influence upon
and it is manifestly evil when measured
by inferior races is so
bad in this direction. In
its effects.
It is essentially evil because it
anal)zing the principle of wrong in gamarrays the interests of one man against the
interests of another. Any occupation, pur- bling he finds it to be the violation of the
law of equivalence. It is an
suit, personal indulgence, or desire of a
attempt to get
man’s heart which arrays him against something for nothing, which is always pernicious to the individual and
destructive of
the welfare of his companions and fellowsociety.
men, is immoral. Gambling was defined as
getting of money or property with no prepersonal.
tense of giving a proportionate return, or
where, with some show of mutual agreeMrs. A. C. Burgess left
ment, gain on one side is measured by loss
Tuesday for a visit
on the other.
The vice can only be success- in Boston.
fully dealt with in its beginnings. While
Mrs. II. E. Mason left
Monday for a visit
other passions wear out with advancing in
Worcester, Mass.
years this takes firm hold upon its victims,
Miss Emeroy Ginn went to Boston
last
because it is more fascinating.
The critics week for
a short visit.
of President McKinley, who blame him for
Mrs. W. J. Bailey left
his attitude on the canteen, close their eyes
Tuesday for a visit
in Bath and Brunswick.
to the fact that the
at home are beset

boys
by greater dangers than those who are subto
the
dangers of the canteen. The
ject
speaker called attention to the tendency to
gamble among the boys of Belfast. “I care
not,” he said, “whether it be with the gilded
deck of caMls, the billiard table, wheel of

Miss Lillian Ryan went to
Haverhill,
Mass., last week for a short visit.
Walter A. Decrow went to Augusta Monday to work on the Maine Farmer.
a

fortune or the nickel in the slot machine.
The latter is the destructive agent at work
in many places in Belfast,and, judging from
Bucksport,
every-day observation, we are in a fair way
to laise up a generation of gamblers.
Tlio
situation is alarming. Fathers and mothers,
Mr. Edgett reyour boys are in danger."
lated that he recently heard a youth say
News of the Granges.
that with IS cents he won S4.00 in a slot
machine. lie complimented the mayor and
Some twenty members of Georges River
aldermen on the prompt action on the resoGrange, Liberty, spent last Saturday evenlution presented by Alderman Shales, and
ing with Union Harvest Grange, Centre
regretted that the resolution was tabled by
Mont vi lie.
the common council: but he expressed liis
The meeting of the National Grange in belief that there was some misunderstandWashington, I). C., is a grand success and ing} otherwise the resolution would have
marked with a large attendance. State Maspassed, lie believes it will be passed at the
ter Obediah Gardner and Past State Master next
meeting. Hut whether it passes or not
Edward Wiggin both of Maine, are working it is the plain duty of the mayor to see that
to have the next meeting in Portland, Me., this and all other .state laws are enforced.
and the prospects for the success of the
Rev. R. T. Capen said, in substance:
move are very good.
When Paul said to the Christians at PhilipSouth Branch Grange seems to be enjoy- pi by letter, “Kretliren, I count not myself
ing its newly repaired hall. Forty-live were yet to have apprehended: but one thing I
present at the last meeting and a nice pro- do, forgetting the things which are behind,
and stretching forward to the things which
gram was carried out as follows: Music by
the choir; recitation by Mrs. Jennie Dock- are before, I press on toward the goal unto
ham; reading by Miss Flora Haley; conun- the prize of tin* high calling of (Jod in
drums by Mrs. Alice Hatch; recitation by Christ Jesus,” he gave voice to this great
little Edna Ward; reading by Miss Jennie fact of all Christian experienro in words of
Crockett; song, “The Dear old Village unmistakable meaning, namely, that there
ScliooV Miss Catherine Lowe Littlefield; is a prize for us through Jesus Christ our
charades, Mrs. Jennie Ward ; alphabetical Lord, but not for nothing. If Paul would
battle, by the Grange; gotten up by Mrs. win the prize of (Jod la* must run a life-long»>t him
Jennie Ward. At lo p. m. a bountiful sub- race for him. Paul's crown of life
his Pharisee friends, a wandering mission
per was served.

Mystic Grange, No. PC*, of Belmont, has
adopted the following resolutions on the
death of Bro. Caleb Lamb :
Whereas, God in his infinite wisdom has
again entered our ranks and taken to the
Heavenly Mansion above our most beloved
and esteemed brother, Caleb Lamb; therefore be it
Resolved, That Mystic Grange has lost a
most earnest worker for the Patrons of

Husbandry.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved family and that
they have lost a kind and loving father.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days and that a copy of
these resolutions be placed on our records,
a copy be sent to the bereaved
familv, and
to The Republican Journal, Bangor Weekly Commercial and American Grange Bulletin for publication.
I k Forest Ali.knwood, ( Com.
W. S. Foss,
on
<[( Reso.
Marrianna Farrow,
Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
deeds for the week ending November 14, moo
Helen E. Jackson, Belmont, to E. II. Knight,
Lincolnville; land in Lincolnville. A. W.
Fletcher, Burnham, to Alary AI. Reynolds,
do.; land in Burnham. Samuel F. Stevens,
Belfast, to Carrie L. Norwood, do.; land and
Edna L. Pitcher,
buildings in Belfast.
Northport, to Lewis E. Pitcher, do.; land
and buildings in Northport. Chas. E. Knowlton, Belfast, to Lewis E. Pitcher, Northport;
land and buildings in Lincolnville. Daniel
Ingalls, Belfast,to David J. Nutt, Belmont;
land and buildings in Belmont. Wm. A.
Clark, Belfast, to Chas. E. Kennedy, Jacksonville, Fla.; land and buildings in Northport. Ralph 1). Shute, Belfast, to Chas. W.
Racklitf, Aledford, Alass.; land and buildings in Belfast. Stephen B. Smith, Stockton
Springs, to L. S. Smith, St. Augustine, Fla.;
land in Stockton Springs. L. S. Smith to S.
B. and Alary E. Smith, Stockton Springs;
land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Carrie L. Norwood, Belfast, to 1. L. Perry,
do.; land in Belfast. Alyeda J. Stratton,
Belfast, to A. E. Nickerson, Swanville; land
in Searsport. Abbie E. Newell, Troy, to
Chas. A. Williston, do.; land and buildings
in Troy. Corydon 11. Boardmau, Islesboro,
to Charlotte Boardman, do; land and buildings in Islesboro. Harrie AI. Durham, Boston, to S. I. Redlon, Hamilton, Alass.; land
in Islesboro. Ellery Bowden, Winterport,
to Hugh A. Potter, Jewett City, Ct.; land
in Frankfort.
Joseph W. Porter et als.,
Bangor, to John P. Bragg et als., Islesboro;
land and buildings in Islesboro.
Islesboro
Land A Improvement Co. to Herbert Clark
et als., Boston; land in Islesboro. Andrew
1). Colcord, by admr., New York, to W. F.
Ellis, Searsport; land and buildings in

Searsport. Edward E. Dodge, Islesboro, to
Wm. S. Dodge, do.; land in Islesboro. Wm.
S. Dodge to Chas. S. Pierce, Wilton, Alass.;
land in Islesboro. State of Maine to John
Carver, Lincolnville and Geo. S. Ames,
Northport; land in Islesboro (Lassell’s Island). Herbert Hall, Grand Junction,Colo.,
to Hattie II. Simpson, Winterport; land
and buildings in Winterport. J. J. Drinkwater, Rockland, to Rose E. Cleveland et
als., Boston, land in Islesboro. J. AV. Burgess, Belfast, to Ada AI. I’eavey, do.; land
and buildings in Belfast.

his daily bread,
life, tentmaking
whippings, stonings, imprisonment, death.
When we lay claim to the Christian prize
for life and eternity we undertake a corresponding obligation, and that obligation is

Mrs. Velzora A. Mitchell and Miss
Hattie
A. Clark returned Monday from a visit
m
C anada.
Mrs. Leander Bean of Fast Belfast returned home Saturday from a visit in Kennebec county.
Mrs. Anne M.

moral progress, cost what it may: otherwise
This fact of our
the prize is not ours.

Chenery went to

Boston last

Friday to spend the winter with her sister,
Mrs. Hitchcock.

Miss Grace Pendleton is at home for a
short vacation from Greenville, where she
is teaching school.
The engagement is announced of Miss
Lizzie Mae Clary of this city, and s. Adams
Webber of Boston, Mass.
Mrs. B

B. Grant returned to Boston yesa four-month's sta\ in Belfast
account of ill health.

terday, from
on

Mrs. Mary A. Smith returned home to
Prospect Ferry last week after a visit to
her brother, Cluis. F. Ginn.
A. R. Fames, who was
formerly c-mm-ctcd
with the creameries in this city, .mired
from
Boston
for
a short v'mit.
Saturday
(

apt. (i. A. McDonald arrived Tuesdav

morning from P c an Slant and
day for Lowell, Ma>-.. to sp.*nd
Mrs. Richard Guru.n
lor

i.-ft

Boston, accompanied
H. Wluppi.-

>\

I 'ort

is

discharging

a

nt,•».

hnisda’.
he; da ighter,

*»i

I

sa,,'

( apt. Aizo M. Carter is at home
days, while his vessel, >ch. ■Sarah

retiee,

vote

i!i,•

l.-l't i.m

Mrs. Lucian
Cuba.

for

ary

F. A. Shaw returned home
Saturday from
visit of four weeks in Massachusetts.

cug*>

ag

d<-

few
\\

>:

I.aw
ual at

land.

Mi s. George Miller and son L*
left h\
train vesterday tor their Inane in Lverott,
Mass., ai't.-r a visit to Mi. and Mr>. -lames
11. Dodge.
>

;

j
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The marriage intentions ol < harles C.
found true throughout all
spiritual
Glover of this cit\ and Mis. Hanna'. .1. otour activities, if we are living the life (Jod
j trell of Belfast, an* tiled at the cit\ clerk's
would have us.
The curse of our age is j ollice.
Rockland star
that men want big prizes, but for nothing. 1
(.'has. Brow n ami wife of Morrill ai ived
Men expect to be marvelous lawyers by l
yesterdav from Lawn-nce, Mass., where
one-year apprenticeships, skilled leaders of | Mrs. Brown has been for medical treatment.
the medical profession after a term or t\v,»
Her health is greatly improved
in a quack school; expect to be ministers |
Dr. A. Millett of Searsmont a: rived \o
who are infallible guides of men (Jodward
terday from New York, where In- has been
a
miraculous
devoid
of
devoby
inspiration
taking a special course at the Post Graduate
tion, of downright, intellectual discipline and Medical school.
and without years of delving work. The j
G. A. Dunning, American Fxnn-ss Agent,
loafer on the street, the lazy clerk in the
has returned from his vacation trip to Banstore, the shirking hand in the factory,
await a job, await an offer to become gor. L. D. Camlage is again serving as meson the train and George Havener is
partner in the linn, look for the solic- senger
on the team.
itation to superintend a great consoliMiss Rose Cleveland, sister of ex-Presidated company when their “luck” changes,
llut (Jod never decrees that day.
Life’s dent Cleveland, and party, were in Bockprizes go to the other men on every side of land Nov. stli, eu route to Acre Island,
the fate-worshipper, but not for nothing. lslesboro, where Miss Cleveland is having
Now disastrous confusion worse confound- a cottage constructed.
ed would paralyze this world of ours if it
Mr. .J. V. Havener, who left Belfast live
were any sort of wish-land, where beggars
years ago, is now at Hampton, \ a., where
all rode; if it were any such fairy land as he is assistant mimical director in the theathat which Alice wondered at. Life is real, tre and lirst French horn in the National
life is earnest. And the God-given principle,
Military Band at the National Soldiers'
that in this real life prizes are ours, but not
Home, which is considered the finest milifor nothing,condemns gambling absolutely.
Prof.
tary ami concert hand in the South.
A gambler delies God’s order—because his H. A. Hall, the musical director, was at one
one hope is for a prize, and that for noth- time
saxaphonesoloist with Gilmore's Band.
ing. Gambling is demoralizing our society.
It ruins the lives of every one who indulges
High School Notes.
Men deceive themselves that they are no
longer in this real world, but in one of
Prill. Howard gave the school a short
freakish fate. They become dreamy idlers, talk last week on
going to college, lie placwho
muses
like the German ploughman
ed a small book on the subject at our diswhat he will do when he draws “das grosses
posal, and called our attention to tin* nuLoos,” the highest prize in the Royal lot- merous college catalogues on the book shelf.
tery, while all the time the farm is running
out. Gambling creates a feverish excite(>n election day the Ik 11 S. pupils voted
ment which makes a man a lit subject for for the Presidential
candidates. The vote
debauchery and licentiousness. The dis- stood for McKinley, .Vi; for Bryan.
lead
to
often
arising
disagracelul
putes
violence. The defrauded one’s revenge
Tm-:
\
AhVKSTi Ki.s or
Fuksiiman.
The nameless One
urges on the murderer.
day, when tin* Little Bo\ was on his
of
Carlo
tell
of
Monte
that
graves
despair
way to school, while he was walking through
drove to suicide. The vice subverts all true the Woods he met a Knight. “Who are
manliness and greatness, moulds a characTo he Frank
you V” said the Little Boy.
ter deceitful, cunning, jealous, suspicious,
with jou, 1 am a Norman,” he replied.
ferocious; turns a man of integrity into a “What are you doing here .'" the Little Boy
trickster ami a sharper. Of a hero it makes a
queried. The Knight thrust a paper into
coward. All Christendom should cry out in his hands and
said, “Bead this. It will tell
righteous indignation against the newspa- you that I am in search of a Pearl and also
pers that advertize betting as an honorable a Lily—.” The Little Boy interrupted him.
occupation for college students, Wall street He said, “I heard the school-bell Towle, I
or men of the Halls of State.
Our laws formust burry,” and oil lie ran.
| To be conbid gambling. We have no right to let one
cluded.
slot-machine enter our town, much less to
Hood our town with them. Christian men
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
and women, by influence and example,
must stand out firmly against lotteries,
Ada A., wife of Charles F. Lane, died
whether for money, store article or quilt,
no matter what organization sells the tickTuesday afternoon, Nov. Pith, after a brief
ets.
If we will pay the price, God has illness of pneumonia.
The funeral will be
prizes for us, many and great; but not for held Friday afternoon.
lift* is

j

nothing.
liev. Geo. S. Mills, Congregationalist, took
for his subject “The Ethics of Gambling.”
He made reference injliis opening to the
prevalence of the gambling habit in Bel-

A. M. Jones, teacher of the High school in
South Brooks, is at the Bangor hospital,
where he has suffered a surgical operation
for appendicitis.
At last accounts he was
doing as well as could be expected.

THE

NINETEENTH

Herbs and Plants

CENTORY.

great figure to appear before
beginning of this century was Napoleon Bonaparte. France
had prematurely freed herself from
pure monarchy and was in much the
same condition as England was a century and a half before, when Cromwell
assumed the reins of government.
England lias always been in advance of
The first

of

as

other

France has been in advance
continental nations in all

religious movements. Under
the constitution adopted Dec. 13, 1T99,
Napoleon was elected First Consul for
two years. Talleyrand was Minister of
the Interior, and I'ouche Minister of
Police. There were eighty senators
who selected the Legislature and chief
judges. Napoleon proposed peace to
England and Austria, but George III.
civil and

Francis

and

Bourbons

11. refused,

should

throne of France.

be

unless the
restored to the

Therefore he sent

army of 130,000 men into German}',
which pursued a victorious career: but
an

his 3o,ooo men in Italy were compelled
to surrender at Genoa to the Austrians.
After the defeat of Messena, Bonaparte started across the Alps at the
head of

troops,

so,nun

Bernard pass.

The men

via

Great

st.

dragged their
and precipices

Everybody
Knows
About

us

wore strongest
People.

ITsed them and
of all

OBITUARY.

Mrs. S. ,T. Stevens of Troy has sent
the following interesting letter from
her niece, Miss Edna M. Smith:
Visalia, California. About eight
miles from Visalia is a fruit ranch
known as the “Ruhn Ranch.” It contains 1,000 acres of land, 700 of which
is an orchard. There is a large pitting
shed where 800 women pit apricots,
then prunes and peaches. Four hundred acres of this orchard are covered

The Greeks Believed This.

the world at the

France,

A CALIFORNIA FRUIT RANCH.

Strength

Smith’s Green Mountain Renovator
made of Herbs —Tl»e l!!est
Medicine for Strength.

Smith’s Green
It's a fact.
Mountain Renovator is- the best
medicine for Strength to muscles,
nerves and brain.
If you are weak,
whether from natural exhaustion, or
from ravishes of disease, this medicine will make you strong, make
It is made in
vou well and happv.
Vermont, of pure herbs, and is redolent of the fragrant woods, green
bills, and bracing air of the Green
Mountains.

with

peach

There

PahvKiUet
A

Household
Medicine
A Safe aud Sure Cure for

trees.

are

two

camping

grounds,

Cramps
Coughs Bruises
Burns
Diarrhoea Colds
Sprains and Strains.

where there are oak and fig trees to
camp under, and there were three., hundred or more campers. There is a "large
boarding house for men who are not

camping,

Gives instant relief.
Two sizes, ‘25c. and 50c.

where about one hundred men

Only

one

Pain

Killer, Perry Davis’.

hardly realize they
are in the country in such a
place,
the burden light.
Napoleon said to his
is so lively. Curfew bells
everything
County Correspondence.
soldiers: “Let us be masters of the
ring every evening. Grocery men come
channel for six hours and we are masto the camp every day and deliver milk,
Swanville.
Capt. N. Smart has reters of the world.”
But his skillfully
bakery, and meat, and ice turned from Portland. Mrs. S. is improvvegetables,
laid plans came to naught by the death
cream wagons come every day. They ing under hospital treatment and we hope
of the admiral. England,thinking that
Albert S.
have meetings out by the tig trees Sun- to see her at home again soon
had
seized
some
Nickerson had liis foot hurt by a rolling log
joined France,
Spain
and two evenings during the week.
days
Monday... We are sorry to learn of the
Spanish treasure ships and thereby
It took a great many men to build the
misfortune of the black horse I)illy, becaused the union which they feared had
new
make
new
10,000
warehouse,
large
longing to Mr. E. II. Nickerson of Portland.
taken place.
Napoleon was crowned
The person who has lost a pet kitten
trays ana lots of new boxes to pick the
King of Italy at Milan May 2(1, 1805.
in. All the women have to can
board.

One can

—

James E. Shepherd, supreme secretary of
the United Order of Pilgrim Fathers, and
one of the best known and most respected
citizens of Lawrence, Mass., died in that
city recently at the age of (15 years. He was
born in Union, Me., and moved to Lawrence
in 1868. He has held several public offices,
having been city marshal in 1870, and city
clerk from 1877 to 1884. In 1874, ’75 and '76
he was clerk of the Lawrence water board.
He was chosen second clerk ot the Massachusetts insurance department in 188.! and
served tili 1893. He was supreme,secretary
of the United Order of Pilgrim Fathers
from March, 1881, until his death. He was
one of the fifteen charter members of the
order. In 1872 he was on the editorial staff
of the Lawrence Eagle, and in 1873 and '74
was with the Lawrence Sentinel. For five
years he was special correspondent of the
Boston Herald. His war record was a
splendid one. lie enlisted in 1861 in Co. 1),
Ninth Maine Volunteers, was appointed
sergeant Sept. 21, 1861, and was made color
sergeant the following month.

TOM REST'
You

then it is

grades;
friendship for each other and enmity
Kuhn's
into sacks and sent to A.
pt
to Napoleon. Napoleon secured the put
house in San Jose. Cal.
1 so i.
bridge across the Danube by strategy packing
At this ranch they had 250 tons of
A little later "pain ceded l.ousiana and defeated the
Austrians and Rusdried apricots this year. The fruit is
i;
N. it 11 America to France. Through sians at Auslerlitz in
Moravia Dec. g.
in 50-lh. boxes. The pitters get s cents
t:"■ miluence of Napoleon. Denmark. iso:,. Ten thousand were
killed, twena box for pitting apricots, to cents for
'«el'n and Prussia joined with Paul
ty thousand taken
prisoners and
and 50 for peaches. The fast
c
Uussia in a league against the naval
Igo cannon
were captured.
Francis prunes
Prune
cutters make over >2 a day.
forces •! Knglaud.
Denmark resisted visited tin tent of
after
the
Napoleon
work begins in (September, and the pickt1
Fug'iis
rigid ot search, and Lord battle and started
negotiations which
ers make more picking prunes than at
Nelson was sent to attack the Danish ended in tlie
peace of 1’resburg between
""1
Copenhagen. The Danes lost France and Austria Dec. 20. 1805. any other fruit work. Then packing
''and the Fugiish but i.gon.
Lord France gained much territory and Hol- I oranges comes on. About 000 women
NT
pu-nonm-ed this the most terri- land was compelled to accept a monareli- and girls are employed in the cannery
and many at the packing
b
g.igcmi :o be bad ever witnessed.
ial form of government.
As Naples in town,
houses.
La; “I 'l Paid was assassinailcd by a had received an
Anglo-Russi in lleet
A great many grapes are dried for
h.i el "1 Uiissiali nobles, and bi|s son dc- and
thereby violated its neutrality,
in this country and an abunraisins
cla11 11 himscil
friend of (Ireat liritNapoleon declared the bourbon reign
dance of ligs and almonds are raised.
ain.
The other nations followed the in
Naples ended. After the battles of
example ol Uussia, so the league was Austerlitz, Ilangwitz. the Prussian We also have melons, tomatoes and
cucumbers. It has not seemed any
broken. (Jen. Kleber. the French com- Minister
exchanged the principality of
warmer here this summer than it was
mander in Kgypt. who had defended
and
on
lands
the
Auspaeh, Nuremberg
in Oregon, but all say this has been an
himself against an army six times Ids Rhine for
Ilanover.a hereditary possescool summer for California.
own at Heliopolis, was assassinated by
sion of the king of Great Britain. As unusually
I The roads are now dusty. Winter is
a Mohammedan the very day of the the
was
liable
to
war
exchange
produce
the time for wheeling, for then the
battle of Marengo.
Menon. his suc- with Great Britain, it was
vainly oppos- roads are
tine, and wont I enjoy going
cessor. was defeated near Alexandria,
ed by King Fredrick William 111. The
to school in town on my wheel?
i is was the battle oi Canopus, where
news of the changes brought about by
this in six different

e

s

c

a

the Fugiish Abercrombie was killed at
Iki moment of victory and the 24,nun
I rciich troops surrendered on condition

and Hazel Parker leave
New York, and Mrs. F.

battle

of

Austerlitz caused the

family.

A

death of Mr.

England.,

Hitt. Prime Minister of
He died Jan. 2:1. Ison, with

Village Blacksmith Saved

Lizzie E. Di scan,
Cum.
Hannah P. Ai>au>,
mi
Jennie M. Warren, \ Res.
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Little

Sou’s Life.

Makes

poultry healthy, gets moulting over

quickly, makes glossy plumage, make* hens
qfigV
feed Sheridan'*
111 lay eggs—it

you
Condition
Powder once a day in a warm mash.
This Powder is not a food. Better and J
cheaper than any artificial food. It makes
all the food more effective.
It makes
eggs. It develops egg-laying power.
p

v

^

Sheridan's MM
CONDITION

I

I.

I

Powder

Kg

B

has been used by experienced
^HhhR
poultry keepers for SO years to get
I eggs in winter when they sometimes^M||l||p
■ bring 40 ets. and n0 ets. a dozen in
^Hgjgfl8|
■ city markets. One pack. j.<c< nls: jive
W$l. 2-lb. can l.to; six, /.i, express preSend
best
"paid.
for free sample
^^B
poultry paper, and uHow to Feed f.,r Fggs.'^^MB
■

I. 8. J0H1S01 A CO.. 22 Cnstom Housf Bt., Boston. Mass.
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Until you

\-AandBandaging
bundling
/jyour
wi 11

throat
do no

good.

You

must

give

your throat and

lungs

rest

Wc can save

stock.
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Men’s Heavy Wool, Mixed Urey and Hrown suits.
lleirular sii.iio value.

x:: <>-.

Men's Fine Velour Cassimeres and Worsted Suits,

price *10.011,
Men's

now

Serge Suits,
price now is

Mills
Our

There is nothBoys'

refill a
x

....

Worsteds, Auburn Melton's

Extra Fine

wounds to heal.

ing so bad for a
cough as coughing. Stop it by
using

inspect

:

A FEW SAITPLES OF Ol'R
CLOSING OUT SALE PRICES

and

allow the cough

WORTHj

ti
Clothing or
Furnishing Goods

never

sold less than

s

\Vaxbinpt»>
12.011 to si::
x-

...

goods.

Knee Pant Suits, line all wool
and eh..'to value, now

reu

dai

x

..m

a

......

.-,1

Men's Overcoats, A.' Wool Oxford Frieze and Black Beav,
(Toth. These coats have always sold for *7.00. v
shall

Wednesday

for
I. Brown and
daughter Helen for New Bedford.Mrs.
Joseph Thomas went to Boston last week
to visit her daughter. Mrs. Herbert
Simpson— Miss
I.uoy (1. Freeman is visiting
Mrs. George Wheeler of Pastille_Mi.-s
l’ost dosed a very successful term of school
last Friday.Miss Jennie Chandler of
Rockland is visiting Miss Lizzie rillsbury.
.E. R. Halm, wdio lias been in Boston
buying fail goods, returned Saturday...
Hopeful Workers Circle, Under of Kings
Daughters and Sons, of Lineolnville lias
adopted the following resolutions of respect on tile death of Mrs. Grace Munrop:
Whereas death has again visited our ( i •cle and removed to the Circle above our
Sister, Mrs. Grace Munroe: therefore, he it
Resolved, That in the deatli of our sister
we mourn the loss of one who w as
dearly
beloved by all who knew her, and from
whom all might learn a lesson of patience:
for although a great sufferer fur more than
a year yet she w as always
patient and look,
ed on the bright side.
Resolved.
That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved husband and the
members of the family, and commend them
to Him who shares the sorrows as well as
the joys of his children.
Resolved, That a page in our records he
devoted to these resolutions, a copv se n to
The Republican Journal and Silver Cross
for publication : and also one sent t > the
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power ot Austria, and a treaty of
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can
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DON’T BUY A DOLLAR’S

have the same by applying to Mrs.
fruit, etc.,
Austria, Russia and Sweden united
do is to stand at the tray about two Hattie F. M. Phillips, proving property, etc.
baggage over the snow
with England against France. Suddenin the hollow trunks of trees and where
feet wide and eight feet long and pit the
Belmont. The meetings at Hall's Corner
ly Napoleon withdrew his troops from fruit and
the ascent was steepest, the drums beat
place it on the tray. It re- school house are well attended. They are
and assembled an army on the
Boulogne
four women to each tray. There held every Monday evening at 7 o'clock,
a charge,
(hie division crossed at Mt.
Rhine to march into Bavaria to drive quires
"-t. (lothard and another at Mont Cenis.
are men to bring the fruit, take away standard time. Rev. K. T. Capen of Belfast
the Austrians out of the neutral territhe full trays, and bring empty ones. delivered one of the linest sermons last
The} all united under Bonaparte at
tory. Gen. Mack with 33,000 Austrian
One man checks the boxes. It is very Monday evening that we ever heard. The
With
men
Milan. -Tune g. Ison.
go,non
was
cut
oil
from
the
allies
and
troops
Frank
he encountered no.non Austrians under
noisy in the shed. They have tracks subject was “Family Worship"
despairing of assistance, surrendered at like railroad tracks on which run little Ferris went to Boston Monday_The
General Melas at Marengo June 14th.
The next day most
“Lend a Hand” Circle Order of King's
Vim, Oct. 20, 1805.
out to the sulphur
cars with trays
Desiax and Killerman carried the day
of the French and Spanish fleet were
Daughters and Sons met last Sunday with
houses where the fruit is bleached, then
forth’ French, but IVsiax was among
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. A lien wood, and it was
destroyed or captured off Cape Trafal- run to the
The fruit is
yards.
the killed.
drying
the largest meeting held for sometime.
gar by the English lleet under Lord
all dried in the sun. The men scrape They will meet
In
November l-'.uoo more troops
Sunday, Nov. lstli, with Mr.
Nelson, who was wounded in the heat
the trays with wooden paddles, then and Mrs. Thomas Churchill: a very large
cross, d .it the pass of Splugen, tints
of the engagement and died when victhe fruit is taken to the warehouse and attendance is expected.
making loi.i.boo French troops in Italy.
tory was won.
run through a grader—a large machine
The French under Moreau met so.uou
Lincolnvi lle.
Mrs. Helen Holt of
The presence of French troops in
like the separator of a Camden is
\ istiians under Archduke .iolm at Prussia caused Fredrick
visiting her sister, Mrs. olive
'William 111. something
It comes out of Duncan.Misses Roxanna Drink water
machine.
These two battles broke and Czar Alexander
Ilolienlindcn
1. to swear eternal threshing
the
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ULSTERS, PANTS, WORKING COATS, UNDERWE VR, HA!
OUTSID i SHIRTS, HOSE, in fact

everything'

gomg

at

ive

'fact
,1(101

even the cough of early
consumption is cured.
And, later 0", when the
disease is firmly fixed,

you can

bring

rest and

comfort in every case.
A 25 cent bottle will
cure

colds;

Lamson & Hubbard

coughs

and
the 50 cent size is

new

better for settled coughs
of bronchitis and weak
lungs; the one dollarsize
is more economical for
chronic cases and consumption. It’s the size
you should keep on hand.

All families ought to he on the
watch forsudilen attacks of croup
acute lung troubles. Every country home in the land should keep
Cherry Pectoral constantly on hand
to provide against an emergency.”
Josiah G. Willis, M.P.,
Tire. 14,1898.
Holland, Mich.
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D. P. Palmer
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SHIRTS

COLORED

In all the fashionable shades. HOSIERY, GLOVES, CAEs
WEAR, NECKWEAR, ill all desirable shapes and odn-
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Prospect Village. Mrs. Belle Erskine
Mr. II. II. Black, the well-known village
of being taken to France.
the words “Alas my country.”
blacksmith at Graliamsville, Sullivan Co., of Frankfort called on friends here Oct.
lind everythin!;' all riirht at
i'llt resigned and Addington became
little son, live years •50th
A. ('. Paine of Camden did conNapoleon’s foreign policy was to sub- X. V., says: “Our
has always been subject to croup, and
Bci
flasonic
Prime Minister to (Ireat llritain. A
old,
P.
D.:
vert the German-Roman Empire. IIe I so bad have the attacks been that we have siderable business here last week among
treaty of peace was signed at Amiens had elevated the Elector of Bavaria and feared many times that he would die. We the Odd Fellows. Many of them applied
j have bad tile doctor and used many mediall others ill both bread
March 27. lsog. Fngbtnd agreed to the Duke of
Wurtemberg to the rank ! cines, but Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is for certificates in accident insurance. While
he
was the guest of ( has. II. Littleevacuate Kgypt and restore
here
atul
of
pastry
cooking. Its superiCape
ol kings. He now wished to unite | now our sole reliance. It seems to dissolve
field— Mr. Sanford Libby went to Bangor or
mucus and by giving frequent,
(•nod Hope to the Dutch, retaining Southern and western
the
were thoroughly demonqualities
Germany to his1 dosestough
,
when the crimpy symptoms appear we Nov. 1st with his boat after goods or his
only ( I'vion and Trinidad.
own Empire.
Self-interest and fear of I have found that the dreaded croup is cured
father's store
Miss \lma Partridge went strated in the Matte.on Robinson Co.'s
| before it
is
no
There
settled."
danger
gets
1 lima parte re-established the < 'atholie tin- invincible French arms induced in
in giving this remedy for it contains no to Belfast Nov. 2d for a few days visit with pure food demonstration at odd Eelreligion in France, but also tolerated German princes to comply with Napo- opium or other injurious drug and may be relatives—Mr. Win. LaCroy and friends
lows’ Hall. For sale only by
Pi ntestant ism. lie established schools, Icon’s request and secede from the Ger-i given as confidently to a babe as to an adult. of Lynn, Mass., and Messrs. Amos PartL. T. SI1AEES \ CO.
To remove a troublesome corn or bunion : ridge and Minot Stearns of Belfast were
summoned the must eminent lawyers to man Empire and from the ConfederaFirst soak the corn or bunion in warm water
Belfast. Xov. 1. lliou.—8w44
tion
ot
the
Rhine
under
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
a nance the code
Frank
Gould
Napoleon’s
last
guests
Napuieon.and recalled
to soften it, then pare it down as closely as
Over
Million Assets
The S. B. I. S. will be entertained
the migrants, restoring their estates. protection July 12, lson. Napoleon’s possible without drawing blood and apply week
In 1 sue, he was elected First Consul for representative in the Confederation was Chamberlain’s l’ain Balm twice daily; rub- Nov. 15th at the Grange llall by Mrs. Ella
REWARD!
bing vigorously for five minutes at each M. Littlefield. As this is a business meetFIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSl K
lile.
i lie Legion of Honor was insti- Elector Archchaneellor.
We will pay the above reward for any case o*
application. A corn plaster should be worn
all members are requested to attend.
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
ing
shoe.
it
from
the
for
a
few
to
notified
Francis
days,
protect
II..when
Aug. 7, 1806,
tuted.
A military road was constructed
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we 5^-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..^8 Security Bonds fore..
As a general liniment for sprains, bruises, This society intend to hold its fair in the
cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date
to Italy,
st. Domingo rebelled and es- that the German Empire was not recog- lameness and rheumatism, Pain Balm is unnear future, and due notice will be given
Little Liver Pill, when the directions are stricttablished a republic.
The insurrection nized by Napoleon, renounced the title equaled.
ly complied with. They are purely Vegetable,
later
Mrs. II. J. Ward, daughters Agnes,
and never fail to give satisfaction. 25c boxes
of
and
reigned only
was quelled once, but when the French Emperor
Germany
and Ina Ward and Mrs. Elbe Ward went to
contain 100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c
boxes contain 15 Pills. Beware of substitutions
Newspaper Notes.
for
attempted to re-establish slavery the as l-’rancis I. Emperor of Austria. The
Bangor Nov. :>d, shopping—Many from
and imitations. Sent by mail. Stamps taken.
here witnessed the baptism at Stockton
NERVITA MEDICAL CO., Cor. Clinton and
negroes killed nearly all the French Holy Roman Empire thus ended was
Jackson Sts., Chicago, 111. Sold by
Our friend, and everybody’s friend, Ray
Their independence was ac- founded A. 1). 800 when Pope Leo III.
Springs last Sunday.John F. Libby gave
troops.
is now on the quarterdeck of the
public the use of the telephone election
knowledged in lsc.-,. England, disap- crowned Charlemagne. Palm, a book- Thompson,
the Westbrook Gazette, a bright and breezy day,which was appreciated. All met at the
Soil TilK BKST ui i-wn
proving the conduct of France toward seller of Nuremberg, was executed for
local weekly.
Grange llall and enjoyed the evening—
to
of
the
author
the
name
give
Holland, Switzerland and Italy, refused refusing
Last week’s issue of The Bar Harbor Mr. Harry Lowe of Sherman Mills will
to give up Egypt and Cape of Good of a book on the Debasement of Gerin make-up and mat- visit his sister Catherine L. Littlefield next
1 lope accoiding to treaty. Hostili- many and none other dared to express Record was excellent
Miss Flora Haley is at home from
editor and manager, Miss Helen week
the
and
ter,
his
secret
confedera(
ties were renewed. Napoleon solidified
thoughts. This
*
M. Smith, has other improvements in mind. Stonington for a few weeks on account of
Is a Perfect Food for the
the French nation by religious tolera- tion of the Rhine pledged Napoleon
diphtheria in her school... .All the schools
It is already a model local newspaper.
<
Tired and Worn Out.
tion, the recall of the exiles and wisdom 70,000 men. The number was increased
in town closed last week except the village,
The firm of Hanson & Heed, publishers
at mi
<
to
Cole.
M.
of
Geo.
the
It Permanently Cures all Diseases
which will close Nov. 10th—Mr. and Mrs.
and economy of administration. The
120,000.
of the Aroostook Times, Boulton, has been
(
F. Libby entertained, Nov. 2d, a party of
J.
nation had been centralized by the
Goldendale, Wash., Oct. 24, WOO.
dissolved, J. Alton Reed retiring, and S. II.
Howes’ Block.'
ladies whose united ages were 242. They
Bourbon monarchy and all the elements
Hanson continuing. The firm bought the
were Mrs. Fannie Libby, 87; Mrs. Margaret
XKUVOIS l’KOSTKATIOW
of national strength contributed to the
Times of Theo Carey in 181)8, and have
Mudgett,80; Mrs. Hannah Farris of Bangor,
aggrandizement of the First Consul.
1> Agent for the
greatly improved the paper and plant.
Have You These Symptoms?
75—Mr. I. M. Cummings has so far reAs England was the chief obstacle to
Printer’s Ink, covered from his illness as to be able to COMB1NA1 IO!N \\ IXDOW
Are you nervous? Are you fidgety? Are
A correspondent asks
As an APPETIZER and PHI ESTENT
the attainment of his ambition, NapoThe Hear lest Bee/.
it has no equal.
A party of our young ladies and
you irritable'.' Are you changeable in your wherein comes the right of the advertiser to ride out
(
leon determined to strike at England moods? Is your appetite capricious? Does
attended an entertainment at the
a yearly contract for advertising
WASHER ana CLEAISER
Headache. Sleeplessness,
gentlemen
The Fattest Mart on
Dyspepsia.
abrogate
Do
wander'.'
your
iniml
change
you
your
herself.
One hundred thousand men mind often on one subject? Is it hard for upon the payment of the difference between Clark school house Wednesday evening and
Neuralgia and Palpitation of the Heart
Call and see the best thing on the
The Tenderest Tea/
on
mind
one
any
were collected at Boulogne.
Mr. Pitt you to concentrate your
the yearly rate and the short time rate
market to save labor and trouble.
report a very enjoyable time.
Are relieved by a few doses, and persubject? Are you fretful? Are you sleep- and the editor of Printer’s Ink replies:
<
use.
lime
its
for
in
a
short
was recalled by the English at this
on
him
cured
Call
by
The
nianently
less? Do you have Hashes of cold and heat?
Plumpest Chi* l
Newspaper men are, as a rule, very liberThe Youth’s t oinpanion in 1901.
crisis and he met the ditliculties with Are you troubled at times with palpitation?
of
The Best Fen i son.
Do you bave cold sweats? Do you have al with advertisers in the construction
EDMUND
POSTS’ W A I E {PRO )F BELT OIL
his old-time vigor.
Plots were disTlie ends of the earth will be laid under
spells in which you surely think you are contracts. F’ew publishers care to carry an
Wholesale Agent.
The Freshest Feyeto
and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.
covered against the life of the consul. going to die ? Do you have strange, roaring, advertisement after the advertiser has ceas- tribute for tlie 1901 volume of Tin; Youth's
City Drug Store.
sounds in'your ears? Do you suffer ed to he satisfied to pay tor it as he agreed. Companion. Statesmen, Diplomats, Travel-1
Moreau was allowed to go to America, buzzing
BELFAST. MAINE.
from Paralysis, Sciatica, Locomoter Atax- To refuse to allow an advertiser to discon- lers, Trappers, Indian Fighters, Cow-l’uncli-!
tinue his announcement at his pleasure, if ers and Self-Made Men and Women of Many i
Pichagru died in prison, Cadoudal was ia ?
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the
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entertainschedule
to
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consent
Dr.
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he will
pay
If you have these symptoms,
guillotined and the Duke d'Enghien Wonderful
Electric Pills for weak, worn- the shorter service, is a very uncommon ment of young and old in Companion homes.
was shot
without due process of law. out, nervous people should be used at once. thing in any newspaper office. After all, Theodore Roosevelt will write upon “The
^('onio in and s(-«
The Secretary of
and if the Essence of Heroism.”
This injured the reputation of Bona- They will positively restore you to perfect however, a contract is a contract,
health and give a buoyant spirit with nerves newspaper man will not consent to vary the Treasury will answer the question.
or, if you cannot con
Frank T. Bullen, the
parte even among his friends.
of steel and completely cure all of the above from the agreement the advertiser, if he is “What is money?”
yarns of
telephone. Our nund"
responsible, will have to pay the last penny. old sailor who spins fascinating
The insecurity of government, when symptoms. Give them a trial.
a story.
will
W. I).
contribute
life at sea,
P*1Y READY MADE CLOTHING
Sold at drug stores, $1 a box, (1 boxes, sufThis decision has been given in Printer’s
the death of one man might cause the ficient to cure
llowells will describe tlie relations be* 1
the most obstinate cases, $5,
Ink before, in connection with advertising tween “Young Contributors and Editors.”
business, as 1 want to devote my
..OK..
fall of the nation, enabled Napoleon to or sent direct from laboratory, prepaid, on
of price. Advice on all diseases, sent out from an agency, and we should like Paul Leicester Ford will write about The
time to our rapidly increasing
receipt
whole
the
Start.**
from
Business
Actual
get the votes of the French people to from specialists, Free. Address 11ALLOCK to know if any advertiser, or agency, has Man of the Dictionary”—Noah Webster.
There is not space here to begin to tell of
and Gentlemen’s custom tailorhave him crowned Emperor of the DRUG CO., 110 Court st., Boston, Mass.
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Shortnand
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short
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even
TypeBook-keeping,
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tlie good things already provided for readwriting, Commercial Law, PenFrench, which was done Dec. 2, 1804. Established 1848.
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dealing with the agencies,
If. Moody’s, Druggist.
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tone pictures of Maine scenery, most
Belfast, March 29,19U0.—13tf
Boston, Mass.
Tor Infants and Children.
Three-year-old colt.
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
them being views on Penobscot Bay.
Top buggy.
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Skeleton
wagon.
SUBSCRIBE
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
Sulky, high wheels.
Jell-O, The New Dessert
BELLAVITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets to cure your cough or cold. 11 e also guarHarnesses and blankets.
10 days treatflavors:—Lemfor
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Four
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to
and
complexion;
satisfactory
tlie
bottle
all
invited.
prove
family.
antee a 25-cent
pleases
Offers, however low,
Bears the SIX
WM. C. MARSHALL.
ment 50c., so days treatment SI.00. Sold by or money refunded.
At No. 5 uourt street.
on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
W. 0. Poor & Son.
A. A. Ilowes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me. A. A. Howes & Co.
lylO
elfast, .July 12,1900.-28
Signature of
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day.
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few pass away
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Some are strick-
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burial place, but the ship’s only

cemetery is the deep sea. If in
youth it runs ashore on a lee coast,

or

if in its old age it is condemned as unseawortliy, it meets the same fate—to

be broken up and sold

as old junk.
destiny, though prosaic, is popular
to that small class in the community
known as “marine junkmen.”
It is
not a numerous guild; it is confined to
great seaports, but it is thrifty, wideawake, and frequently buys, unseen in
New York, some craft which has been
lost on the Jersey sands or the New
England granite shore.
The metropolis is, of course, the
headquarters of this queer folk. They
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:,re not
put to death now as
in tlie olden time. In the
v,'ids their predictions sound
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l||,hticans

is

as

sadly damaged.

saga-

York family.

teak rivals ebony in color, but
surpasses it in strength, beauty and
durability. Beams and planks in good
condition can be sold to shipyards and
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of to-day—
of yesterday.

also men
They
who
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kept
themselves in good

physical condition in

the past. As we grow
older waste
accumulates

matter

in the

The

system.

body

cannot throw it off without assistance.

So,

little by little the machinery of the body is
clogged, vitality is lowered, and enjoyment
of life ceases. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical

Discovery,

cannot make old

men

young,

but it does make them strong and healthy.
By removing the waste accumulations, by
increasing the blood supply, by strengthening the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, and thus increasing the
assimilative and nutritive powers, "Golden
Medical Discovery” makes grand old men.
"I suffered for six years with
constipation anti
indigestion, during which time I employed several physicians, but they could not reach
my
case.” writes Mr. G.
Poppiewell, of Eureka
Springs, Carroll Co.. Ark. " I felt that there was

ors or ship carpenters; but in their new
calling they develop odd knowledge and
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Gran Om Mei

South and West
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In the winter of 1872 a meeting was held
the Unitarian parsonage, and the society
formally organized under the name of the
Belfast Book Club, to consist of twenty
members, each paying the sum of five dollars for the first year, and four dollars for
each succeeding year that they should remain members.
Twenty books were to be
purchased three times during the year, a
printed list of the names of the members,
with the rules and regulations, was to be
pasted in the books, and every Saturday the
members received a book from the person
whose name preceded theirs, and they in
turn passed theirs to the next on the list.
A certain number of magazines also were
subscribed for, which eaeh member retained
four days, and passed to the next reader.
At the close of the year the books and magazines were to be sold at one-half the cost.
A committee was chosen to select and purchase the books and magazines, and Miss
Rebecca S. Palfrey was appointed Secretary and Treasurer for the year.
January 15, ls72, the first instalment of
books was delivered to the following members:
Xeherniah Abbott, William C. Marshall, Lewis W. Pendleton, Joseph Williamson, Cazneau Palfrey, David X.
Utter,
William T. Colburn, J. Warren White, Mrs.
•I. P. Furber, Miss Fannie E. Chase, Miss
Mary Patterson, Miss Abby II. Faunee, W.
G. Frye, ,J. (i. Dickerson, Capt. E. II. llerrimaii, C. P. Ilazeltine, II. 0. Alden, Oakes
Angier, G. R. Sleeper, Philo Ilersey.
Nine magazines, The Eclectic, Radical,
Littell’s Living Age, Galaxy, Every Saturday, Appleton’s, Atlantic, Harper’s and
Overland, were subscribed for.
At the close of the year a balance of £G4.41 remained in the treasury, some changes
in the members and in the magazines took
place, and the club started on its second
year with much enthusiasm; but at the
close, the munificent sum of 23 cents was
found in the treasury.
However, the fact
remains that the Rook Club had come to
stay. In 1878 the price was raised to £4.50
and some magazines discontinued. In 1882
the membership was increased to twentysix and two books each week issued during the year. The magazine list was also
increased, and comprised the Art Journal and North American Review, Popular
Science, Living Age, Nineteenth Century,
at

its

,.

patches indicate

maintenance.

When man comes to an end there is al-

ways

business traits.
\\ bile ships are all alike to land-lubbers, except in size and rig, they present vast differences to these sea junkmen.
At a glance they can make a
valuation of a ship which will come
within 20 per cent, of its real worth, and
how they haggle with the captain, owner. or ship's husband!
They are not
delicate in their language when it comes
to chattering, (lood round Saxon oaths,
strange Italian curses, and the brutal
blasphemy of the forecastle are mixed
u]i in a way that would cause each particular hair of a devout man’s head to
stand on end, hut which fall upon a
captain’s ears like a strain of familiar
music. Sometimes, instead of buying
outright, they take a ship on shares;
but woe to the credulous captain or
agent who enters into this kind of a
bargain! The receipts are all correct,
but the expenses are usually bewildering. The junkman employs every relative he has in dismantling the craft,
and puts in a hill for labor and time
that often eats up the entire proceeds.
The masts and rigging range greatly
in value. Some masts, especially compound ones, braced with steel or
wrought iron, are often in admirable
condition after 30 or to years of use,
and only require cleaning and a few
repairs to become marketable at a fair
price. The yards and bowsprits, tiller,
wheels and rudders often display the
same longevity,
i he rigging is usually
a good investment, particularly the
stays, whether made of wire rope or of
old-fashioned tarred hemp.
Sails vary greatly, but even the oldest
and poorest can usually be sold to the
brick sloops, lime schooners and other
craft which ply Long Island sound or
the Hudson river. The galley and the
cabin cut a fair figure in these deliberations. The stoves and kitchenware can
he readily sold to other vessels or to
dealers in second-hand goods ashore.
| Cabins may prove a small bonanza to
the speculator; many of them are built
of the finest woods, carved and gilded.
The weathering they have received for
years has brought out all the beauty of
! the grain, and has dried them, until
i they are as compact and resilient as an
1
ancient violin. They are bought eageri iy by the makers of antique furniture,
and re appear in a few months as eolon; ial bookcases, revolutionary bedsteads
and puritan secretaries.
When it comes to the bull, the averi age speculator is inclined to hide his
time and look out fora profitable opportunity. of late years there has
grown up a disposition toward utilizing
What wove officially pro- the stanch hulks as colliers. Occasionin .Jacksonville. Fla., ally a small hull can lie sold as a bethel
uthquake shocks, (level- or a houseboat, and sometimes it can
been the concussion he floated at high tide upon one of the
sv
blasting on the st. marshes or low shores around New
,n the city.Lord UobYork, and there sold to an ambitious
-c.icdnled to leave South shopkeeper or saloon proprietor.
If it
inner 15, has postponed is sold for the latter purpose, the buyer
owing to one of his first removes the copper and everything
a a sufferer from enteric
| detachable. Copper now-a-daysis worth
,a....( leneral William .W.
hi cents a pound, and copper sheathing
nder-in-chief of file Sal- always finds a quick sale. Even on a
coming to New York small ship it is worth over *uhi, and on
i-r to take practically tlie
larger vessels it often brings handsome
salvation Army in the j sums.
tor at least six months....
1 he number ol
hulks whien have
t sugar at Philadelphia been sold, beached and utilized as resieclipsed the record for dences or for trade is much larger than
sling period in the history is commonly supposed. They can be
More than 50,non tons of found here and there upon both sides of
•vc been delivered on tlie the Hudson river, the East river, the
c
sugar refineries since Sound, Newark bay, the Arthur Kill and
l.ipton may not lie able to Raritan bay. They make comfortable
■ip. but he has just eafitur- homes, and have the rich perfume of
American money by his the sea about them, which no white.The annual report of W. wash or paint will ever remove.
If
Second
Assistant the speculator finds no customer for the
nger,
lie
it
issued
breaks
and
of
it
general,
recently, hull,
up
disposes
.1 une 30, last, the annual as timber.
iiihtures for the inland
Very little goes to waste. The value
had been #55,146,000; for depends upon the wood employed in the
C.
#J,041,533; total, #57,- construction. All old ships are like
• "tal estimate for all mail
Joseph’s coat of many colors. They
a tor the next fiscal
year have been repaired in many ports, and
4 ornelius L. Alvord, the often contain a score of various woods.
■cite teller of
the First The knees are usually hackmatack, and
■i ink. New York, was dis- the ribs of oak, the
planking of pine
mal bv Magistrate Flam- and oak.
But in the repair yards of
■mt of lack of jurisdiction. the globe all sorts of other woods are
;he defaulter was arrested used.
Among them may be found ma• 'lutes Marshal and held in
hogany and iron wood, teak and pitch
..George J. Gould has pine and cedar, and sometimes rose• id trustee for his sister, the
wood and ebony.
The wise speculator
1 .• Mellane.
The Count lias goes over every piece of lumber.
If
of his wife’s money and one of them proves a precious wood, he
nn.ooO. The annual in- can dispose of it at high figures. Even
1
ouutess has been #600,000, oak, after 30 or 4o years, is, when undis■uly been enough by a third figured, twice as valuable as when it is
husband to squander. new.
Any cabinetmaker is only too
•
attend to the payment glad to purchase a huge oak beam that
nl probably the Count has sailed 10 or 30 times around the
noiiey market a little globe.
It is not the age alone which has improved the quality of the fiber, but the
mocratic Prophecies.
straining and wrenching of toe vessel
by the sea, the chemical action of the
".mi the light, anil, by bilge water and of many kinds of carSome planks and veneers made
1 not lie defrauded out of goes.
the election judges. from an oak beam which had been part
of a ship so years old were exhibited a
In., Wednesday.
'him is already won.
We few years ago at a fashionable furniture
> to maintain our present store on Broadway, and attracted gen11
eral notice front the exquisite coloring
'-ame, on Thursday,
made and won. [Colonel and beautiful grain.
Equally striking were some beams of
'•unday.
o A
election 1 am to-night mahogany taken from a bark which
••‘■rtaiii without the shadow was engaged in the sugar trade between
\'ice Chairman Stone, on New York and Cuba in the 40’s and 50’s.
The years and the traffic had contracthe elected as sure as you ed the pores and deepened the color unbryan will poll the largest til it looked as superb in its chromatic
'•••' Vork
county ever given to intensity as an antique sang de boeuf
"hate. | expect that we will Chinese vase. It was made into a cabi•"on, but certainly not less net, and has to-day a place of honor in
!",n- boss Croker, on Monday, the drawing room of a wealthy New
■

Perhaps a retrospective glance at the Belfast Book Club, which is just closing its
28th year, may not be uninteresting to thosfe
who for so many years have enjoyed its
benefits, and added their share toward its
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All

The Belfast Book Club.

no

help

for

me.

could

not

retain foot!

on

my

stomach; had vertigo and would fall helpless

to

floor.
I commenced taking Dr. Pierce'i
jthe
Golden Medical
and little Pellets
ana

now

'years.
I

Dr.
men

I

Discovery
in good health for
owe

it

all to Dr.

one of my age—60
Pierce’s medicines.”

Pierce’s Pellets greatly benefit old
by keeping the bowels in activity.

to the lumber dealers. That which is
too cracked or disfigured is purchased
readily by the kindling wood manufacturers. In the old days the iron bolts
gave much trouble to the workingmen
who broke up the craft, but an ingenious Italian showed that by wetting
them with crude petroleum or kerosene they could he removed without
difficulty, no matter how thick the rust
of the years. These go to the dealers
in old iron, and at the present time,
when the steel prices are so high, give
a very fair return to the seller.
Anchors and chains retain some market
value to the very last. They rarely go
to the dealer in old metal, but are
cleaned, painted and stored away for St. Nicholas, Atlantic, Century, Harper’s
future use.
Monthly,—two copies—and Literary World.
The dunnage and inner planking are
Next month the Club enters on its twentytaken by house builders for scaffolding, ninth
year, with two books each week and
lumber
and
last
of
the
by
yards,
all, by
fifteen magazines. Among its members is
kindling wood men. With iron vessels, Miss Fannie Chase, who has had a continespecially steamers, there is less specu- uous
membership. Others on the list who
lation and less variety.
The hulls are
utilized for colliers, aiid to-day at least became members the second and third year,
50 can be seen in the buy or the adja- and have continued Without interruption,
cent waters. The engines are not very are Mr. C. R. Ilazeltine, Mrs. Ellen Castle
salable. They are usually antiquated, and Miss Carrie White.
The list has also
and are sold to dealers in steel or to
included Revs. Dr. Palfrey, D. X. Utter, ,1.
machine shops. Where the hull is
T. Rixby, E. Crowningsliield, J. A. Savage,
broken up, it becomes old iron, and
J. M. Leighton and A. A. Smith.
brings seldom more than half a cent a
Nearly 2,sot) books have been circulated,
pound. Modern trade is frugal and
even avaricious.
.lust as a miser pre- which comprise memoirs and letters of disserves his rags, although they have little
tinguished persons, biographies, travels,
or no value, so dame commerce tries to
historical works, and all the popular novels
keep her ships and steamships at work of tile day.
until they fall to pieces or founder
About six thousand dollars have been
through sheer weakness.
Sometimes queer discoveries are made paid into the treasury, but careful managein breaking up an ancient craft.
Be- ment, time and labor, have been required
Several years ago it was j
tween tlie inner and outer planking is a to sustain it.
wide space, which runs from the main found necessary to increase the price to five
deck down sometimes to the keelson. dollar^, but when one takes into considerInto tliis drunkards often drop their be- ation that
any one of the standard maglongings, thieves their booty, criminals azines cysts from three to live dollars per
the evidence of their guilt and mischievous men the spoil of their victims. year, a fee of five dollars seems very trifling
A hark broken up near Staten island for the value received.
The Club lias proved a source of pleasure
yielded treasure trove of this sort in
the shape of a bag of gold and silver, and profit to the members, past and present,
of which the latest date on the coin was and the
promoters of the enterprise may
1S55.
A.
well feel proud of their achievement.
A bng which was dismembered at |
s-K
lied Hook, in South Brooklyn, yielded
a ghastlier lind.
It consisted of manaThe Congressional Apportionment.
cles and shackles, almost eaten away by
the bilge water.and yet retaining enough
of their pristine appearance to show
The announcement of the population of
that they had been engaged in the Afri- the United States made
by the census bucan slave trade.
In a brigantine over
reau, says a Washington special to the New
at AVeehawken there A cre the bones of
York Times, has started a speculation
a human arm and leg far down near the
the effect on apportionment for memship’s well. \\ liether they represented ! about
some forgotten crime or’tlie prank of bers of Congress. The increase or decrease
some playful sailor will never be known. in State representation depends on the feelKnives and pistols, swords and dag- ing of a Congress which is yet to be elected.
gers are often found in this ancient hid- It is quite certain, however, that several
ing place, as are pieces of dress goods States will lose. One of them is Nebraska,
and other materials which seamen tried
which has gained only 10,000 population.
to smuggle, but hid forever in order to
avoid detection. The day ot the specu- Another is Maine, which has gained only
lator is declining, ships are growing 33,000. Nevada shows a falling off in popustronger and more durable: steel is re- lation, but is safe for she has only one Conplacing iron and wood, and the 10,000- gressman now.
tonner is driving the small fry from the
The greatest gainer under the conservarace.
It is only a question ot time be- tive estimate of an increase to
200,000 to
fore there will he no more old ships to
would be Pennsylvania,
each
break up, and when the skimmers of the whichrepresentative
would gain three congressmen, bringsea will live and toil until the sea swal- ing her number
up to 31, New York would
lows them, or some rocky coast crushes gain two, reaching the total of 30, Kentucky,
them as though they were gigantic egg- Maryland, South Carolina and Virginia
shells. [M. A. II. in New York Evening would each lose a congressman, which
would not be offset by the gain of two in
Post.
Texas, Maine and Vermont would each lose
a
though Massachusetts
congressman,
Millions Given Away.
would gain one. Illinois would gain two,
her
representation 24. Of the other
It is certainly gratifying to the public to making
know of one concern w hich is not afraid to great middle states, Indiana, Ohio and Minbe generous. The proprietors of Dr. King’s nesota would each lose one.
There is hardly any doubt that the new
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and
will not be made on any
Colds, have given away over ten million trial apportionment
less
basis than 200,000.
bottles and have the satisfaction of knowing it has cured thousands of helpless eases.
Asthma, Bronchitis, La Grippe and all
Throat, Chest and Lung diseases are surely
Call on K. II. Moody, Drugcured by it.
gist, anil get a free trial bottle. Regular
size 50c and $1.00. Every bottle guaranteed.

Carters

•iTTLE

Not Very

Far.

The following verses, accompanied by a
beautiful wreath, were placed on the coffin
of the late Mrs. Gladstone by the Princess
of M ales:
It seemeth such a little way to me
Across to that strange country, the Beyond ;
And yet not strange, for it has grown to be
The home of those of whom I am so fond ;
It makes it seem familiar and most dear
As journeying friends bring distant

regions

near.

So close it lies that when my sight is clear
I think I almost see the gleaming strand;
I know I feel those who have gone from here
Come close enough sometimes to touch my
hand:
I often think but for our veiled eyes
MTe should tind heaven right roundabout us
here.
there is no sting to death
And so the grave has lost its victory;
It is but crossing, with abated breath
And with set face, a little strip of sea
To tind the loved ones waiting on the shore,
More beautiful, more precious than before.
And so, for me,

I cannot make it seem a day to dread
When from this dear earth I shall journey
out

To that still dearer country of the dead,
And join the lost ones so long dreamed
about.
I love this world, yet I shall love to go
To meet the friends who wait for me, I
know.
I never stand above a bier, and see
The seal of death set on some well-loved

face,

But that I think one more to welcome me
When I shall cross the intervening space
Between this land and that one over there—
One more to make the strange Beyond
seem fair.

Tiver

|

PILLS.

CURE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

SICK

Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also

Time

HEAD

ACHE

2b the bane of so many lives that here la whero
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small ana
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe oc
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them. In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
fey druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New Yort.

wnen

was

Cancer

was

considered

as

Physicians and friends could give little relief

B BW

incurable as leprosy.
encouragement to

BM

or

afflicted with this terrible disease. Even now doctors know of no
remedy for this fearful malady ; while admitting it to bt
a blood disease,
they still insist that there is no hope outside of a surgical operation, and advise you to have the Cancer cut out,
but at the same time cannot assure you that it will not return. You
may cut or draw out the sore, but another wil come in
its place, for the disease is in the blood
is deep-seated and destructive, and
beyond the reach of the surgeon’s knife of
caustic, flesh-destroying plasters. The blood must be purified and strengthened, the system relieved of all poisonous, effete
matter before the Cancer sore will heal.
S. S. S. is the only medicine that can overcome this powerful and contaminating
poison and force it out of the blood. It
builds up and invigorates the old, and supplies new, rich, life-giving blood. S. S. S. is a
purely vegetable remedy : no mineral
can be found in it; the roots and herbs from which it is made contain
powerful purifying properties that act directly upon
the blood svstem and make a safe and permanent cure of Cancer. It has cured thousands,
why not you ?
Cancer 19 not always inherited ; your family may be free from ^ny taint, yet your blood
may become so polluted that a sever#
and stubborn form of the disease may
m
devei°p fr°m»s°re °r uicer °n >'°ur tonKu«
mmmw
or other part of your j^iy
a siight t.ruiw
or hurt, a little
pimple on the eyelid, lip
or nose, a small lump on the
jaw or breast, a harmless looking wart or mole, and other causes so insignificant as to attract
little or no attention. If you have an obstinate sore, don’t rely
upon salves or ointments to cure it begin with S. S. S.
at once; it will cleanse your blood and
prevent the formation of cancerous cells.
Mrs. R. Shirer, I*a Plata, Mo., writes: “A small
on my jaw about one inch below the
came
pimple
ear on the left side of my face. At first it gave me no trouble, and I did not think it was
anything serious
until the iaw began to swell and became much inflamed At the same time the sore began
to
spread and
eat into trie flesh, and gave me intense pain. I tried
everything I could hear of, but nothing did me any
I then began the use of S. S. S., and after taking several bottles the Cancer
and there
healed,
now no sign of the disease. This was two years ago, and I am still
enjoying perfect health.”
Send for our special book on Cancer; it contains much information that will interest
you ; it is free.
Write our physicians about your case, aud for anv advice or information wanted ;
they
have made a life study Of Cancer and all blood diseases. We make no charge whatever for this.
Address, THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA. 6A.
one
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Imnure Blood Invites Biseasem
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good.

SCIENCE^_^
PROGRESSES^
Great strides are made
every year. But the method of curing Dyspepsia
remains the same.
“L. F." Atwood’s Bitters
is still the most reliable

remedy.

Simple Indigestion,
Chronic Dyspepsia or
Bilious Attacks yield
Ail dealers
sell "L. F.”

War Declared
On all game in the State of Maine,
and the best place to buy.

YOU
CAN
SAVE

j

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers,

FROM 10 TO 25

Loaded Shells and
Ammunition

BY BUYING YOUK

Men and

F. A. FOLLETT’S.

Hale’s

1 have just received a large stock
direct from the factory, which I
shall sell at lowest JCASII 'prices.
Call and see for yourself before purchasing elsewhere and save money.
I have tiie agency for

and wish you had never been bom
Then to-day is the day to take

of

Honey

Horehound
and Tar.

It will stop your cold and its discomforts; prevent the coming of the more
serious troubles that follow colds. At
all druggists. Take only Hale’s. 25*,
.50c, and $1.00 per bottle; largest
size cheapest.

Pike's Toothache

Drops Cure in One Minute,

For Women.
Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in ;> days w itliout fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
Dr. Tolmau's

interference

with

work.

The

most

Columbia

MACKINTOSHES,
H A IS, CAHS, SUITS,

E. P. FROST
Call and examine

WINTER RATES.

our

Flecerd Underwear at

38 and 50 Cents.
Our All Wool Camel's, Hair Umlerw
And our line of Working rants at

$ 1.25, $1.50

Graphophones

We have

and Records.

put in

an

'75c

e

$2.00.

anil

elegant hue

the famous

nt

North Star Fur Coats,

Come in and hear the beautiful selections
of instrumental and vocal music

Call and examine before purehamnu.
We can show you jrreat bat.i;a:!,s it:

department.

F. A. FOLLETT,

4w t:i

E. P. FROST, 78 Tain St

51 Church Street, Belfast, Me
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cases

dreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further partie -ars.
Ail letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill clients upon thehea’th. By
mail securely sealed, §2.(X>. Dr. E. M.TOLY1AN CO., 170 Tremout St.. Boston, Mass.

HOSIERY.

FUR COATS, OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS, REEFERS, Etc., of

difficult

successfully treated through correspondence, and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. 1 relieve hun-

Winter

Boys’

HANTS, DUCK COATS,

....OF ALL KINDS, IS AT....

To-day You Cough and
Sneeze,

™.
..

UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS,
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Portland.
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\\

Its recent cures in Portland and Water
ville have been wonderful.

GREAT REDUCTION IN PARES.
Belfast to Boston $2.25.

Poor & Son, Agents,
who also offer

Commencing Monday. October 22. 1'.»oo,'fare between Belfast and Boston reduced from $3.00 to
Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3.10 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
made in the price of through tickets between
Boston and ail landings on the Penobscot Fiver.
The price of rooms accommodating two persons
each, is reduced from $2.00 and $1.50, to $1.50 and
$i.oo each.
Steamers Penobscot and City of Bangor will
leave Belfast alternately for Boston via. Camden
and Kockland, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursand Saturdays at (about) 2.30 r. m.
For Bangor via. way*- landings, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays, at about
8.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

a

N KAY tad stock ot

Strictly Pure Drugs,

$2.25.

.\T....

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

j

aterville

A. M.

FRED W.

POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, (len’l Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

PILES!

PILES!

Our Most Successful students are
Regular Busispecial branches,
Dr. TV*1 | ness
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams’ Indian File Ointment is prepared only for Shorthand and Typewriting, or Tele|
who combine the
I thoseCourse
with the

Itching of the private parts, and noth- ! griiphy. One rate of tuition pays tor all.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
Write for catalogue and full infer
gists, sent by mail, for 60c. ami SI .00 per box
mation
concerning our free oiler ol a
Cleveland,Ohio
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Frcp’fc,
Rem-Sho Typewriter to our students.
For sale by R. H. Moody.
Files and
ing else.

R. A. French & Co.
ARE
A

L. F. SHAW, President,

Portland, Maine.
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Pnity—
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And also

a

lot of

In Board.of Ai.dkrmkn,
Belfast, March 19,1900.
Okdku No. S.
Ordered, That all hills against the eit \ shall he
itemized and shall In* approved hy the proper
committee before placed in the hands of the andi
tor. Also that all said bills MUST he in the hands
of the auditor ON OK BE FORK THE FRIDAY
next preceding the first Monday in each month
13
r they will lie over until the next month.
IN 1ST RATOR’S NOTICE.
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NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prior to February 1,
1900. are requested to settle at the store of Mitchell & Trussell, 115 High street.
M. L. MITCHELL.
Belfast, Me., June 25,1900.-26tf.
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Limited tickets lor Boston arc new
at
Sf'.oo Jroin Belfast and all sta: n.n> on Bran. n.
and N< rth
Through tickets to all point- \\
west, via all routes, tor sale l.\ L. W <. *k<»k
cko |-. h\.\NS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and
neral .Manager.
F. K. Boothux Oen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag. nt
Portland, Oct. 1, loot).

HOME TREATMENT
....Ft)]?....

And Tin* Piseases Peculiar
Women Piseases ot tin*
P»iood. Nervous Sy-tem. and
all diseases and Piseased
< 'I'lnlit im
*»
lie K ulncys,
Pladdei. I. u 11 u s. Stomach,
l.r- er and Heart and all diseased Slate- of the Pelvic
and l»e|n'iduefjve Organs,
together with I've! \ form of
Skin 1M- e.i-i■.
M,.-t eases
«111i*• k 1 l'e| ie\ ed and perilianentiy cured ny 1 iu* i>hm| m iMipathie Specifies.
Send foi Meiiernl Symptom I'dank and one on
1 Mseases of Women. Many eases that wtwr considered hopeless liave been cured h\ these (treat
Remedies. During May and .Inin consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
bis boston office Mondays. Wednesdays,
at
Thursdays and Saturdays imm ha. m. to p in.
other da\ his regular eoiisnltation fee .»f
will
hr charged. Monthly treatuirnt at rrasonahle
rates. Address.
CHARMS H. M I T( 111 I. I.. M D..
JtS Tl rlllollt s| |-,-o4
Ctiioti Sa\ ings bank b nldnig,
Nr\t to Hotel Touraiiir.
I'.osi.ni Mass.
Laboratory.;; Howard I’iaee Roxhury. Mass
S

E. L. Stevens, M. D„
Residence 12 Church Street.
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Chronic Diseases

From Boston, via. way-landings, Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00 i*. m.
From Bangor, via. way-landings, Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00

Dr. Williams’ Indian File Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Files. It
ahsorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,

.7

...

Bangor.

days

correct all disorders of the stomach.stimulate tho
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

Ache they would be almostpricelesato those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and thoi
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be wit
ling to do without them. But after all sick head

,s HOT

CANCER

MARY E. AMBROSE, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
THOMAS F. REILLY.
immediately.
Frankfort, Oct. 9,1900.

FOR SALE.
The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot, will he sold at a bargain. Apply to
DUN TON £ DUN’TON.

Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

Offce, National Bank Buildint:, Belfast, Me.
JaB^Ofttee hours from

...

1 to

4,

and

7

to

SPECIAL ATTENTION OIVKN TO THE

H

r.

CUKISOF....

RUPTU RES
...BY THE_

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

•

Notice is hereby given that a discount of •_»
per
lit. will he made on all taxes for loou paid to me
before .Ian 1, 1901. I shall he at the Aldermen’s
Room in Memorial Building from s.ao to ll.JO \.
>l, and Saturdays from i.ao to 4 p. m.
M. €. HILL'.Collector

Belfast, August 1,1900.—31tf

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

1

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1900.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Winterpobt. Mr. Samuel Cole, a well
The proposed reorganization of the
Halldale. It is expected that Rev. J.
Washburn will preach here Nov. 18th— known and highly respected citizen, passed
Democratic party has called out a
Mrs. Martha Hall is in very poor health— away Monday at the advanced age of 77
variety of sentiments from leaders in
Prospect Ferry. Miss Lilia Clark of
all sections of the country. The ma- Camden visited Mrs. N. J. Heagan last W. A. Hall went to Augusta on business years and 11 months. Mr. Cole leaves a
last Saturday_J. E. Hall is buying apples wife, three sons and several grandchildren
jority agree that the free silver issue is week
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Smart of Searsfor A. I. Hall of Rochester, N. H.Mrs. to mourn their loss.... A temperance lecture
dead, and that “deserter's,’' by which is port spent last Sunday with Alfred Ellis—
Martha B. Small of Thorndike is the guest was given at the M. E. church Saturday
meant the gold Democrats, should not Mrs. Annie Emerson entertained the Ladies
of Mrs. M. \V. Wrhite.Mrs. Hittie Hall evening by Rev. A. S. Bisbee of Brunsbe allowed to reorganize the
Capt. and is in
party. Circle last Saturday evening
Thorndike visiting her sister, Mrs. wick— The entertainment given by the
Some say that the party does not need Mrs. A. A. Ginn entertained a number of A. H.
Monroe.Geo. Lamb left for his Y.’s Thursday evening was a great success.
reorganization. Abram S. Hewit of their friends from Prospect Marsh last Fri- home in Portland this week-...E. E. Hall The program consisted of music, readings
Refreshments were served
evening.
day
New York says: “I think personally
went to Searsmont last Sunday to stop a and the popular farce by John Kendrick
and a good time enjoyed hy all.Ruel
short time... .We were visited by a very Bang? entitled, “A Proposal Under Difficulthat the independents’ platform of 1896
Pierce of Camden is visiting relatives here.
ties.” Ice cream and cake were served_
heavy thunder shower last Friday, p. m.
is one upon which all true Democrats —Mr. and Mrs. F. T.
of
Haley
Prospect
The high tides last week overflowed the
should get together.” Henry Watter- Marsh visited Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harri- IILiberty.
of
The members
Georges wharves and caused some
trouble, if they
editor
of
the
Louisville
Couriersou,
man last Sunday
Mrs. Jessie Harding River Grange, to the number of about did
not do much damage. ...F. C. Rich, who
Journal, says: “It is too early to talk has gone to Providence, R. I., to visit her twenty, visited Union Harvest Grange at has beed ill, is now convalescent, and the
about reorganization on any lines husband, Capt. F. E. Harding, in the barge Centre Montville last Saturday night and other members of his family are
improving.
Belle of Oregon—Capt. W. C. Harding returned home at a very late hour, very
either new or old.
Events will do the
Mrs. Bussey and Mrs. Le San are on
went to New York last week to join his much pleased with the
manner
in
splendid
the sick list—Mrs. D. II. Smith lias rereorganizing in their own good time.”
barge, the George Schofield.
which they were entertained by the brothers turned home from a visit
to Portland_
T. C. Latchings of Missouri, who eviand
sisters.
knows
how
to
Union
Harvest
Mrs. George Mansfield and Master Edward
Prospect Village. Miss Martha Mathdently is not a follower of Bryan, ews
do it—Will Peirce and Oswell Boynton left
of North Searsport, who has been
Saturday for their home in Jonesport...
submits the most comprehensive proleft for Bangor Monday, and expect to ob- The
service at the Methodist church next
teaching school here, gave a sociable to her
tain situations for the winter in the Penobgram. He says:
scholars and friends Nov. 8th, which all enSnuday morning will be of special interest
“Drop free silver, drop fusionism, joyed. She closed her school Nov. 10th. scot woods—Several persons are doing to the men, and all are cordially invited to
drop the cry of government by injunc- Her pupils presented her with a very nice quite a business trapping mink in the vicin- attend—Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Atwood have
tion, drop the cry of imperialism and
ity of Stevens pond.L. C. Morse says he
to Boston to visit their daughter, Mrs.
militarism, drop all discussions about silver napkin ring, and all hope they may has found indications of the presence of a gone
Mabel Kennedy.
the Philippines until peace has been re- be fortunate enough to secure her services moose on
island—The ArmeWoodman
stored, drop appeals to the passions and as teacher hereafter.John Libby met nian
Thorndike.
Peter Harmon passed last
peddlers are not as numerous as they
prejudices of the idle and discontented. with a severe accident last Thursday while
in Belfast.Miss H. N. Millett
were, but the women and girls who give Thursday
Revive the question of taxation, teach at work in the engine room at
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mosquito
Joseph Higyou an invitation to sign for Sweet Home
the Democratic doctrine' that people mountain in Frankfort.
Ilis left hand was
gins Saturday and Sunday_Miss Florence
cannot be made rich by taxing them,
soap are on the increase.
in the gasoline engine, scraping and
B. Coffin has been stopping for a few weeks
assail the favoritism and wrongs of a caught
Sandypoint. Mr. Lawreston Smith and with her aunt, Mrs. S. A. Coffin....Leonard
high protective tariff; stand for the mangling it badly. He was in the house
control of trusts and combines by alone and had presence of mind to pry family have returned to their home in St.
Reynolds and sister of Unity, accompanied
methods not oppressive; demand en- it out; otherwise he would have lost the Augustine, Fla
Mrs. John Littletield has by a friend, were the guests
Wednesday of
largement of the powers of the inter- hand. He is attended by Dr. 0. S. F.rskine returned from a three weeks visit in Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Howard—Dr. and
state commerce commission and the of Kram;fort and is as comfortable as could .Mrs. Rebecca Brown of
Mrs.
A.
W.
Buoksport
Rich of Brooks passed Sunday
liberal improvement of harbors, and
be expected.('apt. Epliie Littlefield of was here last week for several days—Fred with Rev. David Smith and wife_Will
insist on local self-government, and let
Perkins
of
Birchville was here for one Hasty returned from Pittsfield
the next presidential candidate remain Waldo Station, who is in town selling cookSaturday_
Rev. J. G. Fisher of Dex- Miss Lizzie Bradford passed last week with
ing ranges, is meeting with good success. day last week
at home during the campaign.”
In one home he sold two.Mrs. Elsie ter spoke here in the church last Thursday her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy
Killman and daughter Sarah, accompanied evening. The weather was very unfavor- Porter of Searsport—Miss Annie
Bryant
THE CHURCHES.
by Miss Haley, went to Bangor last week, able, but the service was well attended. of Knox has been dressmaking the past
Mrs.
Frank
Perkins
and
Clara
find
the
new
daughter
week
for
Mrs.
Bertha
and
shopping.The community
Mrs. Etta
Berry
The ladies of the North church society
telephone at the postoffice a great conven- came from Bucksport Saturday for a visit Harmon.Mrs. Mabel Cilley and Miss
will have a business meeting at the parsonwith
Mrs.
L.
S.
Perkins—A.
W.
Shute
of
Lulu Roberts of Brooks visited Mrs. George
ience, and Mr. Libby jus tithe man to attend
age Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
stinr. Mount Desert was at home lately for Sherman in Burnham Nov. llth and 12th.
to it. Come and try it.
Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Misa brief stay
The high tide of Thursday
I>r. ami Mrs. J. C. Whitney started SatThe teacher of the Primary
Morrill.
sion in the Frye school house, Miller street,
and Friday did considerable damage in this urday last for a visit to their
son, J. O.
school
at the village reports that Norman
All
at
7
o’clock.
every Saturday evening
vicinity. The planks were all torn from Whitney of Embden
Miss Millie Monroe,
Thomas
won the prize
in
and
despelling
are welcome.
the steamboat wharf_The school in this who has been
attending school in Searsport,
He is it years old, comes a miles
portment.
district will close this week. Nearly all the has returned to her home_Miss Bessie
Morning service at the Unitarian church to school, and did not miss a
the
day during
schools in town closed Nov. nth.
Conner of Troy was the guest last week of
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by
term
Bichard Merriam from Howard, B.
the pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton; Sunday
Miss Ellen Webster—Some of the town
Moxuok.
Miss
Sadie
of
Waldo
is
a
Cummings
1.,
spending
fortnight’s vacation at
school at 12 m.
schools began Nov. 12th.
Our veteran
home.Instill Merriam and Mrs. Linda closed a very successful term of school in
The revival meetings are continued at
District No. 0 Nov. nth with the following teacher, Daniel Gordon, teaches at the Walkwent to Providence, K. I., last MonGray
the Methodist church this week, under the
er school house, Miss Maud Monroe of
Troy
day— Miss Edith Morrill of Belmont vis- program: Singing, Madge Grant and Rosa
at the Station and Bessie Conner has the
charge of the pastor. Rev. II. W. Norton of ited her sister, Mrs. Herman
last Curtis; reading in concert, by school: rec.,
Merriam,
Sear.sport will assist him this, Thursday, Sunday—Miss Altlia Woods visited her “Daisy’s Birthday Present,” Rosa Curtis; Files school
During the election returns
last week, an out-building belonging to 11.
evening. The services Sunday will be as
sister, Mrs. Eunice Higgins, at the Head of rec., “The Black Bird and Crow,' Everett
usual.
the Tide, Belfast, last week_Will Wood- Jenkins; rec., “llow John got Left," Her- C. Higgins became quite agitated, and in
the shower of rain and hail, thunder and
Next Sunday will be observed as rally bury returned from a visit to Aroostook bert Cook; rec., “Washington and his
Mrs. Abby Phil- Hatchet," Martha Curtis; rec., “Golden lightning Friday afternoon it made a bold
Sunday at the Universalist church. The county last Thursday
start for
D. C. An apple tree
preaching service will be at 10.45 a. m. : Sun- brick is stopping at her brother’s, J. B. Rule,” Gussie Knowlton; reading in dis- a few Washington,
rods distant put its friendly arms
day school at 12 m. ; young people’s meeting Meals.Charles Brown went to Boston cord, by r>tli class; rec., “A Little Girl's around
it, and induced it to “stay on the
last week.
It is expected that Mrs. Brown Sister,” Ernest Evans; rec., “The Rubberat (J. 15 j\ m. The topic of the latter will be
farm.”
The “Dr." thinks luck is still on
“Christian Enthusiasm.*’ All are cordially will return with him from the hospital_ neck," Harold Small; rec., “Catching the
Mrs. Alvesta Hatch has had a furnace Pony,” Carroll Knowlton; rec.. “Little this side....The social dance at Johnson’s
invited to all meetings.
in her cellar by Frank Clark of Birdie,” Gladys Grant; rec., “Gathering [ Hall Wednesday evening was well attended.
The Thursday evening Scripture at the placed
Carpenter and wife of Newport
Freedom
The school house in the Cross the Apples,” Madge Grant; rec.', Walk up, wereGeorge
in tow n last Wednesday to attend the
baptist church will be: James 2:14-20. The
and Bobinson district, so-called, was burned and Say Hello,” McLean Grant; rec., “Hap- funeral of his
sister, Mrs. .Julia Small
bible Study Class will meet Friday evening
to the ground Monday afternoon, Nov. 5th. py Go Lucky,” Chester Knowlton; rec., Mr. Hamilton of Bangor was in town last
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts of Jslesboro
at s p. m.
week
for
lambs and veal calves.
looking
The fire was discovered early in its prog- “Two Bad Things,” Harold Moody; rec.,
will preach Sunday morning and evening in
| Local buyers are paying 20 cts. tier dozen
Freddie Perkins;- rec., “The for
so that the books, stove, desk,
“Violets,”
ress,
Butter
charts,
eggs.
brings from 22 to 25 cts.
|
exchange with the pastor.
The fire caught in some Little Girl and the Doll,” Hazel Jenkins; tier pound.
etc., were saved.
The usual prayer meeting will be held at
brush at one corner of the house. Opin- rec., “The Old Home,” Susie Dawson; rec.,
the North church this, Thursday, evening
Stops the Cough
ions differ in regard to its origin.
“Slander,” teacher. The children were
7.15;
at
topic, “The Christian’s Confidence
and works oft the Cold.
treated to pop corn and candy by the
Prospect,
i
lie ciars senool closed last
in Time of Danger.” The Sunday services
teacher.The quarterly meeting of the Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
will be as follows Sermon by the pastor at Monday, and the scholars, assisted hy their
Church of God will be held at tne church in cold in one day. No Cure, no
Pay. Price
10.45 A. m.. Sunday school at 12 m. ; C. E.
teacher, Miss Bertha Partridge, gave a very West Winterport beginning
Thursday even- 5 cents.
lvruii
meeting at 0.15 p. m., topic, “Are you doing enjoyable sociable in the evening. The ing and continuing over Sunday_John j
your best?” Matt. 25:14-30; lecture by the program was as follows: Band of Mercy Strattard has raised sixteen hi lls of peanuts
song by school: concert recitation by a in his garden, and the
pastor at 7.15 p. m.
yield will average
part of the 1st class, llazel Shute, Annette over one hundred
Last December the American Board,
peanuts to the hill. The
Christine
Shute,
Kverett
■
Clark,
George and nuts are large and first class_Albert
New York laythrough the generosity of
1
man, ottered prizes amounting to s4<>0 for Minnie George; rec., “Six Times Nine,”
Bowen has taken possession of the Holmes
essays on topics relating to foreign missions.
Your Friends and Neighbors in Belfast
Mida Curtis; exercise, ending with a song saw mill which he
recently bought of Fred
Competition was open to pastors and Sun- and
Josie Ritchie, Bessie Eastman, Holmes.
inarch,
Will Show You How.
The
for
school
scholars.
Mr.
Holmes
is
west.—.
topic
pastors
day
going
was “Why Should Our Churches Sustain
Royden Clark, Roy Littlefield,George Kings- 11. R. Dawson has been laid up with the
Foreign Missions'.’’’ Xinets essays were bury, Charlie Clarke, Isabel Littlefield,
Rubbing the back won’t cure backache.
rheumatism, hut is now able to be out.
submitted to an able committee. They have
A liniment may relieve, but can’t cure.
selected as winner of the first prize, which Evelyn Clark and others; rec., “Injun Mrs Joseph Palmer still remains very sick.
Backache comes from tin* inside, from the kidamounts to slop, Rev. (ieorge B. Hatch of Boy,” Grace Kingsbury: awarding diplo_F. L. Palmer is on the sick list_Mrs.
Berkeley, Cal. Mr. Hatch was formerly a mas; tableau, “An Eclipse on the Sun,” Alice Palmer will go to Boston this week to neys.
resident of North Belfast, and is a brother
Doan's Kidnay Pills get inside.
A letter from
of the Hatch Bros, now living there, lie Myrtie Clark, George Kingsbury: rec., visit her brother and sister
They cure sick kidneys.
visited his old home last .July. [The Con- “Seven Times One,” Evelyn Clark; school Dr. Whitcomb to his wife, published in the
Here is Belfast proof that this is so:
gregationalist.
prophesy, Grace Kingsbury:
tableau, Camden Herald, was read with much interMr. O. A. Hopkins of No. 5 Bay View street,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Muzzy were pioneer “Changing Work,” Thomas Powers, Roy- est by the friends he made during his prac- says: “1 had a steady pain across the small of
members of the Searsmont Methodist Epis- den Clark, Grace Kingsbury, Josie
Ritchie; tice here. All were glad to hear that he en- back which bothered me more or less all the time
copal church and were its principal found- song, “My Angel Mother’s
Grave,” Evelyn joys such good health and hope his trip will until 1 took one box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. I
ers.
Mrs. Muzzy was a woman of strong
mind and invincible courage.
Having Clark, with Charlie Clark at the organ; be of great advantage to him....Mr. and saw them advertised and highly recommended,
dedicated all her capabilities and energies dialogue, “A Reconstructed Man,” Thomas Mrs. 1>. A. Nye attended his sister’s funeral so I went over to Edmund Wilson's drug store,
to the Lord, she was a zealous disciple.
Bessie Eastman, and Myrtie Clark; in Hampden last week... .The Rebekalis got them and used them as directed. The steady
For many years, in the early history of Powers,
aching pain left me and I haven't felt it since*
the church, she was class-leader, open- Band of Mercy song by the school, with will hold another sociable at the Odd Fel- Doan’s
Kidney Pills cured me."
ing her doors to the faithful few, she would the teacher at the organ: tableau, “Good lows hall Tuesday evening, Nov. 27tli. All j Sold for 50 cents
per box at all dealers. Foster,
j
pray earnestly for the upbuilding of Zion in Night,” by little Isabel Littlefield in night are
invited.
will
There
be
a
Milburn
good
cordially
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
this place. Long years ago they were called
dress
and
Mr.
F.
States.
cap.
and
a
all
for
10
United
Percy Partridge supper
cents.
good program,
home, but their mantle has fallen on their
children’s children, and although they are assisted hy playing on the violin and Mrs.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
The many friends of Mrs. Louise Holt
scattered from Maine to California they Mareellus Clark the organ, and after the will be
to know that she is so much substitute.
pleased
Week”
celebrated “Old Home
by sending
contributions to aid the church of their program was finished the audience were improved as to be able to sit up a little....
OUR CALENDARS FOR 1901.
ancestors. They have painted the outside called upon, and Mr. Millard Lane, Miss Loyal Lodge of Rebekhas is taking in new
of the church and frescoed the audience- Nettie Littlefield and Mr. Lester Dow re- members at each meeting and much interest
We wish,
We wish to announce to our patrons
room, making it very attractive.
is shown.Fred Cousins’ family and
! through the columns of The Journal, to ex- sponded with recitations, and singing by
our Beautiful Souvenir Calendar
Mr.
Melvin
Mr.
Everett
that
mother
have
moved
the
into
house
near
our
to
the
donors:
Clark,
the
thanks
Littlefield,
following
press
Airs. Rosa B. Alden, Mrs. Martha Muzzy Mr. Jacob Eames, Miss Alma Partridge, cheese factory—Some of the hunters from
for 1901 will be ready for distribution
L.
T.
Cox, Edward
Muzzy, Horace
Muzzy, Mrs. Mareellus Clark. The teacher was up-river have returned. Their
trophies December
Mrs. Lorenzo Muzzy, Miss Sarah Muzzy,
15, 1900, and that coupons
Mrs. Martha Muzzy Allen, Joseph Muzzy presented with a beautiful celluloid toilet are small—one deer for the whole crew_
Liz-i
Mrs.
case
the
After
This
will
illuminate
soon
the exercises
to cele- for the same can now be purchased at
I'pham, Joseph Muzzy Robinson,
by
villiage
pupils.
zie Milliken, Mrs. Amanda Muzzy, Misses
was enjoyed by the young folks.
brate the Republican victory on the 6th of our store.
Maud and Mary Muzzy and Lorenzo ITpham. dancing
[Per order of the Official Board of the M. Mr. Mareellus Clark brought his organ to November.Miss Lena Aldus of Camden
It has been our custom since
starting
E. Church of Searsmont.
the school house for the entertainment.
I is visiting her friend, Miss Gustie Neally.
in business to present our patrons at
the first of every year with a calendar.

* NEW DEPUBTIIBf. 1

—

Every Thursday Morning by the

Published

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
CHARLES A.

| Busit“s°Man»F

PILSBUBV.

..

SrnscKiVTioN Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three

months.

Advertising Terms:

For

one

one

square,

inch, length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

—

GEORGE W. BURKETT
Would announce that he has secured
the sole agency for Belfast of the celebrated

—

wired his thanks to Croker.

Bryan

earthquake in Florida,
McKinley landslide was the
thing.

It was a fake
but the
real

Some one wants

a new

religion. Few-

kinds and more of it would
be more desirable.
er

seem

to

proposes to give some more
he was not elected; but

Bryan

why

reasons

that does not seem necessary.
A Democratic steal in St. Louis is all
Missouri out of the

that

kept

can

column, according to the Globe-

Republi-

Democrat.

Among

the minor causes for congratulation found in the election returns is

—

WOOL and HAIR MATTRESSES
....OF....

E. HAPQOOD & SON.
Now for a revolution in the prices of these goods. Ladies of Bef
and Waldo County will find at our store a complete line of

viz., Feather Pillows.
Wool and Hair

—

early retirement of the pestiferous
Pettigrew from the United states

the

Senate.
lias been heard from at

Criehaven

last, and unless
returns
Knox

the

found in the

errors are

have

Democrats

county by

a

majority

carried

of :J.

Ulobe

reviews the
Presidential elections of trie past to
show that it was the Democrats turn to
The

Atchison

win this year.
turn, however.

They

failed to call the

Hattresses,

—

—

Pillow Cases,

Sheets, Etc.,
At Prices much lower than

...

ever

made the Public in Belfast.

—

The vote in New York

city

at the re-

cent election shows that the overthrow
of

Tammany

may lie

easily accomplish-

ed if those opposed to ring rule and

robbery

join

will

forces at the

polls.

Bryan's own ward in Lincoln. Neb.,
McKinley 20s votes, Bryan I0.">,
McKinley's home county gave him 2,000
majority, a gain of 1,100 over lsno.
J!ry ni lost his own precinct, county and
gave

s'

ate.

REMEMBER--MATTRESSES
LOWS

—

and FEATHER i'll

will i re one of our permanent il.-r

BLANKETS and COMFORTABUS

—

ON HAND IN T.AUOK

QrANTlTIK-

—

Pred Williams intimates a doubt

(;*'o
a- 'o

whether the country can survive

ioi

years more of

;

g:v.
lit:

McKinleyism. The
doubt, says the Boston Herald,

or

cally.

William.- can survive it

It is

now

politi-

uji to Ceo. Fred.

ON

THURSDAY, OGT. 25, beginning at 8 a
WE SHALL MAKE A CHEAT -ALE (>X

—

—

I’oi.nt

Graham IHui of Dun’s

mer-

Daly,
Henry

the

cantile

Marcus
agency:
Montana millionaire, and

Vil-

lain. the noted newspaper reporter and
railway promoter, have died within the
Villard married

past week.

only daughter

of 'William

Fanny, the
Lloyd Gar-

rison,
Hon.

Joseph II. Manley lias arrived at
his home in Augusta from New York,
where he had been in the forefront of
the battle ot ballots, and had a glorious
welcome. It is said to have been the
most enthusiastic demonstration the
city lias seen since the memorable welcome to Mr. lilaine on bis return from

Europe.
If required to find an explanation oi'
the great majority for McKinley we
would attribute it in part to satisfaction with the present prosperous con
dit ion and in part to distrust of Brvun(Lewiston Sun.
That would seem to be conclusive, The
•present prosperous condition” ot the
is apparent to every one not
hiinded by predjudice or ignorance; and

country

Bryan’s public utterances furnish ample
cause for
distrusting him.
We continue to get tidings from
Maine announcing the closing up of all
the. saloons in the cities. And yet it is
safe to bet that anybody who wants a
drink down there will not perish from
thirst. [Boston Herald.
Maine is

in spots. Waterville is
said to he extra dry, while Bangor is
still keeping open house. As to Belfast-well. there are no indications of

dry

drouth here.
Friends of Mr. Bryan say that lie
proposes to light the proposed reorganization of the Democratic party by the
conservative

leaders, which involves
his elimination from consideration in
connection with the presidency. If it
is carried through in spite of him, they
intimate that he will

organize

his

own

repudiate

it and

Democratic party.

This seems to be a case of
first catch
your hare." Can the “conservativeleaders” reorganize the Democratic par
t v on a basis that will include the Populists, anarchists and socialists who make
a large, perhaps the
largest, part of
the Bryan Democracy? These men are

already demanding

that Bryan shall be
the leader in the next Presi'dental camand
we
fear
paign;
they are an increasing.rather than a lessening, element in
politics. The greatest danger which
threatens the Republic is that the
course of events might give this element the ascendancy.
The Dominion of Canada held her
election Xov. 7th. the day after our
election, and the result was a renewed
lease of power for live years to the
Liberal party, led by Sir Wilfred
Laurier. Sir Charles Tupper, the Conservative leader, and his ehief lieutenant, Otorge E. Foster, were defeated at
the polls, with nearly every member of
prominence among the Conservatives.
The policy of the present Canadian
government, thus endorsed at the polls,
is for a moderate protection of home
productions, with a tariff preference in
favor of imports from the United
Kingdom and sister colonies, and the
completion of the Canadian deep waterway between the great lakes and the
Atlantic, upon which nearly $so,000,000
has already been spent. This policy
includes the expenditure of $5,000,000
additional upon |harbor improvements
in Montreal, and making that port the
point of transhipment for the grain
trade of the West. The general aim of
the Libeials is in the direction of self
government for Canada. Under their
administration the Dominion has prospered greatly during the past four
years, and last year for the first time
since confederation the receipts exceeded the expenditures and a reduction
was made in the public dept.

SMYRNA and AXMINSTER RUGS

—

Marvellously

low

prices have been

GEORGE W. BURKETT,
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK'

STOVE S
TW»-:

o

—

lhiv<-

stoves

ami Kaiiu'f- .>f all k.i Is

WOOD and COAI.

j

STOVES, ETC.,

v'

PRICES AS LOW AS THE

The best authorities say catarrh is

applications
tional

cannot cure.

Being

a

a

remedy—Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Therefore local

disease of the blood.

constitutional disease it

requires

By thoroughly purifying

a

constitu-

the blood, this

great medicine reduces the inflammation of the mucous membrane and stops all
catarrhal discharges of the nose, throat, stomach, bowels, bladder and generative
Catarrh is

were

of our

supply lasting only

thus placing
at a great

our

disadvantage.

have decided to give all

as

selecting

treatment for catarrh.

be an ornament to any

lieved I

was

suffering

from catarrh.

a severe case of catarrh.
It
offensive. I felt miserable and
began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
In a short time I felt relieved, my appetite improved and I could sleep well,
and the catarrh disappeared.”
Mrs. M.
Lank, 237 Champlain St., Detroit, Mich.
“I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla

I

was

had

very

*•

about six months ago and it has done
me more good than any other medicine.

I

|

“My husband had one oi the worst
of catarrh, and could get no relief
until he took Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
“After taking a few bottles he was
Mbs. Angie E.
entirely cured.”
Beatty, Dickerson Run, Pa.
cases

“I

had

in my head.
My
Hood’s Sarsaparilla advertised, and I concluded I would try it.
Before one bottle was gone I felt better.
I have taken six bottles and have
not been troubled with catarrh since.
Hood's Sarsaparilla has helped me in
mother

catarrh

saw

It has cured me of catarrh and made
taking 4 bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla I am in good health, feeling me fee! better than for 5 years. I have
like a new man. I am sincerely grate- gained 15 pounds since I began taking
ful for this medicine/’
Rev. T. M
it.”
Eli Zeif, 4 jSaxton Court, East other respects.” Ada Little, Vigo, Ind.
Take Hood’s. Refuse substitutes.
Croom, Pinson, Tenn.
Boston, Mass.
After

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the best remedy tor catarrh, because It is the best blood purifier that money can buy.
Sold by all druggists.
Prepared only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

Temple.

Everything

in

the MarKet for

..THANKSGIVING..

equal chance,
a

a

few

we

patrons

an

SWIFT & PAUL’S.
We have just received
a new line of

and no person will be given

a

Preserves,

coupon.

Canned Goods,

This method we trust will meet your
we

have been to great excalendar that will

a

household,

and

have formulated this new idea in order
to

give

all our patrons a fair show.

Prunes,

Pickles,

Citrons,

Raisins,

Apricots,

Dates,

Pears,

Peaches

SPENCER & WILSON.

TELEPHONE

Quarters

Lamb,
Corned

you first

quality goods

at low

prices.

Beef,

Tripe,

7c.
4>c.

Remember we have
prices on beef the same.

our sincere thanks to the
so kindly aided us in
sad and sudden bereavement.
Mns. F. L. Watkhhoi sf.,
Mrs. W. C. Thompson,
1w46*
Mrs. W.,I. Hi:an.

neighbors and friends who
our

claiinhionofi
olaliyillOl CU

“

“

the

D. A. McKEEN, Proprietor.
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21

22.

AND

This sale will consist of useful

cles, home-made candy, etc.
of the fair will be

We wish to extend

“

Will hold its annual fa

and see us and we

A Card of Tnanks.

8c.

n

MEMORIAL HA I

will convince you that we can sell

of

...

foregoing petition,

(aftkh.noon

^"'Please call

12c. per lb.

Chickens,
Fore

10-3.

tin*

Ordered hv the Court, that a hear;
lie same on the 1st day of Decen
before said Court at Cortland, in
]<• o'clock in the forenoon; and
ot be published in The liepub
newspaper printed in said Inknown creditors, ami oilier pc
may appear at the said time ami
cause, if any they have, why lln
petitioner should not be granted
And it is further ordered by tin
Clerk shall send by mail to ail !
copies of sitjil petition and tin.to them at their places ot residt
fitness the Honorable Nail,
of the said Court, and the sea!
land, in said District, on the lc
her, A D. liJOO.
A. H. !
[I- s.]
A true copy of petition and oni«
Attest: A. H.

Wednesday and

******

Cold Storage Market.

ORDER OF NOTICE TH1

t

calendar before January 1, 1901, who is

not entitled to

>

I reading

Can be found at

days;

Therefore
our

Bankrupt.
To the Hon Nathan Webb, Judg
Court of the United States lor
Maine.
Greenville J. Shaw of Sear-p
"1 Waldo and State of Maim
respectfully represents, that on
September last past, he was duh
rupt under the Acts of UoiurrcBankruptey ; that he has dulv s
property and rights of propero
complied with all the requmumn
and of the orders of Court tom
ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he m.
the Court to have a full discharge
provable against his estate under
Acts, except such debts as are » >.
from such discharge.
Dated this 5tli dav of Novpmb»v
GREEN VII.1

District «>< m Ane, ss.
On this lOtti day <.f November

out of town customers

approval,

A severe cold settled in ray head,
producing dizziness, loss ot hearing,
sneezing, and thin, watery discharge from
my nose, and pain in my head. These
symptoms continued until my general
health was badly affected, causing loss ot
appetite and sleep and nervous disorders.
*•1 told my druggist and he suggested
the use of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. He be-

nasorilc

many of our best customers on account

pense in

to

a

Swift & Paul

although
larger than ever
obliged to disappoint

especially dangerous in persons who inherit or have acquired
consumption. In these and all other catarrhal cases, Hood’s
predisposition
Sarsaparilla so thoroughly renovates the blood and restores strength and vigor
that it permanently cures. In fact, because of the character of the disease, and
the peculiar merit of the remedy, Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the only common sense

organs.

In the matter of
Greenville J. Shaw,

much

was

V

LOWEST-

Bankrupt’s Petition for

such an extent that last year,

supply
before, we

O

ETC.

E Mitchell & Trussed E
ST O V E S

But we find even the distribution of
calendars has its drawbacks; in fact, to
our

^

X

OIL HEATERS,

—

Catarrh Cured

marked on them

a

grocery

(Mu
-tor.•.

thing in fancy groceries can be fo
giving Day is near at hand, and
yet attended to making mince m< d
here the celebrated mince meal
Libby, McNeill & Libbv of Chiea
The sale opens Wednesday anO’clock, admission free. W edit*
social whist at s o’clock, ticket-'
■

Sale Thursday afternoon and cm n
pie supper will be served at
be followed by the very ainiN
‘•The Reveries of a Bachelor.” Then
'■
songs by male voices, accompanied
banjo. Admission, including supp- ••
tainment, 35 cents.

en

1

>

i

OF BELFAST.

-^ThENEWS
j
...

to'

Help...

hail lettuce and cucumbers

ii

:-la>

bought another trio of
importer in California.

has
an

C. T. Alliance will
w
Randall, Church street,
\ov. l"th.
.l\

/'

Nature

;’i meet this, Thursday,
U S. Lincoln, in the
i;-,rch -treet.
u

Mr-

Babies and children need
proper food, rarely ever medicine.
If they do not thrive
on their food something is
wrong. They need a little
he!p to get their digestive

and one crimimi the Waldo County
This is the smallest
vases

:w

cars.

>

•.

vial dance and supper
Hall to-morrow,
>pectators 15 cents. Good
:auge

m-bed.
a house at
He built the barn
is now adding a modern

building

:>

machinery working properly.

!ia>t.

umden passed through
turning from a hunting
■'
Hrownville. He sold
handsome bucks.
Nashville Students

COD LIVER OIL
WITH HYPOPHOSPHITES orUME«. SODA

was

.-factory arrangements
and the engagements of
vicinity are cancelled,

generally correct this
difficulty.
If you will put from onefourth to half a teaspofnful
in baby’s bottle three or four
times a day you will soon see
a marked improvement. For
larger children, from half to
a teaspoonful, according to
will

'-••ciety of F.ast Xorth)'per at the Penobscot
I a >. evening, for the

pci.

a

Admission,

15

curiosity in his stable,
grade Jersey parents,
old, and very large of
are of the natural

;
i-

will give
tied .Small’s,

h
\

dime

a

age, dissolved in their milk,
if you so desire, will very
soon show its great nourishing power. If the mother’s
milk does not nourish the
baby, she needs the emulsion.
It will show an effect
at once both upon mother
and child.

corner

meets, Tuesday even’- lock. All the
parish
ted.
under the auspices of
opened in the Coni-

‘-aiurday afternoon, lin’d Mrs. Lucy Ryan
•-re r pupils, includ■

family carriage horse
II. 11. ('al ter, Jr., was
a'i week.
Jim was JO
-wiled by the Carter
a as not the Jim Blaine
"H
the race track
a!

■

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

■

years ago.

;*‘u

Hampden

at

M. M. Colson has opened a shop in the
Johnson building, High street, for cleaning
and repairing clothing.

Centre,

the Ihu'othea J >ix
closed last Friday
••iidaiice. There was a
u iih an address
by
Bangor oil the prog1! thi* monument to be
in memory of Miss
of

■

Railroad Sparks.

Conductor Sullivan,
and Brakeman
Morrison went to Waterville Friday for
examination on the air brake. Conductor
Cook had charge of the passenger train during their absence—The freight train was
nearly 2 hours late Thursday on account of
work along the line—Four car-loads of
machinery for different parties arrived at
Belfast station last week.

Baggage Master McTaggart

wild dowers was
-*: from Rockland.
1,
ten ups and mayffiowers
as well as a pleasure,
of

-pring

are

delightful,

liaveelansedand snow
delicate little buds
11 ing their own peculiar
fresh beauty has left
buds are still fragrant.
; be render.
these

—

Nl J.I.IFICATIUN. Rev.
unswick, Grand Chaplain
d Templars, spoke in the
Monday evening before a
His subject was “Proliiition.” He spoke first of
'utemperance has had on
'• the earliest
days, cit•f
Babylon, Alexander
Hots.
He described the
-lave power, and added;
•ufrouted by a question
ciil or the money quesAdministration for its :
.-••ldiers in the East, the
1 at
He laid the !
home.
Hi* conditions which he!
resident McKinley, and j
Mention to local matters. I

j

statements recently put
•blight about Belfast and
aiming that if officers
traffic and other evils to
'mrers. lie described the
Hand and Androscoggin
'liiplimented sherill'-eleet
and, and the three Belfas
one
v

out

so

boldly against

i'iday.
anticide. The body of
i on the shore at Pattery afternoon, and there is
that it was a case of in-

■

r

Charles K. Coombs

morning

impaneled

a

follows: Chas. E. Sherri w, O. J.
Dickey, John IS.
i*. Anderson and Llewellyn
'her of witnesses were ex"m the following particu:
Saturday afternoon
aged H years, saw a bag
thinking it was a cat or
nothing about it. Sunday
tlie same bag, but noticed
■> as a
part of the back and
He went home and told
Maggie Turney, and the
'h him to the shore.
She
was right, and they cari'.to the lield and notitied
itterson, who went to the
\ I bel t 0. Hall, the boy’s
tin* body in a box and left it
arrival of the Coroner.
Dr.
ade an external exaininaund found it to be a fully
There were no deformi■ii the body, and deeomposiiii when it was found, and
id and chest at the time of
'in this last named symptom
physician judged that the
alive, but did not live long,
'•'«ly was not a loug time in
body was in a bag of white
'"■wed up with long, clumsy
was wrapped in a white coti’here were no marks on the
a letter “G” on the
bag, evi-J by a brush.
The skirt was
efully and pinned, but the
ik and the body broke through
found. Drs. Steveils and Jobnutial post morten examination
Monday afternoon. The lungs
,i!
the child had breathed, and
"Und blood around the neck
although there was no disthe neck ou the outside. This
"hably, though not positively,
•he child was strangled. The
hearing so much of the testi•
learning of rumors, which
'“portant, adjourned to meet at
"M't room
Friday afternoon at 2
a>

•>

.ii,r

and

was

Fish Facts. Mackerel were in tlie Bay
again last week, and large quantities of
small mackerel and tinkers were caught in
Castine. Nov. 8th Capt. W. F. Welch caught
a good supply of small ones, and one No. 1
mackerel, in his nets along the western shore
of Belfast ‘Bay
A number of boats from
the islands have been in Belfast with fresh
tish the past week.The sell. Rozella,
Capt. Peter Benson of Manset, arrived at
Ellsworth Nov. 8 from the Grand Banks
with :>7,0<h) pounds of cod. The schooner is
only ;>5 tons, and is 00 years old : built at
Essex, Mass., in 1840. She made the trip in
something over a month and rode out some
severe storms. The cargo netted over $1,000.
The high line share is .$80, while that of
the cook amounts to $101.
Miss Helen U. Bachelder, formerly of
this city, was a member of the “Zephra”
cast in Belfast, taking the part of “I nis.”
Fred G. Spinney, a former Rockland boy,
was “Solon,” captain of tin* 1 meins' Guard.
[Rockland Courier-Gazette Nov. o.
Although a number of Rockland people
witnessed the presentation, of Zephra in
Belfast this is the only reference to the
event wre have seen in the local papers.
This is surprising after the prognostications
of failure in wliat our esteemed contemporaries were pleased to term the “Sleepy
City.” When Rockland wants good music
she sends for the Belfast Band, and last
season we mopped the earth wdtli Rockland
on the ball lield: but w hy should she disparage the musical and dramatic talent of
Belfast. Good judges, including the management, say that Zephra as given here was
far in advance of the presentation in Rockland, and as to the drills and dances this
was admitted by some of our visitors from
the Limerock City.
Shipping Items.
A scarcity of small
vessels at Bangor last week, and a largely increased demand for craft of that class to
carry lumber to Boston, has caused a sudden
rise in the rate of freight, which for a good
part of the summer was as low as $1.50 per
51., lately advancing to .$1.70 and $2, and
now having reached $2.25 per 51., which is
as much as has been paid most of the season to New York.
There has also been a
scarcity of sailors at Bangor, and the schooners Levi Hart and Grace Webster were detained several days, awaiting the arrival of
crews from Boston—( apt. A. I,. Kent of
Brewer, who arrived ai Philadelphia a few
days ago in command of the schooner Thallium from Ivigtut, lias been assigned to the
command of the schooner now on the stocks
at Bucksport, to be launched about Christmas, by 5IcKay A Dix, the owners of the |
Thallium.
The new schooner is a fourmaster of about 1,200 tons_Sch. Harriet
Rogers loaded coal and hay at the Belfast
Fuel and Hay Co.’s for Seal Harbor last
week—Sch. E. S. Wilson discharged lumber from Bangor Nov. 8th.Sch. Leonora,
Capt. Saunders, sailed Oct. 17 from Boston
for Belfast and llslesboro. She had on board
about $150 worth of lumber for J. C. Durham, and some confectionery stock for
5Iayo, White & Carter. She was reported
at Portland this w eek_William Beazley of
Bucksport was in Belfast last week to give
his final examination to the schooner Pendleton Sisters prior to launching. She will
be rated A 1 for 15 years_Four threemasted schooners and one two-master, lumber laden from Bangor and bound to the
westward, came down the river Saturday
afternoon, but were unable to get to sea
and were anchored in the lower bay 5Ionday
morning.Sch. S. L. Davis is at Bangor
loading lumber for Elizabetliport.Sch.
Annie R. Lewis is discharging phosphate
from Barren Island for L. A. Knowlton &
Co—The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. is shipping a lot of wood to Islesboro by the baycoasters.Among recent charters are the
following: Sch. R. F. Pettigrew, St. Jago to
Sch.
Baltimore, ore, $2 and discharged.
Eagle, Elizabetliport to Bangor, fertilizer,
15e. per bbl.
Scur. Helen G. 5Ioseley, PasSch.
cagoula to Havana, lumber, .$(>.50.
Day light, Philadelphia to Bath, coal, 90
cents.

G:

all winter.

The Universalist Society will hold its
annual fair at Memorial llall, Thursday and
Friday, Xov. 21st and 22d. See advt. for
Swan & Sibley Co. started their small
elevator Tuesday for the first time, transfer-

ring grain from

cars

to the storehouse.

GE W. BURKETTS

-Splendid Opportnntiy

particulars.

It

worked well.

A.

According to the census returns the population of Waldo county has fallen off 3,574
since the census of 1S90; and Belfast shows
a decrease of 679.

...DRY

The Belfast Dramatic Company will
present the drama “An Outcast" at the Head
of the Tide, Thursday, Xov. 22d, for the
benefit of the Good Templars.

tor Economic

Advertised list of letters remaining in
the Belfast post office Xov. 13: Ladies—Mrs.
A. R. Palmer, Mrs. Fannie
Staples, Mrs. J.
Melcer. Gentlemen—Mr. G. M. Dodge.
The lunch car that for many years has
stood on High street at the Dinsmore cor-

GRAND SALE OF

GOODS, JACKETS, FURS, ETC...

was moved Tuesday to its new location
the lot adjoining Bramhall’s fish market.
The Belfast Band will give a popular concert, with refreshments, at the Opera House
Friday evening, Xov. 23d. The entertainment will be similar to the “Pop" concerts
of larger cities.
Low prices. Full particulars next week.

ner

Oup store is chock full of seasonable
nants all measured

Fancy

Silks.

Ready

Monday.

for

*1.00, *1.25, *1.50.

Velvet

37^c, 50c, 62c, 75c and 87c. Silk

Dress Goods.

The thermometer has reached the
freezing
point, 32°, but twice in November, 28'"' the
of
the
morning
7th, and 30' the morning of
the 18th. There has not been snow
enough

to measure this fall. In 1844 snow came
Nov. 10th and remained on all winter.
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Sirs. F. 11. Black, H I'nion
street, Monday,
November loth, at 2 p. m. Lesson review

questions on chapters live and six in Rivalry
of Nations, with a review of
chapter live of
the French Revolution; author, John Milton.

1

case

more

The weather interfered with work on
schooner Pendleton Sisters the past
week,
and the accident to the ways in the storm
delayed the launching, the date for which is
now set for next
Tuesday. The spars of the
vessel are in place, and the work of
rigging
is progressing favorably.

Worsted Waists

Red

1 case worth 50c.,

1 case,

new

plain goods

Prices

plaid back
rainy day suits.

$1.25

“^HISSES’

$1.25

pair, for

1

Dress Skirts.

WT:

this sale 2

25c

CARPETINGS, RUGS,

only

Chenille Curtains.

large

pairs Chenille Curtains from

$3.00

to

$4.50

GEORGE W. GURKETT,

—

Veit It Would Be a Relief to Tear Skin
From Back. Cured by CUTICURA.
I had a breaking out all over my back.
The itching was almost unbearable, and at
times 1 felt that it would be a relief to tear
I tried doctors’ urethe 6kin off my back.
scriptions, ana several remedies, without
even relief. 1 read of your Cuticura -eniedies in the Indianapolis Xetos.
After thrc«
applications, ray back quit itching, and by the
time the box of Cuticura Ointment was half
used the breaking out had all disappeaied.
J. B. THOMAS.
2510 Cornell Ave., Indianapolis, lnd.

CUTICURA THE SET $1.25
Complete External and Internal Treatment for Every Humor, consisting of CutiSoap (25c ), to cleanse the skin of crusts
and scales, Cuticura Ointment (50c.), to allay
itching, and soothe and heal, Cuticura Rfsoi/vent (50c.) to cool and cleanse the blood. Sold
throughout the world. PotterDrug anih’ueu.
C«*rp., Sole Propn., Boston. "How to Curs
Itching Humors, free.
cura

From this time forth all men may go
Ami see a continuous vaudeville snow."

And from the time the orchestra
Conies forth through the little square
Hole under the footlights to the
Hour of playing out the audience,
No dizzy soubrette or bum comedian
Shall rise up and sing any more
Self-made songs about
“William Bryan, the nation’s pride;
He’s our next President.”
No, they’ll never do it again.
[II. G. Wheeler, in the Boston Evening
Record.
_

The contract to build Shamrock II. has
been definitely placed with Messrs. D. & W.
Henderson, the builders of three Valkyries.
Shamrock II. is to be completed by March
31 and the first trial contest will take, place
i -on the Clyde, about April 15.
Possibly
both the Shamrocks will be sent to the
United States to be tested in American
waters.

Complimentary

[

A musicale,

IIIII.ills,

!

money.

Musicale to Miss June Hills.

complimentary

to Miss June

given at the residence of Mrs. C.
Walden, No. 1,1 Church street, Monday
evening. 1 he parlors ami dining-room were
very tastefully arranged. The Moral decowas

foliage and

I

save

ODD FELOWS' BLOCK.

j rations of the latter consisted
!

the

cities.

^Patronize home merchants and

pair

per

&c.

Our aim has been to
keep the Belfast trade at home
by using our utmost efforts in
purchasing rich
goods in large and varied styles at
prices w e surely
guarantee to be lower than can be
obtained in

17c
40

invite the trade to examine this
large and
well selected stock of

dry goods,

Underwear.

case, worth 25c., for this sale

JACKETS,—v

From 1-2 to is years old.

Wool Hose.

Ladies’

Ready Made

SPECIAL LOW PRICES.

We also carry in stock

Night Robes

lJairs f°r.

to $1.50

Made from Dexter Woolens, splenNew Advertisemexts.
Tliereisabig
did styles, prices from
sale on this week at the store of Fred A.
Johnson, Masonic Temple, of table damask,
$2.50 to 8.00
napkins, towels, blankets, timer cashmeres,
etc., for particulars of which see his advertisement on the 8th page... -Swift and Paul,
Masonic Temple, have a Thanksgiving proclamation in our advertising columns.
Call
and see the new goods they have just received for this festive day—Spencer A
Wilson have a word to say about their calThe boys celebrated the election of Mcendars for 1901... See Mitchell A Trussell’s Kinley and Roosevelt
by an impromptu
stove advt. They have stoves and ranges of racket Wednesday night, Nov. Tth.
They
all kinds and at the lowest prices.J. L. began in the early evening by
ringing bells,
A
72
Main
crackers
and
Sleeper
Co.,
fire-rvorks and making a
street, will open firing
their new goods for inspection Friday and noise generally. The steam yacht Aria was
Nov.
Kith and 17th. They carry in the harbor and added salutes from her
Saturday,
upholstery supplies, draperies and rugs, I signal gun and some fire works, and Mathcurtain specialties, mirrors, screens, easels, ews Bros. whistle was sounded at intervals.
etc. (live them a call.The Waterhouse The noise was
kept up until about midnight.
family publish a card of thanks....See
Accidents. Mrs. ,1. C. Mayo is suffering
prices quoted for meat and poultry at the from a dislocated wrist. .She
attempted to
Cold Storage Market, Journal building.
go down cellar at her home on Mayo street
Carle A Jones are again letting their light
Sunday morning, and a board slipped. She
shine through our advertising columns.
fell to the bottom of the cellar and dislocatRead what they say about their lamp sale
ed her left wrist.James 11.
Dodge fell
for three days only.See advt. of cat lost.
from a step-ladder while he was adjusting
an arch light in A. A. llowes & Co.'s store
Steamer Notes.
The storm last week
Monday afternoon and was quite badly
disarranged the trips of the Boston boats.
Steamer City of Bangor left Belfast for bruised.James Aborn fell at Swan &
elevator yesterday noon and receivBoston Wednesday afternoon on time, but Sibley’s
ed a severe shock, a number of bruises and
remained in Rockland until Friday mornsome bad scratches on the face.
No bones
ing. She put into Portland Friday forewere broken.
noon and remained until evening, when she
North Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
again started and arrived in Boston Saturday forenoon. The Penobscot was late get- Gurney received a letter last week from
ting away from Bangor Thursday afternoon, their son Murray, who is a member of the
and had heavy freights at Belfast and 9th regiment, now stationed at Pekin,
Rockland. She left Rockland at 9 o’clock China. He enlisted two years ago and went
Thursday, and went through, arriving in with his regiment to the Philippines, where
Boston at 10 o’clock Friday forenoon.
She he saw active service, and then was transleft Boston for Bangor at 9 p. m., and ar- fered to China. He was in the battle of
rived here early Saturday afternoon, thus Tien-lsin and other engagements which folmaking schedule time, within a few hours. lowed, and is now to spend the winter in
There was no Saturday boat from Boston, Pekin. The letter itself was a curiosity.
the Penobscot laying over at Bangor until It was written on paper about a yard in
Monday, when she left at the usual time. length and a foot wide, and the top and bot-The Castine has returned from Mt. Des- tom were bound in silk. It was wrapped in
a yellow silken envelope longer than our
ert, and Monday she took A. A. Pendleton’s
common
on the back of which
envelopes,
drilling machinery to Islesboro. The drill were written
Chinese characters.
It was
stands so high it was necessary to take the the first direct communication from Murray
since
his
from
his
Manila
and
departure
machine apart, load the heavy machinery on
rejoice to know that he is alive and
the main deck and the frame on the hurri- parents
well.lames Roberts went to Hallowed
cane deck— The Silver Star’s
repairs are .Saturday, where he has a situation in the
Mrs. E. C. Merriam took the
yards
nearly completed, and she will resume her stone
train Monday
for Lowed, Mass.,
trips on the Castine route soon.The where she is tomorning
pay a visit to friends and
Boston and Bangor steamers will enter on relatives. She will be gone several weeks.
their winter schedule of two trips per week, -Dick Gurney arrived home from BucksSaturday. He was obliged to suspend
commencing November 22. On that date port
his studies at the Seminary on account of
the Penobscot will be hauled out at Boston illness... At the annual meeting of the
for a general repairing, and returning on Christian Endeavor Society last Sunday the
persons were elected officers for
Dec. (>, the City of Bangor will then be following
the coming year: President, Arline Walton;
taken off for the winter.The steamer Corresponding Sec., Mrs. W. G. Hatch;
Frank Jones will be w ithdrawn from the Sec. and Treasurer, Miss Millie Mitcliel.
Portland and Macliiasport route for the
Rest tor the Weary.
season of 1900, making her last trip eastword, leaving Portland Friday, November
and
80,
westward, leaving Macliiasport
November 7, lbOO.
Monday, December 3, stopping at Rockland, In the mills of the Gods the hands
where transfer will be made to the Maine
Never “go on strike,” they grind
Central railroad.
Exceeding slow, to be sure, but they
Keep everlastingly grinding, and the
Day is bound to arrive when the
Corn is converted into line yellow
Weal, ready for the Johnny cake.
This shows that the goods will sooner
Or later be delivered into the hands
Of the patient waiter, therefore 1 sing:—
"Praise (toil from whom all blessings flow.

MADE SUITS

0utins

Worth 25c. per

yard

LADIES’ READYAT

Ladies

lot of

for

yards 30-inch IJoni?ee, only

l.nnn yards 40im»lt I frown
Cotton,
heavy, worth sc., now
7^

only

From 87c. to

yard.

Brown Cotton

TILEM.

50c

|

3c per

4c per

SEE

only

Ladies’

for Comfortables

j

Laundered Shirts

25C

Rainy Day Suits.

300

CALL
ANT)

_

received of all wool
Goods for

Rem-

Pongee.

splendid values.

French Flannels

and

Our entire1
NEW line
lias just arrived, and

25C

Dress Goods.

Just received a

onlv

Gents Underwear

now

department.

Prints

I

Blue, Black,

andJEvening Shades.

Rugs

In Plain and Polka Dots in all
shades.

The Parlor Musical Society will meet at
the Universalist Vestry, Tuesday, Nov.
20th,
at .80 r. m.
The annual business meeting
will be held, and a first rehearsal of the new
music will till the remainder of the
evening.
A full attendance of old and new members
is requested.

in every

of them.

Petticoats of Black(Mercerized Italian cloth, with deep umbrella flounces, side plated rutile,

$8.00

novelty dress

big reduction
out sale

only $1.50

everywhere for *10,

Novelty

closing

Petticoat Dept.

pattern.

ton and S. W. Freeman.

general

make a

are

Bargains that will save you from
ONE to THREE DOLLARS on a

that sold

Shall

Waists

Black,

in

Steamer

to a

In Green, Brown, Red,
at attractive prices.

Worth 75c.,
Shall close at.

State Constable J. R. Mears made the

largest seizure of liquors Tuesday that he
lms made for a long time. He got two
jigger
loads of ale, lager and hard liquors from W.
A. Gentner, Charles
O'Connell, c. M. Knowl-

goods.

preparatory

on

UNBEARABLE
ITCHING

Buyers.^-

THURSDAY MORNING, AT 8 O’CLOCK SHARP.

There will be services at the jail next
Sunday at 2.30 }>. m. conducted by the W. C.
T. U.,Mrs. Eliza Hunnewell,Supt. Evangelistic Dept., leader. All are invited.

icet.

x

Gov. Powers has issued a proclamation
appointing Thursday, Xov. 29th, Thanksgiving Day.
Augustus Perry remarked last Saturday that 50 years ago that day there was a
fall of snow that remained on the ground

principally

CLARK’S

CORNER,
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 8, 1900

of

red berries. About 7,">
guests
present, and a most enjoyable evening
was spent by all.
Miss llills was dressed
in white and carried a bouquet of
pink
llowers. Mrs. Walden and Miss llills rethe
ceived
guests. Ices, sherbet, wafers
and coffee were served by Mrs. 0. A. (juimbj, Misses Ilazeltine, Mathews and Alice
Hills. The musical numbers were
finely
rendered, as follows :
Ilubenstein,
Kamennoi Ostrow, op. in
Miss Hills.
Schubert,
Who is Sylvia
Song,
Mr. White.
were

Johnson,

Miss

Mendelssohn,

Kingsbury.

CLOTHES

“caivr
I yet fitted?”

That is about the
only doubt that t.e,ps
some men from
buying ready-made clothes. If ire ca n 7 fit

YOU
we

won’t sell you.
don’t stay a salt

Tarantelle

If your fit don’t stay fitted, the sate
it back.

bring

If you do your part, you can’t

“Hut the Lord is mindful of His own”
Mrs. Pitcher.
Moszkowski,
Scherzo
Miss Hills.

Fancorrier,

MEN’S

anything

Regrets

else than

Messrs. Sanborn, Poor, Rigby,
Miss Kingsbury.

Ehrlich,

Romance

Messrs. Sanborn, Poor, Rigby,
Miss Kingsbury.

Newspaper

and suited here.

Suits $3.00 to $19.30.
Will you

Notes.

Last week’s issue of the Aroostook Pioneer was printed in the patriotic colors of
red, white and blue. The election news it
contained was read with interest by Republicans, but made Democrats blue.

Seminary

Fall Overcoats $3.00 to $22.

this?

at

WILLIAH A. CLARK’S

The Eastern Argus Publishing Company
has bought the plant, including franchises, I
good-will and other rights and privileges
of the Eastern Argus,
formerly owned by |
the late partnership of John M. Adams & 1
Co.
The officers and directors of the Eastern Argus Publishing
Company are as follows : President, Edward R. Winslow ; Treasurer and General Manager, Oscar R. Wish;
Managing Editor, Thomas E. Calvert: Directors, Edward II. Winslow, Amini Whitney,
Millard F. Hicks, Oscar R. Wishand Thomas E. Calvert.
[Daily Argus.
This involves no change in the management or policy of the Argus, which remains in the same capable hands that have !
directed its course for many years.

NEXT DOOR TO PHEMX
HOUSE,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

LAMPS.
We have the LAIUIKST. best
selling,
lust luirning, best looking and LOW1.^1 priced line of lamps in town.
As
a special inducement for
you to come in
and look our immense stock of
holiday
goods over, we make this special olfer

;

i

i

j
j

fort,iefollowh,sr.

3 PAYS ONLY.

THURSDAY,

appreciated.
Beware

Tai,or- Clothiei
and Outfitter,

I <> advertise «it this season of tin*
year
unless the price is very attractive.

j

;

’

ITS NO BSE
ASTO

Students Eat Venison.

Rev. G. G. Winslow, the financial agent of
the East Maine Conference Seminary at
Rucksport, and one of the most prominent
Methodist clergymen in Eastern Maine, took
his rifle with him on his last trip to Aroostook and shot a fine deer near Patten. Mr.
Winslow took the deer to Rucksport and
Steward Sipprelle converted it into a veilison supper for the students, faculty and
invited guests. After the supper speeches
were made appropriate to the occasion bv
President Render, lion. Parker Spofford,
Rev. Mr. Winslow, Prof. Ward, Prof. Woodbury and several of the students. The
thoughtfulness of Mr. Winslow was highly

investigate

NOV.

15,

|

FRIDAY, NOV. 16,
SATURDAY, NOV.

of Ointments for Catarrh that

Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous
surfaces. Such articles should never be
useil except on prescriptions from reputable
physicians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly derive
from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, ().,
contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
In buying
mucous surfaces of the system.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
It
is
taken
is made
and
internally
genuine.
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
A Co.
Testimonials free.
fcifNold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
4w41.

17.

Contain

Keg. price.
$1 50

clays’ price.

$2.00
4.00

3.50

2.59

Worth.

50

LAMPS,

50 LAMPS

$ .99

These lamps are all tirst-elass, new goods,
and complete with shade or globe.

3 DAYS’ PRICE ONLY.
Yours

truly,

CARLE &

JONES.

THE FIDDLE ON

THE FARM.

in the wind.

Register

Rich, warm, healthy blood is given by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and thus coughs, colds,
and pneumonia are prevented. Take it

The road, the barnyard
and the ground around the buildings
What Uncle Solon Chase Has to Say About It
are all covered with feathers—in some
In this busy world there is room for of the hollows two inches deep. Sometimes a miniature whirlwind, a spiral
the man with the fiddle.
“All work and no play makes Jack a shaped breeze, w ill pick up the feathers
dull boy.”
We are built that way. All and scatter’em to the four winds of the
are not
singsters,” but all feel the heavens.
After the chickens are all dressed and
restful, uplifting power of music. The
housewife who hums a tune as she laid away to be shipped the next mornhandles the broom sweeps cleaner and ing, the iiddle strikes up for the dance.
the task is lighter. The boy who picks The girls have long feathers twined in
up potatoes and whistles while he works their hair and the boys have feathers
fills the basket without fatigue. l)ea. stuck in the buttonholes of their coats.
The fall’s work on the farm is a busy
Jones of Brown's Corner, as he drives
along the road, always sings a hymn. day, but the man with the Iiddle comes
The old mare keeps step to the music in play. The boy behind the plough
and the sentiment of the song opens to keeps step in his mind’s eye to the music
the deacon the portals of heaven. Dumb of the merry dance, and the girl with
animals, like humans, are charmed and the broom hums a tune as she sweeps
from the house the litter of last night’s
cheered by music.
,
In the hands of an expert the fiddle dance.
I
After the fall’s work is done, the crops
is a whole band of music. 1 attended a
concert a short time ago at Cumston harvested, the fall ploughing done, the
Hall. Monmouth. The star of the en-1 cattle housed and a blanket of snow
tertainment was a fiddler from New covers the rubbish where it has ifot
York. The audience was composed of been picked up, sleigh rides are organcountry people who were not accustom- ized—a drive of eight or ten miles by
ed to hear such fiddling, hut the atten- starshine to a country village, where
tion was so rapt that the least touches they trip “the light fantastic toe” to
of the bow were directly heard in the the music of the rosined bow, and return in the small hours of the morning.
rear seats id' the auditorium.
At this season of the year the ama-1
The jingle of the sleigh bells and the
teur tiddler is in demand at corn lursk- cry of the sleigh runners in a procesings and apple paring bees. The labor sion of 20 teams going over the frozen
of stripping the husks from the golden snow is delightful music, and can be
ear is
heightened because, after the heard in the frosty air a mile away.
corn is all husked and hot
toffee, pump-! The man with the fiddle is a factor
kin pie and cheese are served, the kiteh-1 that we cannot spare in farm life, but
en dance is to follow.
The farmer’s for me the sweetest fiddler there be is
kitchen is often the largest room in the the red-coated bobolink, who comes in
j
house. After the supper is cleared away the spring of the year to give comfort
the tic die strikes up and go orI'a couples | and cheer to the "man with the hoe.”
form, and the dance goes on and joy is [Solon Chase in the Boston Sunday
unconlined until the roosters on the Herald.
barnyard fence begin to crow. Old men,
whose beads are whitened by the snows
GAVE UP ALL HOPE
of three-score winters, catch the inspiration of the fiddle and give exhibitions After
Despairing of Finding Belief. Pitiof dancing in the Auld Hang Syne.
able Condition of an Illinois Girl, who
These whiteheaded boys had neverFortunately Heard of a Remedy at the
taken lessons from the dancing master,
J,ast Moment.
but they can step out every touch and
rFrom the Republican, Mt. Sterling, 111.]
beat of the tune in perfect time.

Abner Coburn, B F Colcord, sailed from
Port Blakely Sept 20 for Sydney, N. S. W.
A G Hopes, Chapman, sailed from Honolulu July 14 for New York.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
Seattle Aug 27 for San Francisco.
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
York April 2d for San Francisco; spoken
July 13, lat 5(i S, ion (id W.
Bangalore, at Kahului Aug 10 for New
York.
E 1! Sutton, E E Carver, sailed from
Honolulu Oct. 3 for New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from San Francisco Oct 0 for Honolulu.
Emily Read, sailed from San Francisco
Sept 23 for Sydney.
Gov Robie, F Colcord, arrived at Port
Townsend Sept 30 from Hong Kong.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
from Honolulu Julv3for NewY'ork ; spoken
Oct 14, lat 3 10, loll "40 50.
Mary I, Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Hong Kong prior to Oct 10 from New
York.
Puritan, A X Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R 1> Rice, 0 F Carver, arrived at Philadelphia Oct 5 from Honolulu.
Reaper, sailed from Port Townsend Oct 2,
Port Gamble for Port Pirie.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbui y, sailed from Port
Townsend Aug. 25 for Dutch Harbor, not
Honolulu.
St Paul, F W Treat, cleared from New
Y'ork Sept S for llong Kong, ar at St Vincent, C. V. <ict 4.
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
March 3 from Honolulu.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, arrived -at
llong Kong Oct 5 from New York.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Oct. 1U for lliogo.
Will 11 Many, Anisbury, sailed from Sydney, X. S.W. ("let. 27 for Honolulu.
Wm il Conner, J T Erskine, arrived at
New York Sept 17 from Singapore.
W J Roteli, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at Boston Oct 21! from Port Townsend,

Considerate—“Is Miss Triller an obliging
singer“Oil, yes; half the time she refuses
sing.” [Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.

to

“I owe my whole life to Burdock Blood
Bitters. Scrofula sores covered my body. I
seemed beyond cure. B. B. B. lias made
me a perfectly well vein an.” Mrs. Chas.
Hutton, Berville, Mich.

Probably So.—Uncle (severely)—“When
I was your age 1 always stood at the head
of my class!” Sam—“What a chump you
must have been at football!” [Puck.
Where It Would Not Work—“Johnny,
dear, did you try to mind the golden rule in
your dealings with your playmates at school
today?” “Yes’in, till we had recess. You
can’t use it in football, you know. It’d kill
the game deader’n a door-nail.” [Chicago
Tribune.
Not a visitor—Mrs. Gadd: “That new
minister ain’t much on visitin’, is he?”
Mrs. Gabb: “No, 1 guess may be his wife
is a purty good cook herself.” [New York

Weekly.

A household necessity. Dr. Thomas’ Ecleetric Oil. Heals burns, cuts, wounds of
any sort; cures sore throat, croup, catarrh,
asthma; never fails.

Sarcasm—Jlie Boston little boy was very,
angry. “Emerson,” he cried, seizing
his companion by the hair, “I’ve a mind to
civilize you within an inch of your life.”
[ Detroit Journal.
very

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway
Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly
harmless. Positive cure for coughs, colds,
bronchitis, asthma.

j

The class
natural
having lesson
history, and the teacher asked: “Now, is
there anybody here can tell me what a
zebra is:”’ Tommy—“Yes, sir, 1 can.”
Teacher—“Well, Tommy, what is zebra*.”’
Tommy—“Please, sir, a zebra is a donkey
with a football suit on!” [Tit-Bits.
was

a

in

n allies.

ltcliiness of the skin, horrible plague.
Most everybody afflicted in one way or another. Only one safe, never failing cure.
Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 50
cents.
Grounds for the Opinion.—Miss Wufflngham—“She t’inks I’m too mussnary.” Mr.
Miss WuffingMokeby—“How’s dat?”
liam— “Well, I done advised her not to
a
man
what
ain't
got a cent an’ no
marry
prospec* ob a job.” f Puck.

Thousands now enjoying good health and
(tf course, in the country at our corn
from the return of disease are
immunity
we
do
huskings and apple paring bees
in private and in hundreds
not have such musical talent as the daily testifying,
Chronic Nasal Catarrh poisons every
of well-known newspapers, to the wonderwealth
have
in
the
centres
of
people
breath that is drawn into the lungs. There
and culture, but we have the amateur ful curative properties of 1 >r. Williams’ Pink
is procurable from any druggist the remedy
tiddler. Our kitchen dances are civil Pills for Pale People. The list of cases for the cure of this trouble. A small
quanand orderly, and in one respect like the grows with every day. Age is no bar to tity of Ely’s Cream Balm placed into the
old deacon’s religion. lie said he had their
nostrils
over the intiamed and anspreads
and
those
of
tender
effect,
magical
enjoyed pure and undetiled religion for years find the gently healing qualities of gry surface, relieving immediately the painful inflammation, cleanses, heals and cures.
40 years, and it had never cost him a these wonderful
pills just suited to the delicent.
These country dances are free— cate organs under process of development. A cold in the head vanishes immediately.
Sold by druggists or will be mailed for 50
that is. no money is paid out. There
Miss Della Friday, Ripley, 111., is one of
cents by Ely Brothers, 50 Warren street,
are plenty of tiddlers. The fiddlers take those whose youth was clouded by impair- New York.
ed
health, a condition that has so often bafturns and join in the dance with the
His Presents Desired—Mr. De Trop (at
rest. At Brown’s Comer there is a girl fled science, and one that physicians look
upon with most the door)—“Is Miss Mabel at home?” Maid
whistler who can take the place of the
At
apprehension.
—“No, sir; but she says if that’s a box of
man with the fiddle.
Between dances
the time the body candy she saw in your hand ye might Pave
the social side turns up, and there is
should have been it." [Philadelphia Press.
such a bewilderment of tongues that
strongest and
The President a slave to Catarrh.— D.
healthiest it was
you can hardly bear yourself think, but
wasting—but,her T. Sample, president of Sample’s Instalwhen the music strikes up every noise
ment Company, Washington, Pa., writes:
own story is told
:s lmshed except the tap of toe and heel
in the following “For years I was afflicted with Chronic Ca;n perfect time with the music.
statement lately tarrh. Remedies and treatment by specialAt the New Year's ball we dance the
made to a news- ists only gave me temporary relief until 1
1 *1(1
was induced to use Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
year out and the new year in. and in
paper reporter:
It gave almost instant relief. 50
tin- same spirit those who bold watchI was c o n- Powder.
cents.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
sidered a healthy
meetings in the churches sing the old
A
Howes
Co.—25
and
child
everyThe
year out and the new year in.
thing pointed to
T
Hit the Wrong Keys.—“1 didn’t know
nksgiving ball winds up with a turmy being a strong
you ever had made a study of dialect." “I
key supper.
vigorous woman. 1 liad never been sick and never have," replied the authoi.
“Then
ft is written in the history of the until
about two years ago my health was how (lid
you happen to fall into the way *»f
pa-:, hetnre Massachusetts was set off excellent. When 1 reached the age of 2;\ 1
it ?" “Oh, 1 did that while learning
writing
from Maine, that nor forefat hers at one became al'llicted with a severe case of stom- to use the
typewriter.” [Chicago Evening
film refused I: e present of a deer from ach trouble. 1 placed myself under the care Post.
of two well-known phy sicians who treated
an Indian chief. Thanksgiving day, and
me for a long time, but that di<l me no good i
were so pious they would not eat the
‘My Heart was Thumning my
and my condition became alarming. I bad. Out,” is the
venison because the heathen killed the
way Mrs. R. II. Wright of
could
not
of
the
heart
and
get Rroekville, Out., describes her sufferings;
palpitation
deer.
They could not see that the my breath except with great difficulty. 1 from
smotherings, thittering and palpitaheathi-n was of their own household, could not sleep and my appetite was very
tion.
After trying many remedies without
and the wild man of the woods w as the poor.
My condition became very serious ; benefit, six bottles of Dr. Agnew’s Cure for
saint.
If they had hired a fiddler and and 1 con id not walk. For eighteen months i the Heart restored her to perfect health.
J
invited the heathen to the feast they 1 tried every kind of medicine l could find, The first dose gave almost instant relief,
won:.! have shown a better Christian until my nerves were out of condition ami and in a day suffering ceased altogether. |
I finally concluded i
my health no better.
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes !
M'hit.
could not gel well and sat down to av.ait my A Co. -2C.
i
in mir progress we have got over all fate.
A friend of mine immeiided Dr.
I
that, and 1 thank the Bold for it, but Williams' Dink Dills for Dale People to me. I
Encouraging. Mr. Prancer-“I'm sorry;
there is yet room for more of brotherly' I had taken so many di'ierent kinds of med- I'm such an awkward dancer, Miss Pericine that 1 had no faith in any thing, but I kins." Miss Perkins—“Oh, you’re
ove anti the milk of human kindness
doing !
with the cream unskimmed. There is thought they would do me no harm and pur- fairly well, Mr. Prancer. I've seen you
chased
a box. 1 took one box and they seemaround
lots
worse
than
this
with
the
jerk
nothing that will take the sourness and
j
ed to do me good and 1 kept oil taking them I; other girls.’’ Indianapolis Journal.
se
isluiess out of the human heart like
until 1 began to improve at a very rapid I
music, and often the man with the fid- rate.
I*ill-i>ose«l with nauseous, big purgers, I
Finally after 1 laid taken nine boxes
dle is an evangelist. The hoy who makes ! \\ a completely cured. 1 cannot say too ; prejudice people against pills generally,
j
i think ! Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are revolutionizing
a cornstalk fiddle, or a whistle from the | much for Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills,
limb of a tree, won’t throw stones at them a grand medicine and I am pleased to the pill demand—they’re so pleasant and j
1 easy to take—the doses are small and so is I
j recommend them.
the schoolliou.se windows.
tlm price, U) cents for 40 doses. Riliousness,
DFFI.A FRIDAY.
>igned
We who live in the country cannot
sick
me
this
sworn
to
Sub>eribed ami
before
Headache, Constipation dispelled.
enjoy such musical treats as those who | 1 dill dav of .Innuarv. wm.
Works like a charm. Sold 1>\ Edmund Wil- 1
live in the cities, but the music of the
son
and A. A. Howes A Co.—27
T Hum as m. wa i. pack.
tiddie at the country dance, where all
Pi dice Magistrate.
!
What is tlm difference between a successknow each other, gives to the assembly
All the elements necessary to give new ful lover and his rival ? The one kisses his
a sort el ‘‘bale fellow well met” feei- : life and richness to the blood, and restore
miss and the other misses his kiss.
ingtlial you don’t find at the city con- I shattered nerves are contained, in a conBaby Humors. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment
certs.
While there is music, mirth and densed form, in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
Pale People. They are also a specific for soothes,quiets and eff ects quick and effective
joy 111 the country in the fall of the ! troubles
cures in all skin eruptions common to baby
I
as
such
to
females,
suppeculiar
year circling round the man with the
irregularities and all forms of j during teething time. It is harmless to the
fiddle, the fall’s work goes along all the pressions,
weakness. In men they effect a radical cure ; hair in case of Scald Head, and cures Ezce- !
same.
1 in all cases arising from mental worry, over- ; ilia, Salt Rheum and all Skin Diseases of
“Thankful for the springtime, for summer work or excesses of whatever nature. Dr. j older people. 55 cents. Sold by Edmund
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—28
sweet, ami fall:
j Williams'’ Pink Pills are sold in boxes (never I
Thankful for the wintry days—sweet thank- ! in lo se bulk • at 50 cents a box or six boxes i
Why is a farmer like a chicken? I>efor sand may be had of all druggists, ! cause he
fulness for all."
delights in a full crop.
or direct by mail from Dr. Williams’MediThe roses rise and shine to die. They
cine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
$100
are built that way, and so are we, but
I)r. E. Detchon's Anti Diuretic
th- heart can be young and gay if the
Our Election Abroad.
locks above are gray.
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from inconAt mir coni huskings and apple par- Banish Business Circles Comment Favora- tenence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
ing bees, old and young take part with
bly. Financiers of Great Britain Predict once. $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
nimble fingers and jovial heart, but if
D ruggists, Belfast, Me. lyrl'I.
Improved Conditions.
the man with the fiddle wasn’t there
President
Copenhagen, Nov. 8.
When does a man weigh 2000 lbs.?
it would be like the play of "Hamlet" with Hamlet left out. The young- McKinley's re-election has been favor- When be is a simple-ton.
sters who are too small to husk make the
ably received in government and busiLI V EBITA, the up-to-date Little Liver
jack oTanterns. A jack oTanteru is a ness circles.
Pill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes
Negotiations for the sale contain
pumpkin with the “in'aids" dug out and
40 pills, 25c. boxes contain too pills.
a lighted candle stuck in, and the pro-1 of the Danish West Indian Islands,
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Bellile uf a giant cut in the rind of the which have been lagging because of the fast, Me.
3yrs24.
pumpkin, with eyes that shine like lire, campaign in the United States, will now
RELIEF in six hours.
and teeth like the teeth of a cross-cut
he resumed. A number of the Danish
saw.
A jack o’lantern sheds abroad
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
financiers who have just returned from
relieved in six hours by “New Great
s»une light like the Chinese lantern, but
a business trip to the United States ex- South
American Kiiiney Cure.” It is a
its chief charm is that it illuminates
press gratification because they have great surprise on account of its exceeding
itself.
succeeded in establishing closer mutual promptness in relieving pain in blad>oine of 'em are so hideous that the
business relations belween the two der, kidneys and back, in male or female.
smallest boys who are learning the
Relieves retention of water almost immecountries.
ways of this busy world scoot to their
diately. If y ou want quick relief and cure
New York, Nov. 8.
England’s lead- this
mothers like a streak of lightning for
is the remedy. Sold by A. A. llowes &
ing representatives of big finance have Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
protection, but when the liddle strikes been
Iyl9
interviewed
the
London
corby
up all fear vanishes from the smallest
of the World relative to the
For Over Kilty rears.
respondent
boy. .lack oTanterns light up the sup- action in the United states.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
per table witli eyes of lire. .lack oTanThe governor of the Bank of Eng- Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
terns look down from the kitchen man- I
used
for over fifty years by millions of
Samuel Stewart (iladstone, said:
!
telpiece into the dizzy whirl of the I land,
“The Bank of England never gives mothers for their children while teething,
dance; the barnyard fence is decorated
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
with jack oTanterns, and the road for a opinions, but my personal views yon are softens the gums, allays all pain, cures w ind
half mile out each way is lit up with welcome to. McKinley’s election must colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrho-a.
have a healthy effect both financially Is
hollow pumpkins and a lighted candle
pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
i and politically.
I consider it, in the in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
stuck in, but the restraining and refinfirst place, as a great security for the cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
ing element of the show is the mail with ;:
ask
for
sure
and
Mrs.
Winslow’s
of
the
world.
Here undoubtedly
Soothing
the liddle bow. When the music strikes peace
the belief lias been that if Bryan were Syrup, and take no other kind.
up. every baby stops crying and every
elected it might mean disturbance and
Concerning Seattle, I’uget Sound, Washtongue stops moving.
unsettlement in the financial world. ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Perhaps the dancers are not so grace- Now we
look to a revival of busi- Information, Seattle, Wash., U. M. Moore,
may
ful and don't kick so high as some of
ltf
ness and a strengthening of American secretary.
the dancers seen on the city boards, but
securities.”
they step out the tune—every mite of
“An International Courtship" the new
Hon. Francis Baring, the working
it—and step it out strong. When the
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melchief of the firm of Baring Bros., said:
ville Kirke, has been described by a leading
girl whistler stands up in a chair and
"The good effect of McKinleys’s elec- London
takes the place of the man with the
weekly newspaper as “a remarktion has been already reflected in the able novel.” It is the
story of marriage beliddle, the time of the tune rings out as
American
tween American girls and titled Englishwhere
have
market,
prices
as
clear
the notes of the bobolink. At
men.
Published
by The Neely Co., 114
the midnight supper, while the dancers hardened greatly. 1 believe that it will Fifth
Ave., N. Y. Postpaid $1.00
3yrs24
take a rest, there is plenty of good food increase confidence and that business
will necessarily improve. English capito eat, but never anything but lawful
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
tal will be more freely invested in
drink.
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
American securities and undertakings. fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., DrugAs to its bearings on bi-metallism, that gists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9.
There is a lien merchant at Brown’s
Corner who buys all the chickens of the is too big a question to go into.”
RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
Sir Samuel Montage, head of the well
countryside and ships poultry to Bos- known bankers
of that name, said:
ton once a week. Once in two or three
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neu"In consultation with my partners, we ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its acweeks he lias a chicken picking bee.
that
if
tion
was
elected
Ameragreed
Bryan
upon the system is remarkable and
Hen feathers are light stuff.
While
icans would immediately begin to hoard mysterious. It removes at once the cause
many of the feathers are saved by old
and
the
disease immediateljidisappears. The
sail cloth spread on the ground, a cloud gold, apprehending some kind of silver first dose
greatly benefits. 7S cents. Sold
of feathers rises skyward and sails off legislation would draw on our gold re- by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
serves, causing a stringency in the
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
money market. This fear has been reJABTOR.IA.
moved by Mr. McKinley’s election, and City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
The
Kind
You
Hate
Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
Always Bouglit
the
j*
now the drain of gold will stop; there- ‘Mystic
doses of it did me more good than any other
fore the effect on the money market
medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes
will be good.”
& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
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Vessels.

SHIPS.

now.

j

of Deep Water

Alice Reed, Alanson hol’d, arrived at
Bahia Blanca Sept 20 from Rortland.
Edward May, sailed from Sail Francisco
Oct 7 for Honolulu.
Ethel, llodge, sailed from Buenos Ayres
Sept 27 for Rosario.
Herbert Black,W 11 Blanchard, at Buenos
Ayres Oct. it for Rosario arid Rio Janeiro or
Santos.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Rosario Oct 2 for Ceara.
Matanzas, sailed from New York Nov 2
for Havana.
Olive Tliurlow, J 0 Hayes, arrived at
Yera Cruz Sept IP from Newport News.
Penobscot, arrived at New York Oct 23
from Montevideo.
Rebecca Crowell, M G How, sailed from
Hath, Oct 1 for Bridgewater, N.S.,toload
lumber for S. A.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Coleord, at Mauritius
Oct 7 for Singapore.
Sacliem, Nichols, at Hong Kong Sept 15
for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, J II Park, arrived at
Buenos Ayres prior to Oct. nfrom Boston
for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, arrived at
Boston Oct 18 from Turks Island.
BRIGS.

Leonora, J II Monroe, sailed from New

York Oct 24 for Gibraltar.

SCHOONERS.

Eugene Hale Sprague.

bright Maine man who was carried
into office as the result of the election on
Tuesday, is Eugene Hale Sprague of
Quincy, Mass., who was elected by the
A

to represent the First Norsenatorial district in the upper
branch of the general court of Massa-

folk

chusetts.
Mr. Sprague is

For Infants and- V;

native of Islesboro,
having been born May S3, 1864, the son
of Capt. William Pendleton Sprague, a
well known citizen of that town.
His
education was received in the public
schools of that place, and in the Eastern State Normal school at Castine.
a

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

^Vegetable Preparationror As-

similating the Food andReg ulaling the Stomachs and Bowels of

For the

past two years he has given
Quincy excellent representation in the
lower branch of the legislature, a three
years term of service in the Quincy
common council having been a useful
training for his duties under the “gild-

~

f”

Promotes Digestion Cheerful-

ed dome.”
It was but a few years ago that Mr.
Sprague, then a young man of about ill
years of age, entered the employ of
Thomas Gurney, a grocer and provision
dealer in Atlantic. “Gene,” as he is
called, enjoyed a great deal of popularity in the store and outlie route and his
customers were sorry when he severed
his connection with Mr. Gurney, to engage in business for himself. The firm
of Sprague Bio's A Co., who carry on
an immense wholesale provision business at number 00 and 101 lilackstone
street, Boston, originated in a small
way, but to-day they lead in their line
and have an extensive and profitable
business.
Notwithstanding the fact
that Mr. Sprague has been in public
life about six years he is not what
one would call a real politician.
Although he has been very regular in
his attendance in the legislature, by
no means has he been neglectful of his
private business; but has worked early
and late, making his calls on his suburban trade early in the morning, before
many people and commenced theirdaily
routine of business. As a legislator, lie
is at times rather too outspoken to be
discreet, but on tire whole, people admire that sort of a man.
11 is stand on
questions of public interest is never
he
doubtful,
being straightforward and
possessing the courage of his convictions. Mr. Sprague is ever identilied
with movements that will tend to benefit the “Granite City,” and will take a
deep interest in the affairs of this county and the metropolitan district. He
is a member of the parish committee of
the Wollaston Unitarian church, a member of Rural Lodge of Masons, of the
South Shore Commandery, Knights
Templar, of the Merrymouut club, and
of the Massachusetts Republican club.
He served on the committee on election
laws in the house of ISO!), and on the
committee on fisheries and game in the
house of moo.

Georgia Gilkey, W I! Gilkey, arrived at
Barbados Get 30 from Norfolk.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Brunswick, Ga, Oct 27 for Bath.
Gladys, 11 I! Colson, sailed from Brunswick Oct s for New York.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 27 for Klizaliethpurt.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Luuisburg, C. B., Get 20 from Boston.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Wilmington. N. (’.. (let (o from New York.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
Boston Nov. 2 for Grand Turk, T. I.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Portland Nov 2 for Philadelphia.
Sallie POii, W II Most, sailed from New
York Nov 5 for Fernandiua.
Tola, A S Wilson, arrived at Philadelphia Nov o from Wilmington, Del.
Willie L Newton, K Coombs, arrived at
New York (let 31 from Bangor.

ness

and Rest.Contains neither
nor'Mineral.

Opium,Morphine

Not Narcotic
I

»apr vfMd l)rSAMI 'EL PITCHER
flmyjun St,d
4lx. Saute
Rochelle Suits
Anise Seed
+

ftppentwu

ii> Ctut(Nude Soda *

M&npStad

Clarified Sugar
Winkryrven flavor.

A perfect Remedy fori
Ron, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sieeh
Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

NEW'YORK.

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY.
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Ely's Creem Ba'm
It is quickly absorbed.
(.lives belief at once.
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COLD 'N HEAD

the shore
Heginning
by the land ot Isaiah I’.o.n
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PALE WOMEN

The l.otlirop Publishing Company is
preparing to print the one hundred and
twenty-lifth thousand of "Elien Holden.” Tliis remarkable North Country
romance of Mr.
Irving Baclieller is
now entering on a great wave of popularity in the West, while its sales in
New England and New York are as
large as ever.
The 32 profusely illustrated pages of
the November American Boy are full
of stories, history, science, and sport,
for boys. As usual, the matter is clean,
inspiring and helpful to the growing
and ambitious boy. The stories are:
We-all’s Deer: Three Boys in the Mountains: Jack Holliday—The Boy Who

A Bloodless Face Indicates Trouble.

Watery Blood a Menace
to Health.

Told Tall Stories: Cruise of the Yacht
Gazelle; The Deerliek Christian Endeavor Society. Other titles of interest

V/E

KNOW HOW PALE
PEOPLE CAN GET RICH
RED BLOOD.

Joining a College Fraternity;
Wendell Phillips; Boy Singers; November in History; Hints About Football; How a Western Boy Got His Start
in Life; The First Thanksgiving Din-

are;

111:

bKADINi. l’KKlont*'
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Will flake 1901
Year of Romance”

1 >1.SI i>!> a cieat urogram of illiiMian-d
I)
eles. a sup. io panorama oi th.- Rhim-.
.lolm R.acliMe ...aster’s ci"iip oi artiel.son Hauiel
\\ ebster.
color pit ui s, etc., te.. r
will present. becumiiic with November, p.ioo. tillfirst I'-sUe of file hoW Volume,

!
j
! Short Novels a;ul Complete Stories by

j

F.

Anstey,

j
j

Hamlin

Garland,
David Gray,
dot! Chandler Harris,
Bret Harte,
I W. I). Hcwells,
I Henry James,
I

Sarah Orne Jewett,

“Trif:

!

j

Frank P S'ockton,
kuth McEnery Slr.art,
Gen. Lew Wallace,
Charlts Dudley Warner.
E. Stuart Phelphs Ward,

flary E. Wilkins.

UK1NG tlu* Past year “St. Nicholas" Magazine, which has been for nearly thirty years
wrong.
the leading children's monthly magazine <>f the
We would advise everyone who has
world (ana now the only onei, has introduced
The Boston Journal publishes the fol- such
symptoms to start at once to several new departments which have been exattractive and have greatly increased the
lowing notice of “Memory Street: a take a proper remedy to overcome this tremely
circulation. One of these is
Story of a Life,” a new book by Mrs. trouble.
That remedy is Vinol, the greatest
“NATURE and SCIENCE”
Martha Baker Bunn of Waterville:
and most modern tonic and rebuilder.
“Don't bother me— I’m too busy" is too often the
If, as Mr. Howells says, women make
Vinol owes its virtue to the fact that
remark from a grown-up person to a child who
or mar the success of novels, the future
it contains in a highly concentrated
wants to know. The editor of “Nature and
really
of “Memory Street.” by Martha Baker state the active curative
principles ex- Science” gives careful attention to every quesIt is a story tracted from cods’ livers, the same eleBunn, should be assured.
tion asked by his young leaders, and "\Ve will
which will touch the heart of every ments that have made cod-liver oil write to‘St. Nicholas' about ii" has become the
motto of the department, which contains interfamous for wasting diseases.
woman, especially of those who will
esting short articles, beautifully illustrated, tellconfess to being in that most fortunate
These medicinal elements are dising of four-footed animals, birds, insects, water
animals, plants, and whatever pertains to Nature.
of all periods, “middle life”—with the
solved in a delicious table wine so that
uncertainties of youth behind them
Vinol is most palatable.
“ST. NICHOLAS
and the trials of old age not yet upon
None of tlie vile-smelling obnoxious
It is a simple straightforward
them.
grease that characterizes cod-liver oil
LEAGUE”
tale of life during the last half century,
and frequently makes it an impossible
of those who read tin magain an easily recognized Maine city,
it remedy for those who should take it, iszinean(worganization
w it bout due--,
het her subscribers or not
is found in Vinol.
is told in the first person, and has, for
ami it otters prizes each month for the best di au
We could relate many instances
the most part, the atmosphere of perings, photographs, poems, stories, puzzles and
puzzle answers. Some of the work sent in by
where Vinol has done good and refect verisimilitude. Such reminiscenyoung folks shows surprising talent.
stored the roses of health to the pale
ces of the experiences of childhood, the
No one who does not see “St Nicholas" can
what an interesting magazine it is. and
realize
cheeks
of
the
sufferer.
of
and
times”
the
“good
girlhood,
and how exquisitely ir
The following is a fair sample of the
later love affairs of young womanhood,
is illustrated ; it is a surmight a mother unfold for her daugh- way people write in regard to Vinol:
prise to young and old. BOYS AND GIRLS
con‘“For several months I suffered lassiOf literature it
ter's benefit, as the two sat together
w lm read this advertains the choicest, and tisement and who
tude and tired all the time. Also a
with lingers busy over some feminine
in art it has never been
wish to find out more
in
my stomach, which
employment, and tongues free for the sinking feeling
surpassed bv any grown about Thu St. Nichintimate talks which belong to such nothing would relieve, and I was pale folks' periodicals. The olas League and its
new oliune begins with
and weak. As an experiment 1 tried
system of
monthly
happy hours.
and the
Vinol and if I wrote pages I could not I November.
prizes may address,
The earlier chapters, in which the
subscription price is without cost. The St.
a
year. If there
quaint childhood is lived over again, are tell all it has done for me.”—Mrs. A. $3.00
Nicholas
League.
are
children in
your
Union Square, New
especially entertaining, while the social K. La Prusch, Amesburj', Mass.
home, you can hardly
York.
afford to be without it.
gayeties, the parties and dances and
Because we know Vinol so well,
picnics of girlhood days are described
The Cenlury Co., Union Sq.,New York.
with such evident enjoyment that one •and because we know so surely
feels they are “really true,” as the chilwhat It will do, and how it will
dren say; and most of us are still chilon
accomplish the good it does in a
dren enough to feel that this fact heightens our pleasure therein. Some of the
scientific way, we unreservedly encharacters are very life-like, including
dorse and recommend it, and in
All persons owning sheep on the islands of the
“Lucy Mary,” the rather inadequate
Maine coast are warned to provide suitable food,
instance guarantee to refund
Mis’
every
Mis’
AberBay,
Cap’n
playmate,
drink, shelter and protection from the weather,
crombie and her daughter, the aristoto any one what they pay us for as required by the statutes of Maine.
Owners of
cratic Madam Saville, and the bodysheep found unprovided, on or
Vinol
If they do not find it entirely after the 15th any
day of December next, will be subguard of sea captains; but Murray
ject to prosecution before the criminal courts,
and the sheep may be removed and cared for by
Churchill, the hero, though a charming satisfactory.
others at the owner’s expense.
fellow, strikes one as having been elabA. A. HOWES &
EBEN N. PERRY,
orated or “made up” somewhat to lill
Agent of the Maine State Society for the PorPharmacist of Belfast.
the part.
tectionof Animals.
gw45

ically

<

To Owners of Sheep
Islands.
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subscribing.

Something New
for Girls and Boys

When blood is watery and thin, or,
doctors would say, lacks red blood
corpuscles, it is a sign that much is rad-

■

Hy Jos nidi W11.1.1

I lie Centur) Co., Union Sq
Mew Yoik.
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HhLmLT Of- NAVARRE*’

Ask for tin- free numbers when
a year.

\

dated March
m 1
nail I lodge, .1 line. A. D 1
title "t said real e-tai.di-••barged mortgag. g:\*-aid ilosannah Dodge. 1
dated .January >. V D. 1a!do « oil!
Reg si!-;.
Cage is. upon tiie condi:,.-!,
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t ie expi' all.>11 of tl
Me
gage to: tile full pe i..; 1
there.>1. that -aid iu".
lb i.ruar;
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Flora Annie

A great novel, full ot life, adventurc. and action,
tile scene laid in Trance three hundred yearsag".
began in the August, lnoo. (Yutnn. and' will eon1 limit* for
several months in luol.' I'rities every
I where are enthusiastic over the opening elm pit-Vs
of this remarkable story. "Tin author's fame is
apparently established with this, lu-r maiden effort." says the Boston Transcript. The Critic
calls it “A remarkable performance."
New Subscribers to The Century Magazine who begin
with I lie number for Nowm
her. 1 ihhi, will receive free of charge the three
previous numbers. August. Septembei and October, containing the first chapters of‘-The Helmet
of Navarre." or. if these numbers arc entirely
exhausted at the time of subscribing, they will
receive a pamphlet containing all of the chapters
of “The Helmet of Navarre" contained in the
three numbers.
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Ian .'taclaren,
S. Weir Mitchell,
Thomas Nelson Page,
Bertha Kunkle,

Steele,

j

1

kudyard Kipling,

! Trs. Burnett.
Geo. W, Cable,
I
i Winston Churc'iiil,
lidwin Asa l.'ix,

COME AND LET US TELL YOU
ABOUT VINOL.

CO,

ginning, and containing
U*s this being tl.<• -aim*
1 >odgc by dosluia Dodge

Century

§4.00

k

said last d< scribed lot ti>
Ha; ilienee by the -aid !
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Heals and Protects tin*
Membrane. Restores the Smses of Taste and
Smell. No Mercury. No Injurious
drug. Regular Size. To cents; Familv
Size, sum. ifriuraists
or by mail.
KR\ IiROTlIFRS. r.c. W'arren Street, New York.
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Respectfully representlslesboro. in said County.
title of a certain parcel ..f •,
said lslesboro. and bonn.i.

Allays Inilaiumatiou.
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The Palmer Launched.

W.w.noiiono, Mi-:.. Xov.8. The mammoth live-masted schooner Fannie Palmer was successfully launcheil from the
George 1.. Wei': shipyard here, at io.mo
o’clock this forenoon. The harbor was
tilled with craft of almost every description. and along the shore more
than 1,000 visitors and nearly the entire
population of Waldo boro were thronged. As thejbig schooner left the ways, she
was christened by Miss Fannie Palmer,
the 2-year-old daughter of the owner of
the vessel.
The Fannie Palmer was built by
George I.. M elt for William F. Palmer
of Boston, and others, and is the largest
vessel ever constructed at Waldoboro.
Her dimensions are: Length of kee:, 2.57
LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
feet: beam. 14 feet, o inches: depth of
hold. 25 fee:. The Palmer has live masts,
A standard juvenile is The Chatter- is of 225(1 tons
gross, and has a carrying
box. With its wealth of illustrations,in
capacity ot :!70n tons. She will he comits
of
in
rich
store
colors,
eluding many
manded by ('apt. George B. M'illiamsnf
fact and fiction, it is a most acceptable of Boston.
Christmas gift for the little ones; and
many will lie glad to know that the
Chatterbox for this year is fully up to
the high standard of its predecessors,
liana Estes & Co., publishers, Boston.

ner; Something About the Postoflice;
Squirrels and a Squirrel Hunt; Hints
on tlie. Study of Insects; the Beginner's
Guide to Stamp Collecting; where to
find stamps; IIow Boys Make Money
out of Binding Books; Boys as Photographers and Printers; Boys as Collectors of Stamps, Coins and Indian Curios;
Boys’ Exchange; Puzzles, etc. *1.00
per annum. Sprague Publishing Company, Detroit, Mich.
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Republicans

of

Pursuant to a license ton,
of Probate for tlie Co-mu
at public auction, on tin --a
A. I >. Hum, at ten o'clock
office of Dun ton \ Dm.
County -f Waldo, all tin
w inch Robert <). Paltei so:
I ounty of Waldo, dceeas,
lowing described real st,.-.
A certain lot or parcel
ings thereon, situated in 1
of Waldo and State Maim
:>s in the first division
bounded and described
ginning on the wes» side ot
angle it makes with the
thence south fifty-six •!•
street eig.it rods, them-,
gives west five rods to land
Lothrop thence nm I li tin
said land formerly id 11
tin
rods to Church street
degrees east by Church sti
place of beginning, eonta
<

■>

acre, more or less.

Dated this second dav

i:iiSi>

Administrator de bonis u..,.
Hubert ( >. Patterson, dec-

Established ini"

CAPITAL STOCK, $1 SO

SURPLUS,
ny.posi f
Safe

deposit boxes

Our
and

new

lor

rent

#8

a

ai

vear

vault is Hnequa

e

UNEXCELLED

Bncl burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can
rivilege of taking their box.bank.

Notice of Foreclosure
Whereas A.

I’

Caner

I

<»t

Comity of Waldo and Stai
a
mortgage deed dated tin

A. D. lx'.'l. and recorded in 11>•

Deeds, Hook '-’do. Page
undersigned, a certain pare.
liincolnVille aforesaid, and
as per plan of the estate
Carver-Hraekett lot, as id!
ginning at the McCohh road
Trap to Cobh town ; lot No
>

1

boundaries to Duck Tr.o
home farm as per plan, lot" N
half of lot No. 4 as per plan,
of pasture. Also my right an.;
workshop. And whereas the
mortgage have been broken, n
n
reason of the breach of the
claim a foreclosure of said moti
Lincolnville, Me., Octobei "
3w45
JASl’hh1
ern

J

the wind.

for i ain’t over an’ above s rong my
What shall we Have for Dessert?
own self, an’ what under the sun an’
I
This question arises in the familyeyery
moon an’ stars they'd do if I was to be
i,n responds to the ring- taken from them is
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
something that
a delicious anil healthful dessert.
Prepared
• • Tftke • • •
at my front door has ingives me the shivers ev’ry time I think
i in two minutes. No boiling! no baking!
but
ad(irmly
V.mily
of it. But I must go, an' stop takin’
to
cool.
add
Flavor:
boi ling water and set
v of that large and noyour time and my own. I’m so thank—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawi inen and women who ful to
lylO
you for takin' the hook. I’m
berry. At your grocers, 10 cts.
.ors asking to see the
goin’ to give you my card, an’ it might
"gentleman of the be that some o’ your friends would
like
the STRANGER IN church.
not because we have the
book, an' mebbe you’d be willin’ to
Nature’s rational cure for
•tig toward men and send me their names if
should.
all those ills known as
necessity to the hard It'd lie a great favor if youthey
Sympathy is frequently expressed for
could send
tbe clergyman who undertakes to preach
va.-ser,” and we do not me any such names.”
FEMALE TROUBLES
a trial sermon.
For an unassuming
iirleous to them, but
she handed me a hit of the cheapest
man the situation is likely to prove a
to give to vendors of
on which was written, with
cardboard,
25
Bond
“trial”
St.,
Lynn,
in move senses than one; yet, as
Mass., July 23,1900.
not need nor want, a lead
For a long time I have been a sufferer from
pencil, “Mrs. s. II. Wight, 15
a rule, there are certain favorable cona little annoyed one
fcuiaie weakness, stomach troubles and terristreet."
I
knew
the
to
Spring
locality
ditions calculated to relieve his embarble headaches. I was so bad that I used to faint
1 was overwhelmed be one in which
there were only the away n the street. I took two bottles
of
rassment. To begin with, the preacher
ave Katie, the maid,
and it is perfectly wonderful the
the
cheapest
Tangin,
tenements,
occupied
by
is strictly in the line of duty and lias a
-• 11
it has done me, and I shall use it
dy and say:
of the poor.
right
poorest
if ever I have a return of my troubles.
reasonable excuse for being in the pul•
troubling you, sir:
“It's a mighty poor neighborhood, as along
Only one who has suffered as I have can tell
pit. lie can generally count upon a
It down stairs in the
<f
the
you likely know; but what can I do?
gratitude I feel toward T&ngin for
■a see the
gentleman or You reckon I'd stay there if I could having restored me to complete health. I few friends who are disposed Ifto he
his
pleased with his discourse.
m
and Mrs. Morley is
strongly recommend it. Mrs. C. H. Field.
I
not.
An’
it
nearhelp
myself?
guess
efforts fail to satisfy a majority of
.. me to
you, sir.”
drives me wild to think o' bringin' v* v*
ly
hearers, these faithful ones may he deKatie.” I said, "that you up my children in such a
A MfiTM Is a tonic that soes pended
place. 1 just HP
*
-ii v directly to the source
upon to stand by him and soften
t strangers who came
must git away from there before the
or all womanly troubles,
giving strength the harsh criticism that otherwise would
ig for my wife or me in I children are much older. It's awful
he unendurable. These facts, together
and vigor to the weakened organs, and
what goes on there for children to see
charging the entire system with all the with others which need not he dwelt
hut this woman walk- and hear.
There ain't any woman that
dements which produce sound health.
upon, go to show that the preacher’s
die paid no attention would like more
than I would to have
There isn’t a bit of uncertainty
condition is by no means as bad as it
t hat you were too
busy her children raised to be nice an’ good. about its curative
powers.
might be. Indeed, there is reason to
go down and order her
I do want ’em to be that, indeed I do.
Its action is prompt and positive. The
believe that in many respects it is less
\ SO.
wuman
who
takes
to
feel
I have' em in a day nursery near by all
Tangin begins
trying than the ordeal faced by a prilown myself,” 1 said,
within twenty-four hours from the
day. an' although 1 ain't really got lit better
vate individual who ventures to attend a
time she takes the first dose.
nist be treated court efor
them
or
to
lix
me
I
’em
things
wear,
strange church.
slie is in tlie iiouse. 1 the best I can an' take 'em to
Sunday
tar as is known no one has openly
•d of her without real- School at a mission on
Sunday. I proexpressed sympathy for the stranger in
50c. o
ollt."
per bottle
tect 'em from the evil around ’em, but,
church, though his forlorn condition
SEND US A POSTAL CARD
parlor a small, thin my soul, the very air is rotten in that
must surely have been deplored in
and we will send you a free sample
woman, quite thinly place. I just must
of Tangin together with a sensible
go."
secret by the tender hearted.
Unlike
ter day.
She had in
treatise on the ills peculiar to women.
I watched her from my window as
the preacher he has had no call to show
noth bag in which I she went down the
street, driven before
himself in public, and can offer no reaAddress Tangin, New York
term of a hook.
She a
strong, cold wind with her thin shawl
sonable excuse for iiis appearance. To
i a photograph of my
drawn close around her slight form, her
a sensitive man the situation is a hard
at she had taken up thin
skirts dapping; and the merciless was. ‘There ain’t
many women that one, and few persons manifest a dis.'■le b\ which she sat.
wind driving her on with a force she
would of been as patient an’ faithful as ! position to make it easier. In many
tin- utmost self pos- was
pow erless to resist.
you have been, Sarah.’ I don’t say that churches it is the cu. tom for ushers to
effusive cordiality.
Three weeks later I w as standing on a it was easy to be patient, an’ uncom- show
|
strangers to seats at the front.
e old friends, in fact.
corner waiting for my car. at the close of
plainin', for it was not, for I ain't any- : This is something terrible. Most men
she said.
"Haw a
of steady rain.
A cold wind had thing but human, an’ there's been would rather
day
charge a battery than
lint it feels good iu come
up, and the streets and pavements times when I have been fearfully tired march up a church aisle, exposed to a
i.' at the photograft were
becoming a glare of ice. While I an' discouraged, but 1 believe in God, | raking lire of glances from curious
an' if she ain't .just waited I saw a small
woman, without any
hard as lie deals with me. an' I reckon eyes.
If a man,—a man, mind you, not
ii child that was.
umbrella, coming across the street in it will lie all right sometime and some- > a dude,—happens to be exceptionally
the now sleety rain. Iler head was where. I git off here, it’s been a real well
dressed, he will naturally feel
j
bow ed to the storm, but she looked up comfort to have some one to talk to ashamed of liis fine raiment and wish
: \ mi much, unless it
when within a few feet of me. and I about my alfairs,
I
am
afraid
himself
in a less conspicuous position.
although
c\ es.
She must be saw that she was Mrs.
Wight, she rec- it has been a kind of a bore to you to If his clothes are a little seedy the sitgirl, she’s a little ognized me at once, and smiled
brightly set an’ listen to me."
In short,
: nation is equally mortifying.
1 gut a little girl o’ as she said;
“Oh, no, it lias not," 1 made haste to whatever lie may or may not have on,
age o' yourii, hut
"(Hi, how do you do? Am t it been I say. “Try to keep up a brave heart."
the stranger in ’church is commonly
iiiiette. an' any one an awful
day? i guess I’m wet through
“My land! I've got to. What'll be- made to feel that the good people are
is a blond all over, and
round all day."
come o’ them three babies o’ mine if I
through,
traipsin'
judging him by his outward appearance,
la r father. 1 been
“How is your husband?" I asked.
don't? J got to tussle along some way, which, according to Scripture, is a very
r j'lii'tugraft for ever
"'Well, lie fails. There ain't no use an' 1 can do it a good deal better if 1 improper thing to do.
only knows when for me to i ry to deceive myself about it: keep my spirits up."
| Even after he is seated the stranger
W hen a woman has be fails fast,
lie said to me this very
imx weeks later I received a note from
in church is not wholly at his ease. lie
ir to support three
moruiu'. says be. ‘Sarah, yon ain't doin’ the pastor of the church of which I feels that he is
touching elbows with
mpt ire husband on to be burdened w ith me lomr.' '1 .a, .loe.’ was a member,
me
to
to
the persons who own the very pew lie is
asking
go
*"
spare git tin' her- I says. '1 ain't ever thought o’you as a
city hospital and call on a young fellow sitting in. sometimes he is given to
photograft. Still, burden. It ain't as it you coulcl work from the country, who was sick and understand this
by their actions, which
'.Ionian should like
an' wouldn’t.
You done the best you almost friendless.
1 found him in one frequently speak louder than words.
"f her children, in could when
was
able
to
an'
work.’
of the free wards, and after spending, Ender such disagreeable circumstances
you
taken from her. he did. I ain't soilin' books now. Folks
half an hour with him I left him to the conclusion of the service usually
1 didn't have any didn't want the books.
bless speak to tin superintendent of the hos- leaves the
Why.
stranger in a worse state of
:
lie
always
sorry your soul. 1 walked the streets three pital about
my young friend. I was mind than it found him.
! t1; " ith diphtheria
days two weeks ago. an' 1 reckon I rung
the corridor in front
There is no good reason why this conin ui they're hot ter I two hundred doorbells, an' I never took passing through
of a woman's ward. and. glancing in, 1 dition of things should continue.
No
i 'em hack, all the a
so
now I'm trying to
saw on
a
single order,
bed, near the door. Mrs. sensible layman desires to see social
’St erf"
sell silver an' furniture polish, but 1
W iglit, with a face that told plainly lines drawn tightly around his church,
tell you it is mighty up hill work. 1 that the sands of her life were almost and
pastors who labor understandingly
some like one. an
ain't made but sixty cents today, an' run.
But the bright and cheery smile are unsparing in their efforts to tear
me in tlie daytime
it'll take twenty-live o' that fora basket came to her white face when siie saw down
every harrier that stands between
'•at mebbe you was o'
coal when 1 git home, an I've got to me, and she tried to give me one of her the
pulpit and the public. Touching
I was tellin' you
a
little
meat to make .loe a good hands, but it fell hack on the counter- this point a Westbrook
buy
clergyman rebother you about. liourisliin'
soup, but we can all have pain when she had lilted it a few inches. marked recently: “1 want my church
rm’ you, but good- some o' that so we won't
to
bed
"I
am
so sorry to liud you here," 1
go
to be a Sunday home for strangers, but
adi’t tlirougli choice
hungry. I can go to bed hungry myself, said.
it rests mainly with the parishoners to
linin’ doorbells an* an' I've done it
"(if course I am sorry to lie here, but make it one. On Sundays 1 am in the
many and many a time,
death with my old but 1 can't see
my children an’ a sick tlicn"- a violent paroxysm of coughing pulpit and have little opportunity for
!*vc not to do Some- husband do it. So I hustle all 1
can.
cut the sentence short. When she could greeting people as 1 would like to do,
s' tor myself an* m\ but I'm used to it." Then she added
speak she said, I t’s quick consumption and on week days I can’t go about the
1>
children. We've with
"1
don’t
I’ve
pathetic resignation:
got.
My lungs never was overly streets urging people to come and hear
Hie nood Lord gits
expect anything else but to have to strong, an’ bein' out in all kinds o’ me preach."
die. an' I ain't one to light the wolf at
my dooralltlie rest o’ weather, an’ giftin’ wet to the skin so
Of course lie can’t' The man is a
some church or charimy days. 1' ve had to light wolves o’ that often, an’ not havin' proper food, to- gentleman and a scholar—utterly inike care of us so long sort all inv
life, but 1 ain't ever had to gether with overwork, has finished me capable of advertising himself, or reund an* do anything
J an't one o’ the kind of consump- sorting to cheap devices to catch the
light 'em so fiercely as since I have
■■
the best 1 kill to had children to care for. but I ain't one up.
tives that think that they are goin' to public ear. If outsiders are attracted
an* rent an' all that, to
give up. When the silver and furni- git well, for I know better. My baby to his church they must be drawn there,
is honest if it ain't
ture polish business fails. I'll try somelias died since 1 saw you, an’ the charity as lie says, mainly through the efforts
Mv book is called
thing else, lint there ain't much
society folks has got my two other chil- of his parishoners. Furthermore, the
••nation.* an* if the list 1 ain't tried, i used to wash
car dren into a real nice home, where 1
excellence of the sermon will not ini t here is nothing on 1 windows at railroad stations lor a dolreckon they will he better fed an’ cloth- su re regular attendance unless strangers
< h
in heaven that it I lar a
but
I
the
hadn't
day,
strength to ed an' cared for than they would ever o’ meet with a fairly cordial reception
m: anyhow, it has a
keep that up an' I got discharged be- been with me—the poor little things! 1 from members of the church. This
my and another one j cause I didn't wash as many as the done the best 1
could, but things went fact is getting to be recognized in the
at ion.
If you was a| other women. Then 1 tried serulibin’
ag'in me, an' I have had to give up the larger cities, and special pains are taken
•nought you was. it out ollices an' halls in an olliee buildin’ light. I wouldn’t il 1 had the
strength to make the casual visitor feel at home.
to git up a sermon. down
town, but the doctor said I'd kill to keep it up. I’d light poverty ail’ care
Last winter at Trinity church in llos> that there are minif
1
didn’t stop that, for it was an’ sickness as 1 have fought ’em all
myself
my ton a committee composed of bright
at sort o’ inforinaSo
I
have
been life, but I've got to give up tryin’ to ! young men was formed for this express
beyond my strength.
you how to sodder eanvassin’ fora year or two. It's awful sail such a feeble craft as mine
ag’in the purpose. They were instructed to give
liny, or how to make work. It's awful to have doors slamm- wind. I’ve weathered a
good many strangers “the glad hand,” to show
v.ers.
It has a chap- ed in
yourfaee.au' one day a man cursed storms, but I'm not goin' to weather them to desirable seats and to pay par-makin
nn another me fearful because 1
|
rang bis door bell. any more. I’d be glad if you would goin ticular attention to those who were
Sunday school con-1 Well, I must git on home an' git the an’ see my little boy an’ girl sometimes.
poorly dressed. Meanwhile the conmi how Car it is from I
children and my husband something to They are in that home for children gregation entered into the work so
place on earth, and I eat.”
on the corner o’
K an' Cedar streets. heartily that it was a common sight to
I here is a chapter on
It was a month before ] met Mrs. ! You’ve got babies o’ your own, so you see ultra-fashionable worshippers sharone on how to learn
know
how
to
feel
for a little boy an’girl ing their hymn books with working
"Wight again. Then 1 chanced to sit j
liy yourself. It has down beside her in a street car.
I j without either father or mother. 1 wish people whose dress betokened poverty, if
intions in it, an’ picnoticed at once a strip of cheap crape they were both boys. Seems to me this not actual privation. This may have
esidents. It will show
fiom her bonnet, she saw me is a laird world for wimmen. It’s been ; been a mere fad, hut if so it was a good
oiseslioein’ or how to dangling
so hard for me that I would be only too
one.
at the crape, and said.
Perhaps it might be advantageo' hair dowers, an' if glance
“Ves, lie's gone, poor .loe! He died glad to leave it if it wasn’t for my ba- ously followed in smaller communities,
"■r a room it will tell
bies.
But
is
ten days ago.
a
lot
where
the stranger in church frequent1 been away out to the
done by good !
then,there
1 only wish that it
to put some flowers that a folks for helpless little ones like'mine, j ly meets with a cool reception and is
ow
to make a livin' cemetery
me yesterday on his grave.
nowadays, an' I am hopin' for the best treated with scant courtesy. |WestMind sellii.' the book lady gave
I felt terrible because I didn't have a for ’em. I have always lioped for the brook Gazette.
to look at that book,
flower to put on his cottin when I best.an’ believed that whatever the Lord
of any use to you, for single
buried him, but 1 had just forty-nine willed was right, an' I think that still. I
"iv it. for I've
That Throbbing Headache
got to cents in the house the
day he died, an’ reckon that —’d.
rod liver oil home to
There was another tit of coughing, so
Would quickly leave you, if you used Dr.
a charitable society
in the neighborlittle
can’t
my
girl
Thousands of sufhood buried him.
It went awfully ag’in violent and so prolonged that it left her King's New Life Pills.
i' the house until she
the grain with me to have him buried too weak to talk any more and I went ferers have proved their matchless merit
>' shoes, an’ the last
and
Nervous
for
Sick
Headaches.
They
that way, an’ in the potter’s field, too, away telling her that 1 would come the
make pure blood and build up your health.
me this roomin' was,
but what could I do? If 1 am ever able next day to see her; but when I went
if
25
cents.
back
not
cured.
Only
Money
bring me some new 1 intend to pay back
ev'ry cent to that the next day the bed she had occupied Sold by K. II. Moody, Druggist.
•n't you?’ an’ I don't
an’ I’ll take him out o’ that was empty.
society,
w ithout
them, ail’ if 1
nu
t»:
.i. nrA.i.
There are lives like dry leaves driven
potter’s field, just as soon as I can do
'"k I can do it."
it, if it ain’t for twenty years yet. The before the wind, and tossed hither and
tuestion the absolute
sting o’ poverty ain't ever so" sharp as thither by the gales, never to rest until
woman, and no one when
The
Bossimt.g, Wash., Oct. 20.
you can't give comforts to your they become a part for the soil from
<• I’ her bitter
poverty sick, or pay the respects you’d like to which they sprang. We may wonder and Journal notes the arrival of Fleetwood
of sympathy for one
It’s terrible to be question why they have ever existed,but Ward of New York to look after the
pay to your dead.
as she
evidently was, under the paw o' that beast o’ poverty lie who knows all hearts and all mys- jI interests of the Old Hickory Gold Minthe
rude
ay
handling when there's sickness and death in the teries knows why these storm-tossed ing Company, of which he is the secre'he did not whine nor
He has made a
house.
Don't you reckon the poor souls have been sent into the world. tary and treasurer.
there was a pathetic
would like to lay their dead away in When we see as God sees we shall know thorough inspection of the properties
as she talked.
When
the
owned
beautiful caskets, an’ put beautiful why these helpless ones have been so
by
company and has coni would take a
copy of flowers around 'em, an’ have their steadily driven before the wind.
[J. J. tracted for a considerable amount of
<1. brightly:
work to begin at once on the Victor
an' with flowers over Harbour in Good Housekeeping.
eh obliged, an’ 1 do graves kept green
and the I,. C. Kid. These mines are on
them, like the rich? Of course they
ef some real bene
the Reservation, the Victor some 3 1-2
would.
I never come so nigh bein'
ii
sold but three toCerfew in Milbridge.
miles northwest of Bossburg; the Kid
wicked enough to say hard things about
t rampin’ since nine
about
two miles south, on the ColumCreator as 1 did to-day when I stood
i.'
I don't git but my
The curfew law, which has been in bia river.
there in the potter's field at the buryin’
on each book, an'
The Victor has a wonderful ledge,
an' looked at the sunken an’ operation since last spring, is attended
rgiii for car fares on ground,
some 300 feet wide, highly mineralized,
o’ my two little boys, with
satisfactory results and in most from which surface
■■'ii place 1 go. lint neglected graves
assays were securan’ the clay covered grave o’ my hus: 'oil, an’ to
ev’rything band.an' me so hounded by poverty that instances there has been a manifest ! ed running from $$ to $500 per ton.
this earth.
I been
and
The
ore
carries
a
guard)1 had to see ’em suffer for the comforts disposition among parents
large percentage of
daj I was bom. My I’d loved to have
’em while they ans to aid the law with their support, j copper. The tunnel is already completgiven
liildren, and 1 don't were sick, an' now that
they are gone Consequently the streets and loafing j ed within 20 feet of the ledge. The
had over a dollar a
I can’t have the poor comfort o' havin’ places have been remarkably free from ! ore of the Kid lias been pronounced
■i ing ’em
on.
We
up
their
as I’d like to have ’em.
I children and youths of the age pre- j similar to the ore of the famous Re’'''molin'only just enough guess graves
it is a good thing that I have to scribed in the ordinance. By the terms : public mine, and as the ledge of the
read an’ make a prehustle an' work, so I can’t set an’ brood of the ordinance, after Oct. 31st. until Kid runs due west from the river in a
Mother died when 1
over such things.”
April following, children are not al- straight line toward the Republic it is
"is
old, an' my father
“Who will care for your children now lowed to roam the streets at will or con- not unreasonable to suppose that it
lust as one would give
while you are away from home?”
gregate at the loafing places alone. The may make another Republic right at
a
kitten, an' I wasn’t
“Well, they can stay at the day nur- curfew bell, which has heretofore been our doors. Work is also to be prosecut•'
us some folks would
ed on the Old Hickory, the New York,
sery most of the time, an’ then Nettie, the signal for those of unlawful age to
kitten. I just wonder the
oldest, she's eight now, will have to absent themselves from the streets, will the Iienslow and the Ward mines, all
to tell the
after all
tale,
of
which belong to the Old Hickory
look out for them at home. I’m tryin’ be dispensed with after Nov. ljth, and
1 h
rough from the time I to
get washin' to do at home, or any- an officer will be appointed to see that company.
‘"’ii J was eighteen
years
that will keep me from goin' out the ordinance is observed.
[Xarraguamarried when I was nine- thing
so much. I’ve tried shirt makin’at home,
The owners of the granite quarries at
gus Times.
usband begun to come
but you try makiu’ shirts at twenty-five
Fox Island, Me., may have an order
'■unption live years ago. cents a dozen, an’ see how
within a year or so for some big granite
you come
n able to cam a cent for
Spread Like Wildfire.
pillars to be used in repairing the treasiie never will earn an- out at it. It's the same with all kind o’
are
When
“the
best”
become
sewin' for the shops. 1 have worked
things
they
" this
ury building in Washington, 1). C. The
world. But it ain’t
Abraham Ilare, a lead- old pillars of Seneca stone are crumb“the best selling.”
I m doin’ the best I can the fastest I could for sixteen hours,
an' made thirty-eight cents. You just ing druggist of Belleville, O., writes: “Elec- ling away and the authorities fear it will
m an' the
tric Bitters are the best selling bitters I
children, an’ set down an’
figure out how to feed an’ have handled in 20 years. You know why? be dangerous to continue them much
keep on doin’ it. The clothe five persons,
an’ pay rent, an' Most diseases begin in disorders of stomach, longer. Congress will be asked to appro•'
scares me is the mortal
buy fuel an’ med’cine for a sick man on liver, kidneys, bowels, blood and nerves. priate for the repairs at the approach"!l1 taken
away from ’em,
thirty-eight cents a day. Well, I've got Electric Bitters tones up the stomach, regu- ing session. Some of the granite pilone mouth less to feed now that poor lates liver, kidneys and bowels, purifies the
lars, placed around the building in later
Joe has gone. He suffered so that I blood, strengthens the nerves, hence cures years, came from Fox Island. The new
of
It
builds
the
maladies.
up
ain’t sorry that he has gone, an' it’s a multitudes
granite ones cost $0,000 each. Stone copentire system. Tuts new life and vigor into i
comfort for me to know that I never
ing overhead will also be necessary and
any weak, sickly, rundown man or woman. I
would have to be
once complained that I had to support
Price 50 cents. Sold by K. H. Moody, Drug- the entire outlay
about $125,000.
him, an' almost the last words he said gist.

before

Wise Women

deny

Tangin
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Aunt Salome's” Centennial.

We recently published, from the pen
Capt. E. A. Richardson, an interesting account of the observance of the
100th birthday of Mrs. Salome Sellers of
Sunset, Deer Isle. The following addi-

House Work is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.

of

particulars
Messenger:

tional
Isle

New Kineo

from the Deer

are

Mrs.. Sellers, who was the daughter of
Edmund and Deborah (Cushman) Sylvester, was born on the farm now owned

by Capt. George Knowlton,

Our

and was the

youngest of six children who lived to
Iler father moved
grow to a good age.
here from Marshfield, Mass., about 1780,
building first the log house in which she
was born, and a few years later tire
frame house in which she grew up and

which was torn down to give place to
Mr. Knowlton’s present home. Their
nearest neighbors then were the family
of Mr. Samuel Webb, who lived on the
farm still occupied by his descendants.
She can remember that part of the Island when there were no roads other
than bridle-paths, or a cart-road where
sufficient use had made one, and she remembered riding, as a little child, to the
Congregational church at the North
West Harbor in her father’s arms on
horseback, while her mother sat behind
him on a pillion. The first schools to
which she went—a summer and winter
term of two or three weeks each—were
kept in any dwelling house which could
spare a room large enough, and her first
teacher was Miss Betty Bryant. When
she was about twelve years old a frame
school house was built on Mill Hill, at
South Deer Isle, to which she must
walk a mile and a half, and in winter
has sat all day with her clothes freezing
about her feet. The teachers were generally women with the education common to them in those
days, and it may
interest our Normal graduates to know
that the pay was usually seventy-five
cents per week, she can remember the
“Embargo” days of the war of tsi-j,
and paying seventy-five cents a yard for
cotton which we of to-day would not
buy at any price. Tallow dips were
their lights, except when an occasional
seal was killed for its oil, and matches
an undreamed of convenience.
The
fire was carefully “raked up” at night,
and in the morning the ashes were raked
off the coals to start the new lire.
If
not, one must be kindled by the Hint
and steel and tinder: or. if the family
did not have that, they must send one
of them to the nearest neighbor to beg
a few coals while the rest waited shiveringly for their warinth and their

Kineo Coal Furnaces,
Kineo Wood Furnaces
....WITH ALI.
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Bucksport,
A
1

of Fine Instructors,

Faculty

1.

It"

Maine.

M

••otiil-in.

t

11 mt.-! !>*i*t *ial

■;.

training with tin' l:igln-"t spirit i:,| «|c\• I..jum-•,j.
11" "itiia111>11 i" in tlie town m Itiiek"|.,>rt -a
village of 1l*oo inhabitant"- free imm th- temptations incident in larger lowii".

It" home 111 II Ml in-es are eat f!;; i
1.
i.
The teaeiiei" are lirmight into intimate iviaimns
with the students at the tallies, ami in the
ami literary life
the school.
k
It iitfiM courses pr.-p trat.n y fm entrance to
the lie.si New Knalaii'i t olleges a t i'mine:eiai
course, ami eoni
in Klocution ami '• l• i"i• -.
'Vinter term opens 1 >,•. emher
inon.
For catalogue, write t<*
",-s

S. A. BENDER, Bucksport, f\e.
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Swan £Sibley Cs.
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ar &i n

,

FEED.
SEEDS and
GROCERIES
of

dealers in the finest ipiaiity

WORMS

Anthracite and

f

.

p

LOa.IS«

Blacksmith

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other disease.- The symptoms are:—indigestion, with a variable appetite foul tongue offensive breath hard and
full belly with occasional gnpings and pains
about the navel; eyes heavy and dull itching
oft he nose short, dry cough grinding of the
teeth starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.

ORDERS PROMPTLY KILLED

33, 33, 37 f'rt>1* s7., Krffnt, We
TBLEPEiOiVE 4-‘J.

\;f

TRUE’S!
PIN WORM

!

ELIXIR i

.

remedy made. It has been in
is purely vegetable, harmless
and effectual. Where no worms are present
a
it acts as
Tonie, and corrects the condition
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constipation and
I Biliousness, and a valuable remedy in all
| the common complaints of children. Price
35 cents. Ask your druggist for it.
Or. 4. F. Tit I K A C O., Auburn. Me.
Special treatment for Tape Worms. Free pamphlet.
worm

| use since 1851*

|

|
|

Tto Repbiicao Jouroai

j
<
I
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HORSES,

—JlNiPf

CARRIAGES
and HARNESSES
FOR

I

SALE.

We otter for sale about a dozen good horses
ami several carriages and harnesses.
We also have a lot of SIlOvTS and BIOS for
B>I I.FAST 1.1 VERY CO.
sale.
Belfast. Sept. 21, 1900.—3iUf

Bills for

Cemetery

Work.

All bills against the city of Belfast for work in
any of the cemeteries should !>»• left for approval
at the ofliee of the Belfast Livery Co. on or before
noon of the Saturday preceding the first Monday
of the month in which said bills are payable.
WATER

Belfast, May

[Bath Enterprise.

Dr.

MUNYONS
COLD
CURE
medical advice free.

EAST MAINE

Importers

Tax Case.

diphtheria or pneumonia.
Every one of his remedies is as sure. All druggists, mostly 25 cent vial. Guide to health free.
Write to Broadway and 26th St., New York, for

are

the Paris Exposition.

at

tlie one winch interested me most was
a system of milling and baking combined. This system has a double purpose: ill to make the Hour more palatable and more nutritious than that made
to
by the ordinary roller mill: and
make it immediately before baking, so as
to secure for the loaf a Hour which was
absolutely fresh. It is well known that
all food substances when ground to a
line powder have a teudeney to become
As is the case with coffee,
oxidized.
which is best when freshly roasted and
freshly ground, so it is with cereal
dour, which is never so aromatic, so
palatable, or so uutritous as at the
moment when it is first made.
The Schweitzer system of milling and
bread-making secures the two points
mentioned above.
In Paris a mill and
an attached bakery on a
somewhat
larger scale illustrated the method
which is employed in supplying bread
to a populous community. Another installation was a form of apparatus
adapted for use on a farm or in a small
So perfect is the milling
community.
system employed that the smallest mill,
intended for use on a farm, and driven
by the hand, as a eoffee mill would lie
run, makes Hour identical in composition with that made by the largest
The Schweitzer system, in
machine.
regard to the milling operations, is a
return to the old system of millstones,
with the exception that corrugated
steel grinders take the place of the millstones of the olden days. These grinders arc so accurately adjusted as to admit of the making of the finest Hour,
while avoiding actual contact of the
two grinding surfaces. The simplicity
of the apparatus, its cheapness, and the
with which it can he installed
ease
commend this system particularly for
domestic use and for the supply of villages and small communities. Nevertheless, it is capable of being operated
on an extensive scale, as is denmnstrated by the large establishment at I.a
Villette. Paris, where more than lou,0OO pounds of bread are made per day
from Hour nol more than twenty-four
hours old.
II. \V. Wiley in the November Korn m.

Good Purpose.

When l'rof. Munyon says what his Cold Cure
will do lie only says what all the world knows.
Nearly everybody seems to be taking this remedy whenever a cold appears. It relieves the
head, nose, throat and lungs so quickly that a
cold need no longer be a forerunner of grippe,

--or

They

Among all the exhibits of bread and
bread-making at the Paris Kxposition

The ease of James Heald of ITiipsbuvg,
who has been committed to jail for refusing to pay his poll tax, is one of
interest not only to Phipsburg people
but to citizens of other towns as well.
The law authorizes the tax collector to
take and sell property of a delinquent
or send him to jail, and this without
going before any magistrate. Such a
law is proving a help to town collectors
in enforcing payment. There may be
cases where a party is unfortunate and
it would be judicious for the ollieers of
a town to abate his taxes, but for him
who never has an idea of paying, anil
who goes bumming his way all through
life, it is good, we believe, that there are
ways to make him pay or take the conThe Enterprise
always
sequences.
stands for what is fair, and it never is
fair for one set of men to pay all the
taxes and bear all the public burdens
while another set of men expect to
evade their share and succeed in doing
so to an extent.
AVe know nothing
about this individual case, but if lleald
can pay and won't, the collector is doing
bis just duty in the course pursued,
and all who honestly pay will stand by

him.

Belfast.

ami banish
pains
“LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—lifa
becomes v pleasure. $1.00 I>EI{ BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
Salt by R. H.
Moody, Belfast, Maine.
■

of menstruation.”

■

■
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STICKNEY, Agent,

I is the best

Poll

MFG. CO.,

BSg PENNYROYAL PILLS

It happened in the early sixties, when
Mr. Charles A. Anderson was a mem her
of the old thirteenth Maine and with
his comrades was doing garrison duty
in Fort Phillips on the Mississippi.
Among them was "Si Ladd," a Portland
hoy, who spent every cent he could get
hold of for luxuries that were a little
better than ordinary army rations. (hie
day "Laddie,” as he was called, cooked a
lot of mackerel and left them on a high
shelf in the barracks while he stepped
outside for a moment.
This was Anderson's opportunity.
The mackerel looked good and smelled
good, and he wanted to see it they would
taste good. In less than live minutes,
with a little assistance from a hungry
comrade, lie had eaten them every one
and was prepared to pronounce them
all right. Then the question of a settlement occurred to him. lie knew "Laddie" would be provoked at the loss of his
fish, and that his wrath would be visited
upon the culprits who had eaten them.
At this juncture a pet coon, belonging
to a member of the company, appeared
providentially on the scene. Anderson
liailed the animal as his deliverer. He
also caught him by the slack of the neck
and elevated him to the high shelf,
where he began licking the empty plate
which had been robbed of its mackerel.
The coon was hard at it when “Laddie"
returned. Naturally supposing that
the creature had eaten the fish, the
angry soldier grabbed him and was
about to reduce him to a skinful of blood
and bones, when the owner of the animal interfered, and put up a light that
kept "Laddie" busy for some moments.
Meanwhile, the two sinners who were
responsible for the whole business said
nothing, but just stood around watching
the tight and picking their teeth with
lisli bones. I Westbrook Gazette.
A

Material,

BANGOR, MAINE.

STORY.

L'sed

of the 8est

NOYES & NUTTER

shortly before she was thirty years
old she went to Newburyport for a visit
and there saw the first steamboat that
came to that port, and heard the first
factory that was built there discussed
as a venture.
There were no regular
mails, letters being sent by whomsoever
would take them, if they could not be
sent to one of the few postollices in existence then. Their clothes were, of
course, mostly home-spun and homewove. and their farms and the ocean
produced the most of their living—and
a by no means uncomfortable one.
In is:;n she was married to .Mr. Joseph Sellers, who died in lsii.'i. They
had six children, of whom two sons are
living to give to her old age all that
care and devotion can.
ARMY

Improvements

MANUFACTURED BY

breakfast.

AN

Range.
Pearl Range
Alpine Range.

HATCH.

(i.

DANA B. SOUTHWORTH,
Trustees of Cemeteries.
12. 1900.-tf20

Jchn Steven,
HOUSE

OPERA

BLOCK.

11 to 12

HOIKS:

and

A.

Sundays

n.
11

;

1 to 3 P. M

to 12 A. M.

WANTED.
Girl for general housework tn

family.
45tf

MRS.

a

ily Paper in

small

JOHN H. BURKE,
Street, Belfast.

21 Pearl

the

l nited States.

Believing that every one of oar reader* should
least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive
journal. Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ 1 on remarkably liberal term *
| as given below. Lack ol' space forbids but a brief
description of the contents of Farm and Home*
which is lunequalled for variety and excellence.
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Farm and Harden, Market Report*,
I Fruit C ulture, Plans and Inventions, The Apiary,
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the Hlobe, Live stock
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, The Question Rox.
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
! Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly.
| thus giving you 24 numbers u year, the whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with
nave at

all the latest and

«

OFFICE

The liest and Most Practical Farm and Fam-

most

reliable information that

experience and science can supply.
By special arrangement we make for a limited
time the following liberal offer:
To all who pay lor The Republican Journal one
year In advance, $2.00, Farm and Home will be
sent for one yearlree. The regular subscription
for Farm and Home Is 50 cents
Address all orders

a

year.

to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB
4m46

Belfast.

C0„
Me.

I

Apples

Wanted.

FOR SALE.

Gravensteins, Kings. Snow. Wealthy. McIntosh
The house and lot on Wilson Hill, Main Street,
Red. Twenty Ounce. Alexander, llarvey. Me.,
Belfast known as the Avery place, will he sold at
Hubbardstoiis, Pound Sweet, R. I. Greenings.
For terms, inquire of
COLO STORAGE MARKET.
a bargain.
1). A. M<Kkkx. Proprietor.
DIN TON & DUN TON.
Nov.
WOO.—44tf
1.
Belfast,
Belfast, August -10.11*00.—3ni3

Clarke’s Corner
(Prospect.) Mrs.
Abbie L. Clarke visited Mrs. N. E. Brown,
Mrs. Addie Page, Mrs. Eastman and Mrs.
Cheever of Belfast last week and reports a
most enjoyable time—Melvin Clarke was
in Belfast, Waldo, Jackson and Brooks
last Friday, Saturday and Sunday to visit
his many patients. All are doing finely.
The Christmas tree men,whose names I have
not learned, who are cutting trees in this
vicinity will cut 30,000 and load eleven cars.
_Herbert Black, who lives just over the
line in Searsport, has 21 head of cattle. Mr.
B. is an experienced farmer. He sold last
year from the produce of his farm SI,400
worth.

ROYAL
The strongest, purest, most efficient and
wholesome of leavening agents. Not lowest
in

price, yet

able

to

the

all who

most

economical; indispens-

appreciate

the best and

most

healthful food.
Our country is enjoying
unsurpassed in its history.

prosperity almost

For every one there is money enough to
buy that to eat which is pure, sound, good,

wholesome.

Why

should

we use

cheap, impure,

healthful articles of food?

There is

unno

them; they endanger the health,

economy in

they

life.

cost

may
almost daily

cases

There

of sickness

reported
caused by eatare

ing cake, puddings or biscuit made With the
cheap, alum baking powders.
In all articles for food buy and use only
the best. The good health of the family is

Bath, Nov. 12. Ar, sch. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborne, New York for Gardiner.
Rockland, Nov. 12. Ar, sch. A. W. Ellis,

Ryder, New York.
Neah Bay, Wash., Nov. 3. Passed, ship
A. J. Fuller, Dermot, Cheinainus for Ka-

hului.
|

son

McKinley

went to

Hampden Sunday

Bahia Blanca, Sept. 20.
In port, bark
! Alice Reed, Sproul, for Montevideo, to load
mules for Bermuda (another report states
that she was to load hay at Montevideo for

j

I

MARINE miscellany.

Launched at Tliomaston, Me., Nov. 7,
three-masted seh. Republic. She registers
(/apt. Sanowned by
R. II.
HOi tons gross and 080 tons net.
ders will command her. She is

Nyeof

ST., NEW YORK.

1

to

saved

first mate John Kearney of
Calais, Me.; second mate Rasmas Olsen,
end seamen George Johnson and Axel

Mr.
will

Miss

Ella Hopkins is visiting friends in

Bangor.
11.

V

Colcord

from

returned

Boston

Tuesday.

j

Thomas B. Denison of Boston spent Sun-

day in

town.

T. U. ilowe lias three pairs of Belgian
hares for sale.
rJ. W. Black and daughter
the week in Boston.

are

time the heavy rain squall came on, as
though we were to have a tidal wave. Some
damage was done along the water front.
The wharf of the Searsport Coal Co. was
entirely under water and most of the planking was torn up. but the front timbers were
uninjured. C. A. Whittier with a crew of
men have been at work this week relaying
the top planking.
Considerable kiln wood
belonging to Pike Bros was washed from
Nickerson’s wharf. The steamboat wharf
escaped, with the exception of some washing away of the roadbed.
The farce “A Bachelors! ivorce" will be
given b> Searsport amateurs in I'nion Ilall
this, Thursday evening, Nov. l.jth, with the
the

spending

Capt. \V. 11. Blanchard returned Tuesday
a business trip to Boston.

from

Mrs. B. F. Colcord returned from New
York by train Monday evening.

following cast:
Samuel Singleton,

Mark Ward, L’lid. has secured a situation
in the Merrill spool mill at Dixlield.

Albert M. Kane
Ned Singleton, his nephew,
Frank C. Whitcomb
Hr. Neville Busby, a prodigal son,
Edward F. Porter
Bulimia Bruton, a histronic artist,
Mary A. Nichols
Airs. Decauter Busby, Neville’s mother,
Eunice 6. Whittum
Noll Busby, her daughter,
Henrietta L. Boss
Deb, a lisping lass,
Marion M. Whittum.
Doors open at 7, curtain at s, dancing at
la The proceeds of this entertainment will
be used for the benefit <>f the
graduating
class of l'.'og. Admission, 20 cents; reserved

ibutioii Sunday morning at the Congl.
church in behalf of Goodwill Farm.
<

oiiti

The

new

route will

boxes for the rural free delivery
probably arrive this week.

W. F. Grinnell is in Boston this week in
the interest of Monroe A: Co.'s automobile.
Advertised letters in the Searsport postMrs. K. M. Xealley, ( apt. W. L. At-

office:

water.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barney will spend
the winter with their .son, E. M. Barney, in
Ihitnaiii, Conn.
The schools in town will close Friday for
two weeks' vacation, beginning again
Monday, 1 >ec. -id.
a

!

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

Nov. 7. Sch. Harriet Rogers, Lynam, Seal
Harbor; E. S. Wilson, Rich, Bangor.
Nov. 12. Sch. Annie R. Lewis, Hodgdon,
Barren Island; C. tfc R. Tarbox, Stonington.
SAILED.

Nov. 12. Schs, Maria Webster, Turner,
Rockland: Henry Whitney, Welch, Boston;
II. Rogers, Lynam, Seal Harbor.

1

Frank Gross is learning the routine work
at the post office, and will take assistant

I

postmaster Sawyer’s place while lie has

1

a

at H. T. Scribner’s last Sun-

the bar.)

1).

The

TABLE DAMASK, NAPKINS, TOWELS, BLANKETS, OflAR CASH
HERE
and lots of other good things at almost an unheard of low price.
(Look in our big sf,, A
dow) The assortment is complete, THE PRICES WILL SURPRISE YOU. It is one oi ;k
est and best bargain menus ever offered the dry goods trade of Belfast and
vicinity. fHv
GIVING LINEN GALORE. Such good values we have never before been able to offer i
patterns—no two of them alike, and the qualities are at the H1GHES1 NOTCH of %.^
doubt if there has ever been, at any one time, suen an array of nice table linens at
prices, shown in Belfast. We have the napkins to match most of the patterns in both i
eigh’s and three-quarter s^ze. We shall also have ready for this (Thursday) afternoon a i
of Damask ) owels, the qualities and prices left entirely to your judgment. In the Bl
■

line, perhaps just

notification

a

necessary to

is

was

present

at

the annual

3,500 yards Omar Cashmere.

in Union llali last Thursday even
The entertainment consisted of a
laughable farce entitled “The Sniggles I
Family” which made it first appearance in !
this place last summer under the skillful1
management of Miss Lillian liunnells and
Miss Ida West.
It was reproduced with
slight variations. The solo by Miss Laura
May Carver was rendered in her usual artistic manner; the duet by Misses Janie
|
Curtis and Clara Sweetser was enjoyed and i
1
were
as
was
Miss
they
heartily encored,
Lizzie Whitcomb’s whistling.

supper

ing.

At 1 o’clock Friday afternoon those who
visited the shore front witnessed a very
wild scene.
With the wharves nearly all
under water, and the spray flying well up in
the lield of Mosman Park, it looked, about

This

signature is

Laxative
the

on

every box of the genuine
Tablet*

Bromo-Quinine
eaM

remedy that carca

a

ia

aae

day

j

J. S. Xickerson received word last week
from Lowell, Mass., that his son Delbert is
dangerously ill with pneumonia.
W. II. Xickerson and daughter, Miss
Vinnie, left by Monday’s boat for Boston
and vicinity where they will visit friends
and relatives.
Centbe Montville. The funeral of
Fred L. Waterhouse occurred from his late
residence Xov. 7th, Rev. T. R. Pentecost officiating. Mrs. Clara Palmer and Mrs. J.
W. Hannum were present from Middleboro,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Thompson
from Howard, R. I. Many G. A. R. men
attended_Mrs. Lucy Wentworth has gone
to Portland to help care for her daughter,
Mrs. Bennie Stevenson, who is very ill.
Frank A. Choate was committed to the Insane Asylum Nov. 7th—Mrs. C. T. French
of Belfast was in town last week.Mrs.
N. P. Bennett had a very ill turn one night
last week, but is now improving.

I

seven?,
!r,

Ladies’ Fleeced Vests.

A double fold twilled, cocbeco made fabric for women’s

house dresses and wrappers, and for children’s dresses.
Warranted fast colors. Figured in tirecian, Persian
and set figure patterns. Some are perfect representa1 In yer
tation of French Flannel. For this sale,

See them in

our

big

yard.

show window.

Case Ladies’ Fleeced Vests worth

l

l

•:

£

..■

Underwear
1 CASE

Boys’ Extra Heavy Fleeced Lined \
and Pants, value 33c., our price,

Table Damask.
We are glad of this opportunity and are bound to make
this a popular store. Never before have we offered
such values in TABLE DAMASKS and never before
has there been such an assortment to choose from.
Every housewife likes nice table linen. We can suit
you in this lot, and if you want a new one for Thanksgiving come in and see us.

1 CASE Gents’ Buffalo Health Underwear
75c., at
A few sizes in Gents’ 50c. Underwear at

10 Pieces

>.C

Bovs’ 25c.

Ladies’

lot

Outing Night Robes,

5 dozen in Pinks an<l Blues
Outing) worth $1.25, at

only (10c.

qu

a0

3{j(;

dozen Outing Night ltobes in fancy c.
prettily trimmed at prices from
$1.15 to f
in

iiu

.8{j

Wrappers.
No reason to slight these—Percales ,u:
not a cheap line, but the best
goods
We trust your judgment. 20 dozen
manufactured
ed,
expressly for us. frim.

■ft1

....

i

to

tih

,

s

,■!,

French Flannels
!

and the IM LTATIOX in all the
good st
are 30 inches wide,
polka dots and

tions

1
The All Wool comes in

plain colors,

yaM

1

also tip

Figured Cashmere, double widths, light
newest goods for waists,

m

...

25c.

DIRECT FROM THE MILLS TO US,
HORN.

j
j

j

IX GRAYS, BLUES and

Austin, in Rockland, November «», to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Austin a daughter.
Bi.oix;ett. In Belfast. November S. to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank i‘. Blodgett, a son, Parker F.
Conaky. In Sunshine, Deer Isle. November 1.
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman s. (Zonary, a son.
Gkav. In Brooksville, October It*, to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Gray, a daughter, Alice Rachel.
Haskell. In Sunset, November 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. George E. Haskell, a son, Charles Florence.
Wool*. In Orland, October 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luzon A. Wood, a daughter.

to-day

SI.02 1-2 per

bargain.

yard, only

BLACK FANCY ALL WOOL

Suitings,

50

Orland.

In Rockland, October 25,
Hakkis Eaton.
George D. Harris and Mrs. Sadie B. Eaton, both
Isle.,

of Deer

Gray

$125

50 inches wide, per

1>1ED.
In Hampden, November 4. Sarah,
Brown.
wife of Thompson Brown, aged 58 years, 5 months
and 12 days.
Crockett. In Northport, November 12, Freeman Crockett, aged 80 years.
Di xrar. In Penobscot, November 5, Joseph
Dunbar, aged 01 years.
In Boston, Mass., November 1,
Erskine.
Charles M., son of Andrew J. and Adelaide Erskine of Rockland, aged 31 years, 7 months and 4

yard.

I taring tlie past two years our line
have gained a great popularity among
fast. A good part of this must of
(nullities, styles and prices. This >■
greater efforts than ever to please
ready-made waists. Our line ,is largo
our prices the lowest in the city.

Hair,

■

yard

At $1,25.

Flannel Waists, exact

Flannels.

FIFTY LARGE SIZE, WELL MADE
At

Comfortables at

a

10 Doz Pillow

h

Wool Waists.

Grenada, 56 in. wide, $1.25
and Blue Camels

Tapestry and Turki

I>-

•lust received; from OS,

56 in. wide,

per

Black

AIM. NEW >TVI'.E'i t..
Take them while they last

$1.25 Table Covers

MAKUiED.
Gott-Gibbs. In Orland. November 1. Albert
W. Gott and Miss Martha Helen Gibbs, both of

!

Rugs

For Capes.

56 Inch Wide Novelties
Thai are worth

10 Steamer

BROWN'S,

Bargain

Slips,

$1.00.

pattern-

All Wool Flannel in Reds and 1

At $2.0<l.

All Wool Flannel, braid trimn
ally good value for the money.

Others—$2 25, $2.50, $2.75, $2.OS, Jb:
$4 50 and $5.00.

Blankets!
Don’t pass by a good thing. Our Blank*'
of last week attracted so much atten:
want of Blankets that we made anotlu
chase of 117 pairs, mostly medium a
Blankets. There are some extra goon
lot of Blankets and we know we can
Its the worth that makes these Blanket
50 PAIRS more of those $1.13 11-4 Blank'
Grays and Browns, for

|

j W. II. Ames is building an L to his house.
j Mr. Ralph Herrick of East Belfast is visit! ing his aunt, Mrs. Amy Towle.

1

...

the West Indies.

|

hundred and

one

in the medium and better qualities at prices which you will know they are worth. [ |
hundred y rds of the famous Omar Cashmere at four and one-half cents per yard
pleasant and significant figure to remember—they are handsome patterns for wrapper
gowns, and would be cheap at a far greater price. P_EASE READ ON

E.

large number

bring before you

Jacksonville, Nov. 8. Sld, schs. Henry
F. J. Dow has returned from Xorridge- Crosby, Perth Amboy; Jessie Lena, Devereaux, New York ; 10, cld, sch. Penobscot,
wock, where he has been employed at stone Haynes, Newr York.
cutting.
Wilmington, N. C., Nov. 8. Cld, sch. days.
Heal. In Lynn, Mass., November 0, Adelaide
all stores sell at 15c. each; we can and will sell at
Lucia Porter, Farrow, Cape Ilaytien.
M., daughter of Enoch H. and Melvina Heal, a
Will Thompson has returned from Belfast,
lie each.
Charleston, Nov. 8. Ar, sch. Jose Olaverri, native of Rockland, aged 40 years, 8 months and
where he has been employed for the past New York.
27 days.
In Oceanside, Calif., October 27, 10 DOZEN 75c
Lindsey.
six months.
Fernandina, Nov. 9. Ar, schs. Florence
OVALITY
formerly of Rockland,
Leland, Spolford, Newburyport; Anna Pen- Mrs. 77Elsie J. Lindsey,
aged
years, month and 13 days.
The Misses Myra and Kate Scribner left dleton, Patterson, New York.
Stinson. In Stonington, October 28, Miss NelSalem, Alass., Nov. 11. Sld, schs. Men- lie E. Stinson, aged 17 years, 8 months, 18 days.
by Monday’s boat for Rockland, where they
awa, E. AI. Sawyer, Annie F. Kimball, Fred
Varney. In Dorchester, November 10, Eleawill visit relatives.
A. Small, New York; Annie R. Lewis, nor Florence, wife of George W. Varney, aged 44
Frank E. Dow left last Friday for New Serena S. Kendall, Eva May, Katherine, years.
Have You seen our new
Weed.
In Burnham, October 23, William
Mark Pendleton, Alollie Rhodes, Leonora,
York, where he has secured a situation on
Weed, aged 80 years, 4 months and 24 days.
Bangor.
a steamship which runs from that
city to
straight front Corset, the

Misses Frances Cleaves, Lizzie Colcord,
L. Merithew and J. W. Brock came up Evelyn and Ethel Colcord of Stockton
in town last Sunday visiting
from Seven Hundred Acre Island Friday Springs were
the family of Frank II. Cleaves.
forenoon in the sail boat Louise, arriving
j
Quite a number of our young folks went
here just before the gale came on the hardto Swanville Wednesday night, Xov. 7th, to
est.
YV. R. Howard, principal of the Belfast attend the complimentary ball given by Mr.
High School, will give a talk in the Con- Guy Peavey in honor of his marriage to
Miss Emily Applin.
gregational Conference Room. Friday evening, at T.:iO, on beetles, moths and butterWEST SEABSPOBT NEWS.
flies, illustrated by specimens. Admission
P. H. Monroe saw a large (leer in his tur10 cents.
last week.
YVe have been asked by Searsport people nip patch
Mrs. Susan Towle has sold her horse
who will be in Boston during the winter if
the date for the banquet to be given by the Chester, to Mr. C. X. Fletcher of Stockton
Searsport Home Club lias been fixed. Will Springs.
the secretary please inform us so that we
Henry Reynolds and Chas. Dickey of
can publish it in The Journal?
; South Ilrooks were in town the first of this
1 week on
business.
Notwithstanding the inclement weather a

‘

P1,o.^e

Sheets at 65c

j

George A. Bowen is removing the ice
house to his lot near the stream. It will be
place* in position so that the ice can be
hoisted and put in direct from the pond.

we re

day.

It is intimated that several of our citizens
would like to have the temperance lecturer
return and give his talk some week day i
evening in Union JIall.

weeks' vacation.

Lawrence, Carter, Newport News; Alary
Farrow, \. Y. (latter ashore on Cow island
and discharging cargo cement into lighters ).
Bangor, Nov. 7. Cld, schs. Levi Hart,
New York; ALelissa Trask, do.; ar, sch.
Lillian, Weymouth; 8, ar, sell. Lizzie Lane,
CTosson, Perth Amboy; sld, sells. Susan
Stetson, Boston; Charity, Brooklin; m, ar,
sch. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Elizabethport: sld, sch. Edward Stewart, Winslow,
New York ; 12, ar, sell. Alary E. Palmer,
Newport News.
Norfolk, Nov.-7. Ar, sch. Hattie 11. BarStamford.
bour,
seats at Clement A. Adams, J."
chilcents;
Portsmouth, N. II., Nov. 8. Ar, sch. Lizzie
dren under Yl years, lo cents; dancing, 10 Williams, Candage, Bangor, lor Boston.
cents.
Savannah, Nov. 8. Ar, sch. 1). 1). Haskell, Rockland; passed out by Tybee, sch.
A. B. Sherman, Philadelphia.
NOK1H SEAHSP011T ITEMS.
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 8. Ar, sch. Almeda
Miss Eudavilla Cleaves, who lias been Willey, Dodge, New York: cld, sch. Wesley AI. Oler, Ilarriman, Perth Amboy; 9, ar,
dangerously ill, is improving.
sens. Nimbus, Boston; Ebenezer Iiaekett,
Mrs. Bloomfield of Seal Cove is visiting Pendleton, New York; Pendleton Brothsch. Wm. II.
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Dorr. ers, Small, Boston; 10, cld,
Sumner, Yeaton, New York; ar, sch. CharMiss Lillian Scribner and Mrs. F. II. Hoag lotte T. Sibley, New York (reports lost both
anchors and 45 fathoms of chain north of

of Belfast

Misses Pose Oosson and Elizabeth Paine
left last Thursday by train for New Vork,
where they will spend the winter.

two

wealthy bachelor,

New York, Nov. 0. Ar, sch. Izetta, Bangor; 7 cld, sch. Annie 1*. Chase, Ellis, Port
Reading for Bangor; 8, ar, sch. Wm. E.
Downes, Savannah; sld, sch. Sallie l’On,
Fernandina; 10, sld, sell. Flora Condon,
Sellers, Bangor; sld, schs. Gladys, Brunswick; Edward 11. Blake, Fernandina; 18,
ar, ship Henry B. Hyde, Honolulu.
Boston, Nov. 7. Ar, sch. Hattie S. Collins. Stonington ; 8, ar, sch. William Pickering, Sellers, Bangor; 11, sld, sch. Laura M.
Lunt, Cummings, Fernandina; ar, sell.
Gov. Ames, Baltimore; 12, ar, schs. Frank
A. Palmer, Baltimore. Young Brothers,
Philadelphia; 18, ar, sch. Webster Barnard,
Woodbridge Creek.
Philadelphia, Nov. (5. Ar, schs. Young
Brothers, Boston; Laura, Black River, Ja.;
7, ar, schs. Daylight, Boston: Myronus,
Somes Sound: 8, cld, brig Jennie Ilulbert,
Curacoa, D. W. 1.; sch. Young Brothers,
Boston;
cld, sch. Lue> E. Friend, Gloucester: 10, cld, sch. Daylight, Nickerson,
Bath.
Baltimore, Nov. 9. Sld, sch. Helen G.
Moseley, Holt, Galveston.
Portland, Nov. 12. Ar, schs. Sarah W.

—

Mrs. Abbie Holmes and daughter Lucy of
j
Augusta were in town last week, the guests i
iif Mrs. J. T. Erskine.
Hoctors Ferguson and Patterson of New
V«»rk were called here last week by the illness of Mrs. Ferguson.

a

are

PURCHASE!

QF

November storm of 1808.
The new five-masted schooner Fannie
Palmer was driven ashore at Waldoboro
Friday and is still high am dry, and efforts
to haul her off by the aid of tugs Knickerbocker and Adelia of Bath have proved fruitless. A large trench is now being dug All Linen, best Irish manufacture, 86 inches wide,
around the vessel so that the water will
40c per yd.
-value 62c„ now
flow in to a sufficient depth to float her.
Marblehead, Mass., Nov. 0. The 77-ton The beat of all, less than ten whole pieces all told,
schooner John M. Fiske, Captain William
72 inches ivirte, warranted all pure linen,
Nutt, owned by J. Gordon Hicks of Rocksatin finish, choice patterns, genuine 87 l-2c.
land, Me., with a cargo of lime, which went
OOc
quality, for this sale only
ashore in Lane cove yesterday with her
No other Belfast retailer ever showed you
; cargo on fire, is a total loss. All that is
this
at
this
quality
price.
now left of her is a huge pile of boiling
lime, and part of her hull, and the firemen This lot of linen at 49c. and 69c. is only a trumpet to
have given up all attempts to save her cargo.
call your attention to other Linens equally barThe vessel and cargo were valued at 82,000.
79c., 89c„ Oti^c., #1.‘45
gainish, at
Halifax, X. S., Nov. 12. The worst maand #1.50 per yard.
rine disaster in the long list of steamers
wrecked among the rocks and shoals at the Napkins to match in both three-quarters and five-eights size.
entrance to the Bay of Fundy occurred yes25 dozen Damask Towels, some fringed, some
terday morning, when the Yarmouth line
s25c. each
hemmed,
side-wheeler City of Monticello, bound from
St. John for Yarmouth, was overwhelmed 50 dozen Damask Towels,
lOc
off Chegoggin point, only four miles from 20
l»c
her destination, by mountainous seas and
5c
engulfed with 82 of her passengers and 25 dozen Cotton Huck Towels,
crew.
The total number of people on board
25 dozen Turkish Towels, extra large size, 2 for t!5c
is now placed at thirty-six. The four survivors are Captain A. S'. Smith, Third offi- 3 dozen Damask Towels, choice patterns, tine linen,
81.00
cer Flemming, Quartermaster Wilson, cook
per pair,
and stewardess Smith. The three men saved agree that the cause of the disaster was
briefly that the steamer was pounded for
hours by sea and gale, sprang aleak and
of NEW DRESS GOODS, 33c. quality,
filled, became unmanagable, broke apart
30 inches wide, only
and foundered.
The City of Monticello
was a side-wheeled craft, 280 feet long, and
had accommodations for about 200 people.

AMERICAN PORTS.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

New Bedford,

or^ Tampa, Nov. 10—Barque Olive
hurlow, Cook, from Vera Cruz for Apalachicola and New York, is ashore on Egmont
Key. A steamer has gone to assist her and
she will probably be floated to-night.
Philadelphia, Nov. 10. Sell. Spartan, while
at anchor off Haighn’s Point last night,
parted chain and fouled brig Jennie 1 Hilbert, for Curacoa, also at anchor. The brig
carried away martingale, and will be delayed about 24 hours. The Spartan is uninjured.
Boston, Noy. 11. At 3.30 o'clock yesterday morning the three-masted schooner
Myra B. Weaver was wrecked in Vineyard
Sound, and six lives were lost. The men
rpi

PORT OF BELFAST.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER COj 100 WILLIAM

Rio Janeiro).
Buenos Ayres, Oct. 0. Sld, bark Herbert
Fuller, Nash, New York; Herbert Black,
Blanchard, Rosario, to load for Rio Janeiro
or Santos.
Demerara, Oct. 24. In port, bark Auburndale, Dow, for New York or Philadelphia;
sch. James Slater, Peterson, from Fernandina.
Rosario, Sept. 28. Sld, bark J. H. Bowers, Magune, Boston; Oct. 11, ar, barks
Ethel, Buenos Ayres; Herbert Black, do.
Honolulu, Oct. 23. Ar, ship Emily F.
Whitney, San Francisco.
Singapore, Nov. 8. Ar. previously, bark
ltose Innes, Colcord, Port Louis (to load for
New iork or Boston).

fishing schooner
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Charles W. Parker reports having drawn
while
off
Eastern
up
fishing
point, Cape
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tables. Ann, last Wednesday, a bed spring, a copper
All druggists refund the money if it fails to wire, bell and fixtures. The wreckage is
cure.
E. W. Grove’s signature is on each believed to have come from the steamer
box.
Portland which went down in the great
Iy36
SHIP

STUPENDOUS

more.

Oggla.
Boston, Nov.

of first consideration.
Alum is used in many baking powders because it makes
them cheap. It costs less than two cents a pound.
Alum is a corrosive poison. Think of feeding it to children !
Yet the manufacturers of well-known alum
powders are actually denying that their goods contain it.

Rio Janeiro, Nov. 5. Ar, bark Josephine,
Baltimore; 6, sld, bark Glad Tidings, Balti-

j

Johnson’s]

..Fred A.

PORTS.

FOREIGN

S wanvii/LE. Mr. Albert Holmes,who has
been visiting relatives in town for some
months, has returned to his home in the
Black Hills, S. D.Miss Lulu Patterson
of Belfast is the guest of Mrs. E. B. Greeley.
-Mrs. A. E. Brown is in Prospect this
week doing dressmaking for Mrs. Fred
Cunningham and Miss Sadie Killman—
By the kindness of Mr. D. W. Billings we
learn that Mr. Charles H. Nickerson, who
recently died in Calif., was a member of Co.
G., 2sth Regt., Maine Vols......The complimentary ball given by Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Peavey Wednesday evening, Nov. 7th, was
largely attended. Excellent music was furnished byNye’s Orehestraof Munroe. Mrs.
Peavey is a typical English girl and all those
who know her best know that Guy has
chosen wisely. He is one of our staunchest
and most respected citizens, and all who enjoyed their entertainment wish them a long
life of peace and prosperity_M iss Katherine J. Nickerson left by boat Monday to
Visit relatives and friends near Boston.
The schools all closed last Friday. Teachers for the winter term have been elected
as follows:
No. 1, Miss Katherine Nickerson ; No. a, Miss Julia Chase: No. 7, Miss
Josie Mae Strout of Orono: No. n,Mr. Albert
T. Nickerson. The schools are to begin
Dec. ad_Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Damm and
visit the family of Mr. S. I). Greeley.
Damm returned Monday. Mrs. D.
remain a week or more.

Vineyard Haven, Nov. 13. Ar, sch. MenBangor for New York; passed schs.
Annie P. Chase, Mary Stewart and Flora
Condon, N. Y. for Bangor.

awa,

43 PAIRS

4 old
a

man was

refused insurance by

Company because he

was

Blankets, extra large size.
bindings, strictly all wool,
red, pink and yellow border, w
lbs., value to-day $0.00. This s;

24 PAIRS 11-4
silk

94

“What of that!” he cried;

years old.

“look

at your

statistics: fewer persons

die

94 than

at any

FRED A. JOHNSON,
BELFAST

see

So,

at

he

was

you

are

right

other

but

not

right when

age.”

You

reasonable!

you

say you

get along without Chase & SanBut is it
born^ Seal Brand Coffee.

can

reasonable

not

to

give

single trial?
know, can get along

coffee

a

but it goes hard I

this

famous

A wagon, you
without grease—

PRICE

CURRENT.

[Corrected Weekly
Produce Market.

for The Journal.]
Prices 1 aid Producer.

25 to 50 Hay p ton,
12.00^14.00
Apples p bu.,
dried, p 11>. 5(o0 Hides p it.,
2.25 Lamb p It.,
12
Beans, pea.
2.25 Lamb Skins,
25(235
medium,
2.25' Mutton p It.,
0
Yel’ eyes,
2«to22 Oats p bu., 32 It., 25(235
Butter P ft,
50
Beef p ft,
02 o- Potatoes p bu.,
0
40(2451 Round Hog,
Barley p bu.,
11A Straw p ton,
0.00,27.00
Cheese p ft,
10tol2 Turkey p lb,
10(217
Chicken p ft,
Calf Skins,
50(275 Tallow P lb,
li^.3
Duck p ft.
14(215 Veal P lb,
047
28 Wool, unwashed,
22
Eggs p doz.,
Fowl p ft,
3.00§4.00
8gl0 Wood, hard,
Geese p ft,
13(215 Wood, soft,
3.50g4.00

Retail Price.

Other

high grades in

richly-colored parchment
bags (moisture proof).

Temple, Belfast

Masonic

Please Call and See Us.
Will open their

LOST.
A black cat with white feet, a white strip in his
face and a white tip on his tail, weighing about
fourteen pounds and answering to the name of
Towser. Has been missing since Monday evening. The finder will be suitably rewarded.
A. T. CONDON, No. 1 Northport Ave.
*
Belfast, Nov. 15,1000.—Iw46*

new

goods

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, JM JV. 16

lie tail Market,.

90(21.00
Beef, corned, p ft, 8@10 Lime p bbl.,
Butter Salt, 14 ft, 18to20 Oat Meal p lb.
4<.a.5
55 Onions P lb,
Corn p bu.,
2^a3
Cracked Corn p bu., 55 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,12(213
55 Pollock p lb,
4(2.
Corn Meal p bu.,
14 Pork p lb,
10
Cheese p ft,
1.13
Cotton Seed P cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
3
5(28 jRye Meal p lb,
Codfish, dry, p ft,
1.05
Cranberries p qt., StolO Shorts P cwt.,
Clover Seed,
6(26£
10@14 Sugar p lb,
35
4.75to5.25 Salt, T. I.,pbu.,
Flour p bbl.,
3
2.35 Sweet Potatoes,
G.H.Seed pbu.,
10 Wheat Meal.
3
Lard p ft,

•—

J L. SLEEPER & GO.
a no

at 72 Main Street.
UPHOLSTERY SUPPLIES,

MI H «<>«■'■

DRAPERIES and R UGS,

SC HI I

CURTAIN SPECIALTIES,

E-tSI I

NOTICE.

In i-lb. and 2-lb. Tin
Cans (air-tight).

good quality wool Blankets, it
weight four and'one-half pounds
binding worth $3.00. For this sa

The subscriber

NOTH’K

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap- ADMINISTRATRIX’S
administratrix of the estate of
administratrix of the

>i

pointed

appointed

GEORGE J. BROWN, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
LEI ELLA C. BROWN
immediately.
Belfast, Oct. 0,1000.

NELSON CARTER, labin the County of Waldo, d« <«:
bonds as the law directs.
A>'
demands against the estate of
desited to present the same for
all indebted thereto are rcMue-'.
ment immediately.
CKAd
Troy. Oct. 9, 1990.

<

>•

